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Brother Charles "Chip" cehelmeier
On May 5, 2005, when many students were winding down their finds and seniors were getting ready for
graduation, the La Salle community lost a dear friend, colleague and teacher, Charles "Chip" Echelmeier, F.S.C
Brother Chip was the Director of University Ministry and Service (UMAS).
Brother Chip began working at La Salle University in 1977 as an Assistant Director of Residence Life, and in
1980 he was named Director of UMAS, then called Campus Ministry. He was instrumental in developing
a Community Service Scholarship to allow committed students the opportunity to lead community service
on our campus without needing to worry about monetary compensation. Five new students receive this
scholarship each year.
"In keeping with the mission of our founder, St. John Baptist de La Salle, we strive to tap each students
potential to become a fully developed human being: an informed lifelong learner, an advocate for social
justice, and a steward of the community, be it worldwide or around the block," Brother Chip wrote about
UMAS in an issue of the University's alumni magazine.
Outside of UMAS, Brother Chip also directed a number of productions for The Masque, and played piano.
He had a wonderful singing voice and sang at many University events, including Opening Convocation and Commencement.
Brother Chip asked for two scholarships be established. One to honor his father and to benefit junior and senior Communication majors. The second to
be awarded to young men entering the Christian Brother's ministry. Information can be received through the University Advancement Office.
Information obtained from the
La Salle University Portal
Brother Chip excelled at many things and many roles in life. .
.
He was a . .
.
.
.
.Prominent teacher and administrator at Archbishop Carroll and at our
University. In fact, his lengthy career as Director of Campus Ministry and UMAS
is unparalled
.
.
.Musician and Singer extraordinaire, Actor and then a Director at Archbishop
Carroll and for La Salle's Masque.
.
.
Cook and bartender, with a specialty at working in very small kitchens, mixing
chilled brandy manhattans, and making guests feel very welcome.
.
.
A pioneer in developing and promoting service learning and volunteerism, at La
Salle and even before that at Notre Dame, where he taught a course called Theology
& Community Service, a forerunner of NDs current Center for Service Learning.
.
.
A creator of elegant and expressive liturgies, for small groups and full cathedrals.
He often provided the musical accompaniment-at the piano, always leading
through all the verses.
An excerpt from Brother Chip's Eulogy given
by President Michael McGinniss, Ph.D., F.S.C.
Brother Chip is my friend.
Aside from the roles liturgist, educator, director, vocalist, musician..he is my
friend And as my friend, he challenged me to be a better person, to think about
issues lie social justice, real prayer, real education. He showed me what it means
to be Lasallian, long before that word even came to be popular in our culture here.
His words were always thoughtul, he waited for me to form my words, and he
helped me to consider a bigger picture so that I might grow, both personally and
professionally. He was my Assistant Director of Resident Life when I was a
student and an RA. From that time until his passing, as my collegue on the
Division of Student Affairs Leadership Team, he taught me to take my work
seriously, and myself not so seriously. His laugter and passion for "gettting it just
right" will always remain with me.
Brother Chip will always be my friend.
Anna Melnyk Allen
Assistant Dean of Students
4 Dedication
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28 Academics
64 Student Ife
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160 Seniors
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DEDICATION
Anna Melnyk Allen has worn many hots during her career at La Salle University.
She has been student, teacher, administrator, co-worker, welcome wagon, disciplinar-
ian and friend. Anna has approached each role with integrity, honesty and a keen
sense of humor.
The 2005 Explorer Yearbook is dedicated to Anna Melnyk Allen. The students
working on the Yearbook choose Anna not only because of her years of service to the
University, but rather the way she approaches her work. Anna is not only an
administrator at La Salle University. She represents the heartand soul of the institution.
The students of La Salle University feet lucky to have a strong role model such as
Anna Melnyk Allen. Even through personal loss and tragedy Anna has been there
for the students and her fellow colleagues at La Salle. She supervises the Multicultural
Center and the ftooramming Center of University Life in the Division of Student
Affairs. Anna's contribution to the La Salle communitycan be felt in the area in which
she supervises.
Anna has worked at La Salle for over twenty years. She worked as the Assistant
Director of Admissions and is currently the Assistant Dean of Students in the Division
of Student Affairs. She began her career at La Salle as an undergraduate student,
graduating in 1980 with a BA in Psychology, and later received a Master of Science in
Communication.
She has lived the mission of the University in her work. Anna's impact on students
is well known. She is always available as a mentor, friend, and confidante. Anna
supports students through her words and deeds. While alwaysa compassionate friend,
Anna is no pushover. She will never let anyone coast through the system by cheating
themselves or our community of the development of their potential.
Anna's contribution to the La Salle University community is the continuation of
the work of St. John Baptist de La Salle. She always meets the student where they are
developmental^ while nurturing them to move past their comfort zone to discover
new things about themselves and the world. Anna understands the need for change
and growth but recognizes it takes small steps over time to achieve lasting impact. She
is often calling us to be aware of how we communicate our messages and the
consequences of our actions. She is truly an educator of the mind, body, and spirit.

ack year tke Explorer staff uses tke first few pages of tke
! /
yearbookto reflecton several events,momentsandpeople
tkat kave made tke year memorable. Tkis year is no
exception. Using tke tkeme ' Bekind tke Scenes we
kopewekave capturedjust a few of tke innerworkings of
La Salle, and wkat makes tkis University unique. We
kavealso triedtocapturesome of tke events tkat changed
our lives. Wkile tkere were more stories to tell, smiles to
kave pkotograpked and kistories left to uncover, use tke
2005Explorer Yearbooks just one of your treasures of
reflection.
/
/
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"By wearing this band, I proudly represent and
foster an environment which produces a recipro-
cal respect among all persons in our community."
"Let us remember. .
.
" This was the taqline of the
I Am La Salle campaign. Based in the mission
statement of the University, the I Am La Salle
armbands created a symbol of unity on campus
when there was an abundance of negative energy.
The I Am La Salle campaign, initiated in October
of 2005, was the brainchild of Aymee Davis '05,
Claire Davis '06 and Leo Schwartz '05. Spawned
from the negativity being spread in the media and
community, the hope was to unify all students,
faculty, family and even the community at large.
"Everyone has so many things that they are apart
of and all these different people make up La Salle."
Claire Davis said. The "bracelets are the visual
representation of the message," Aymee Davis re-
sponded.
This program, helped along by the Students' Gov-
ernment Association and the Resident Student
Association, can be seen all over campus with
students wearing the blue bracelets. Everyone can
wear them. According to Leo Schwartz, the cam-
paign "stress[es] the idea that you don't need to be
in a big organization to be part of La Salle."
While it remains to be seen if the goals were fully
accomplished because the campaign is still too
new, the initial steps have been taken to create a
community of mutual respect and understanding.
May the 2005-2006 academic year bring bigger
and better things to the I Am La Salle Team.
Nik Kozel '06
I AM LA
IAM LA SALLE
m I am CarrieI perform with the dance teamI'm going to be a doctorI AM LASALLE
I am Melanie
I am a student athlete
I am from Trinidad
I AM LASALLE
I am Anthony
I play trumpet in the jazz band
I like chicken nuggets
I AM LASALLE
I am Keith
I co-host a radio show on WEXP
I ran the Philly Half Marathon
1 enjoy surfing
I AM LASALLE
Sponsored by La Salle Student Organizations
I AM LA SALLE
1
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1 am (Catherine
1 volunteer for homeless
outreach
I am a huge Tim McGraw
I AM LA SALLE
Fan
I am a
I am Glenn
member of TCLAM
RSA
I am pursuing a career as a
Disney Graphic Artist
I AM LA SALLE
^g
a
d I am Aaron1 am a I'eer EUucat jr 5im I am a musician1 AM LA SALL E oca
By wearing this band,
I proudly represent
and faster an enviroment
which produces a reciprocal
respect among all persons
o JJ-
in our community
Let us remember...
a
o
Q.
Join the I AM LASALLE community
Sat Feb 5th at the Price is Right SiOO in Dan Roddcn Thcathcr
Above: The "I AM LA SALLE campaign" team
earned a special honor at the Student Awards
Ceremony.
Left: Posters were hung all over campus to peak
interest before the kickoff of the program.
Previous page: La Salle students and staff alike
proudly show off their I AM LA SALLE braclets.
Malting the Yearbook
Behind the scenes in the Explorer Yearbook Office
- just what does it take to create a time capsule of the
year? Well, there were many changes in the office this
year, so the story alone is a little piece of yearbook
history.
The first change is the most obvious. You received
this book in the fall, instead of at Graduation time.
The Explorer staff realized so much of the year is
missed when the book is published in the spring. There
are no Baccalaureate or Graduation pictures, spring
athletic pictures and stories about Greek Week are
from the previous year. Shouldn't the 2005 Explorer
cover events and include stories and pictures from the
entire 2004-2005 year? We are happy to bring this
volume to you with more up to date coverage than in
years past.
The next change was staff. Our advisor changed
and Programming Coordinator Dawn Fraser came on
board at the end of October, then our Editor In Chief
resigned in December. With the change in leadership
and a new staff looking for direction, most of the
work started late, therefore making deadlines real
pressure cookers. We relied on the expertise of our
Jostens' representative Phil Klein, to guide us through
the education of layout design using PageMaker, and
using Jostens' Graphic Designer Bob Eyster's incredible
artwork and ideas for the cover and section dividers.
Although we number small as members of the
Explorer Yearbook student organization, we couldn't
have produced such a wonderful book if it wasn't for
our hard working staff; the support from Jostens, Carl
Wolf Studios and the La Salle University Funding
Board; and the many students that supplied us with
pictures and stories. We thank you all and hope you
agree this book serves as a true tribute to the 2004-
2005 academic year.
10
MTVComes to Pkila.
We all know Philadelphions car
territorial about their beloved city and so it was no
surprise that MTVs "The Real World" cast was met
with insults, threats and occasionally physical assault
Early indications of Philadelphions' objections to the
show, which became apparent during the renovation
of "The Real World" house, nearly resulted in the cast
moving elsewhere. But luckily, the city convinced MTV
to stay here.
Although many were opposed to the show,
very few objected to the wonderful scenery and
publicity for the city that this season offered viewers.
Amazingly, I never saw an abundance of trash,
graffiti or the illustrious protests that have previously
defined our city in themedia Rather, viewers got to see
the true heart of Philadelphia; Old Gty, the nightlife
in bars and clubs, historical sites, beautiful architec-
|
tore, South Street and Boathouse Row. Not to mention
the incredible house they lived in, which was origi-
I ncdly the Union T3ank of Philadelphia, built during the
turn of the century.
The show also offered some great publitity
for the Philadelphia Soul, our arena football team,
and Northern Home, a care center for troubled youth
Despite bringing a little more drama and superficial-
ity to the tity, "The Real World Philadelphia" turned
out to be a success and a testament to our city.
Hopefully the show will attract more tourists and
students to come and experience the highlights of
Philadelphia for themselves.
Colleen Mullarkey '06
Pictures courteousy of www.realworldphilly.com
2004-2005News
1. The flags on campus were lowered on cam-
pus to honor the passing of Pope John Paul II.
After 26 years of leading the Catholic Church,
the Pontiff died on April 2, 2005.
2. Pope John Paul II. He was 84 years old at the
time of his death.
3. Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger of Germany be-
came the 265th Pontiff and has assumed the
name Pope Benedict XVI.
4. In probably the most high profile case of
2004, Scott Peterson was found guilty on No-
vember 16, 2004 of murdering his wife Laci (5)
and their unborn child. Two jury members,
including the foreman, were dismissed during
deliberations. On December 13, he was sen-
tenced to death. Here, his picture after being
transferred to San Quentin State Prison.
5. A pregnant Laci Peterson was last seen the
morning of Christmas Eve, 2002. Her body and
the body of her son were found on April 16,2003.
6&7. Two of the most watched and talked about
shows on campus were "Desperate House-
wives" and "LOST" both on ABC. Both debuted
in the fall of 2004. Desperate Housewives stars
Marcia Cross, Teri Hatcher, Felicity Huffman,
Eva Longoria and Nicollette Sheridan and tells
the comical stories of coniving housewives liv-
ing in suburbia. LOST follows the story of 48
survivors of a plane crash on an unknown
island.
8. Actor Jerry Orbach died December 28, 2004.
The broadway star is probably most recogniz-
able as Jake Houseman (Baby's dad) in the
movie Dirty Dancing, the voice of Luminere
from Disney's Beauty and the Beast and as
Lenny Briscoe in NBC's original Law and Order.
Orbach starred in that show for 12 years, and
had just left to star in the spin-off, Law and
Order: Trial By Jury.
9. Michael Jackson was again arrested for child
molestation in November of 2003. His behavior
during the 2005 trial was talked about as much
as the trial itself, starting with the delay of jury
selection due to his hospitalization from the flu,
to his showing up to court late on the second
day of his accuser's testimony,wearing pajama
bottoms. On June 13, he was cleared of all
charges.
10. Two days short of the 2nd anniversary of the
fall of Baghdad to US-led forces, the first Iraqi
democratic elections in 50 years were held in
January 2005, and a Kurd, Jalal Talabani was
voted interim President. The new governments
priority job is to draft a permanent constitution
and lay the ground work for December elec-
tions.
11. During La Salle's "King's Dream" leadership
day in January, tables at dinner recognized the
thousands of lives lost in Southwest Asia due to
a Tsunami that hit December 26. A sign
representing 15,500 lives lost was placed at
each of the 10 tables in the room. The biggest
earthquake in 40 years struck deep beneath the
Indian Ocean which triggered the tsunami.
12
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One of the great upsets in sports history come to pass
August 29, 2004 at the 2004 Summer Olympic Gomes.
Simply stated, Athens did it
What was unthinkable even a few months before the
Opening Ceremonies of the Olympics is now complete, a
story of triumph against all odds that likely will be told as
long as the Olympic Games exist. For the first time in
Olympic history, we have a city and a Games that can
proclaim as their most prominent achievement that which
did not happen.
Terrorists did not strike. Stadiums did not crumble.
Athletes did not miss their qualifying heats because of
traffic jams. Security did not keep anyone from missing
anything. If I had written those words a month before the
Olympics had started, who among us, except for a few
million optimistic Greeks, would have believed they could
possibly come true? Ifs hardly possible to overstate the
degree of satisfaction both Greece's organizers and the
international sports community felt as the curtain closed
on the 2004 Summer Olympic Games. We might as well
include the rest of the world in that as well because ifs now
a fact that 202 countries came together for 1 6 days of sports
competition without any major problems. What a wonder-
ful gift this is to a weary world with warm regards from the
not-soancient Greeks.
From an athletic point of view, these certainly will be
remembered as the Games of Controversy. The forerunner
to the controversies revolved around the two Greek sprint-
ers, Kostas Kenteris and Ekaterina Thanou , and their
massive free-fall from grace on the eve of what would have
been the most visible night of their lives, involved as they
would have been in the lighting of the Olympic flame
during the Opening Ceremonies. From that moment on, we
were off and running with about two dozen athletes
disgraced by doping violations, a gymnastics venue that
turned into a den of inequity, a US. men's basketball team
that was the worst in American Olympic history and the
miserable end to a terrible year for Marion Jones.
Controversy of this kind will accompany future Summer
Olympics as well. The Games are too big, the media presence
too great, the potential payoff for athletes too immense.
This wasn't Athens' fault; ifs simply the nature of the post-
modem Games.
But the Olympics weren't filled entirely with contro-
versy . The shining star of Athens 2004 had to be swimmer
Michael Phelps who made a splash on the scene when he
took home eight medals, six of them gold. Many followed
in this footsteps by making their own mark on the Games
such as Carly Patterson and Paul Hamm who won gold
medals in the women's and men's individual all-around
gymnastics competition. Lastly, we can't forget women's
soccer Ma Hamm, one of the most-famous American
female athletes, who made a glorious exit to soccer by
leading her team to a gold medal. To cap it all, she carried
the US. flag into the closing ceremonies.
Parti Kalemis '05
14
ummer v^iympics
MEDALS COUNT
Country Silver Bronze Total
USA 39 29 1 OS
China 17 14 63
Russia 27 38 92
Australia 16 16 49
Japan 9 1 2 37
Germany 16 18 48
Atkens,Greece
Boston Red Sox - 2004World Series Champions
.....i.
[ remember going to my first Boston Red Sox gome. I was eight. My divorced mom received
her company's rickets and after picking up my sister and me in the suburbs, we drove into Waltham
to pick up my grandfather, and we continuea a short distance into Fenway Park. There aren't many
who had better seats. Six rows in back of the Red Sox dugout, just behind the press, and looking straight
at the first baseman, I'm sure we were the envy of those in the upper deck. I remember seeing Jim Rice
play in the outfield, and my first "Fenway Frank". I don't remember who "we" played, and I don't
remember the exact score, but I do remember having to leave early so my sleeping-non-sports-loving
sister could be put to bed. We listened on the radio as the Sox defeated their opponent.
As a teen, and in my twenties, rarely a summer went by without at least one excursion to the
oldest major league ballpark in the country (and in Canada for that matter). I never sat in the bleachers,
I sometimes sat under a roof, but mostly I sat in those exquisite box seats behind first base. I stared at
the likes of Mo Vaughn, ate my share of Fenway Franks and Sports Bars, and admired the Green Monster
and the giant Qtgo sign. I purchased a "K" sign to mve when Roger Clemens threw strike outs, I even
followed the team to the Bronx once to see a showdown with the New York Yankees, but I never saw
the Red Sox win a World Series Championship.
Flash forward to October 2004. I'm living in Pennsylvania, away from Boston, away from
my family and most of my friends, and away from all those wonderful fair-weather Boston Red Sox
fans. I frequently see New York Yankees hats adorning passersby, and get excited when I have the rare
opportunity to see a New England sports team emblem. Im happy, because the Sox will play the Yankees
tonight for game one of the AL championship, having defeated the Anaheim Angels 3-0 to take the
Division. I'm happy, but not optimistic I have the all too clear vision inmy mind, ofa 12th inning Yankee
homerun, which oroke a tie to end the ALCS game, in 2003 (who the heck is Boone, anyway?) Still a
fan, I watch, and wait. Then it comes. . .the disappointment. . .men again, and again. Game four - 1 wait
in my living room to retire for evening, the Curse of the Bambino still lingering in the clouds. I have little
hope, as the previous game had been one of the most brutal losses in Red Sox history (19-8). It takes 12
innings, but David Ortiz is my new hero with a two run homer to bring victory to Boston. For the next
three games, I sat in front of the TV, not knowing whether I should prepare for disappointment (could
the Sox really pull out four in a row and come back to defeat the Yankees?) or close my eyes and pray
for the next four hours. Whatever I did, it worked, because after watching more baseball in one week
than I probably ever had before (game four went 12 innings, game five went 14 innings), the Sox did
come back, and it was the Yankee's turn to say, "there's always next year".
There isn't much to say about the World Series itself. The Sox took it 4-0. They never trailed
in any inning against the St. Louis Cardinals. It was the first time in history any team won eight
consecutive postseason games in a row. It would have been better if they won the World Series in Boston,
at home in Fenway Park. Yeah, yeah, yeah. The Sox won. Period. End of sentence. The 86-year drought
is done. No more complaining about "the curse", Johnny Damon can cut his hair (yeah, lie that's really
going to happen), ana we can finally forgive Bill Buckner and lohnny Pesky. There is joy in the world.
And "we" defeated the Yankees to do it. YES!!
What's the moral of the story? Good things come to those who wait? Have patience? I'm not
sure. I do know, there is a World Series every year and every team has a shot at it. To some, there are
bigger things in life to get excited about than a World Series. To others, 26 rings beats 86 years. I do know,
however, that there is something out there to make everyone excited. There are dreams for all of us to
live. Take your opportunity, hold on tight, and don't let go until you have what you want. Some day,
you'll look back and remember your first time. Until then, 111 sign only this,
Thankful
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Pkiladelpliia Eagles ~ 2004NFCOf
When I recently interviewed La Salle's own Eagles Cheerleader, Kate Osman '07, 1 asked her to first
think back to a year ago. Did she ever think she would be going to Jacksonville, Florida for the Super
Bowl in her rookie season with the Eagles? After the interview, I realized the irony in that question I
had to ask myself the same thing (minus the whole Eagles cheerleader part).
A year ago, I never would have guessed that on February 6, 2005, 1 would be blessed with the
opportunity to be in attendance at the Super Bowl. I also never thought I would intern with the Eagles'
Media Services department during the entire 2004-2005 NFL season. Yet there I was, a La Salle
University junior, along with a number of Eagles staff members and fellow interns, boarding a charter
flight in the wee hours of Super Bowl Sunday. Half sleeping and half-listening to songs on the plane,
I recall playing "Dream On" by Aerosmith, Carry on my Wayward Son" by Kansas, and hearing a
gentleman who somehow managed to misspell "E-A-G-L-E-S" when attempting to lead a team chant
over the plane's intercom.
In Jacksonville, I left the pre-game brunch about 2:30 pm and boarded one of the shuttle buses to
Alltel Stadium. Racing from the drop-off point, I strolled past a few souvenir stores, ran away from
inflated prices, and walked around the outside of the stadium just taking it all in. This is where my
cameras (three to be exact) started to come into play.
Getting through security really wasn't the nightmare I envisioned. It was actually when I first saw
these two guys with BRIGHT GREEN HAIR dressed as Elvis waiting in line to get into the stadium, that
I realized reason # 1358 of why I love sports. Turns out they were brothers, originally from Philly; one
now living in Houston. The Elvis brothers kindly obliged a quick photo shoot and later I saw them being
taped by NFL Films. Did I mention I love sports?
By the time I got through the gates it was about 3 pm. Then it hit me. I was at the Super Bowl.
Surrounded by so much green, the question of how true this so-called "ratio" of Eagles fans to Patriots
fans crept into my mind. In hindsight, I would say it was about a 5-1 or 6-1 Philly advantage, although
I heard rumors as much as 8-1. Nevertheless, ifs safe to say that the Eagles chants, nods, fist pounds,
and even high fives had such gusto, that even the Collegian'sownCAKE editors would have been proud.
Although I wasn't close friends with anyone on the trip, I never felt alone because there was Eagles
green everywhere. At every left turn there was another Donovan McNabb or another [evon Kearse
jersey.When the Patriots came on the field they were booed instantaneously. There was no doubt about
it. This was, for all intensive purposes, an Eagles home game in Horida
I've actually never attended an NFL game as a fan before, so I have to say, I'm now kind of spoiled
considering this wasmy first experience nestled shoulder-to-shoulder around Eagles fans. I was at every
home game for the Birds this year, regular and postseason, but I worked up in the press box with the
Eagles PR crew. Translation: I watched the Eagles hit, score and dance all season from afar, amongst
the media, which (for the most part) objectively observes and refrains from emotional responses to
plays. Now I was somehow part of the biggest Eagles fan base ever to hit Horida The local forecasters
should have named the infiltration "Hurricane Eagle." Total strangers acknowledged each other simply
because they wore Brian Dawkins and Terrell Owens jerseys, or any shade of green for that matter
-
an incredible atmosphere.
After LJ. Smith scored to put the Eagles up 7-0, the place went nuts. Everyone high fiving os if the)'
realized all the free stuff we had gotten for the day was worth a million dollars. The halftime show
really delivered. Sir Paul McCartney performed brilliantly and the entire crowd waved their free
flashlights and held their designated colored cards towards the sky as part of an incredible stunt (again,
cue the cameras). Often listening to Merrill Reese and Mike Quick through my tiny Sirius radio that
was provided at the game, I watched and cheered for the Eagles to bring home the Lombardi Trophy.
But with the superior coaching and execution of the New England Patriots, Philadelphia's 2005
championship dream faded as McNabb threw his third and final interception in the waning seconds.
So for those of you who rooted for the Eagles, I hope you can take with you all the positives from this
season despite the final score in Jacksonville. This season was a success, even with the 24-21 loss to the
Patriots in the Super Bowl. In beating Atlanta in the NFC championship game, the Eagles took a step
forward this year, and as Al Morganti said on WF 610 the morning after, "on the bright side, new
there's something to play for next year."
Ben Rosehori
2004UJ
I
It was a Presidential election yearand the campus
was full of energizing events encouraging students to
vote for George W. Bush, [ohn Kerry, or even to just
get out and vote!. The election was close, for the
second Presidential election in a row. After waiting
for the highly anticipated results from Ohio, George
W. Bush won his bid for re-election.
In October, three well-known women traveled to
La Salle with a message they were very passionate
about, "Ifs up to women to vote!" Deidre Hall, Francis
Reid, and Congresswoman Ellen Tauscher all came
bearing the message to vote for John Kerry on
November 2nd.
Hall and Reid both appear on the popular soap
opera "Days of Our Lives Hall campaigned for AT
Gore during the 2000 presidential election and is a
sister to an identical twin and a mother of two. Reid
isan accomplished stage actress having performed in
a number of Broadway productions and has been a
member of the "Days" cast since its premiere in 1965.
Hall summed up her point of why it is crucial for
women to vote when she said, "I think this year, more
than ever, ifs critical for women to step up and let
their voices be heard. This vote will affect the very
future of our environment, freedom of choice, and
the world we pass on to our children." Reid reminded
the audience that she is dedicated to the message the
women were trying to send, and mentioned that she
has the things she needs in life (social security,
economic comfort), but she was here to help those
that don't have that same security; she was here for
other people.
Congresswoman Ellen Tauscher spoke eloquently
and was very informative about the issues that will
seemingly affect college-aged Americans the most.
Tauscher is currently serving her fourth term repre-
sentingCalifornia's 1Oth Congressional district(which
includes San Francisco's suburbs in Contra Costa,
Alameda, and Solano Counties). She has served as
National Vice Chair of the Democratic Leadership
Council and earned a degree in Early Childhood
Education from Seton Hall University becoming the
first person in her family to graduate from college.
She currently lives in Alamo, CA with her daughter.
Tauscher reminded the audience that it is, "Im-
portant that people understand that they have a
right and responsibility to vote. (It's) important to
exercise that right and responsibility because if you
don't vote you get the government that someone else
is choosing. (There is a) need for a change of team in
18
The College Democrats and the Young Replicans debate the issues.
Presidential Elections
(office). John Kerry knows you need to be honest and
he changes because situations change." Tauscher
shared a number of statistics with the audience
including the fact that 1,050 soldiers have died as a
result of the war in Iraq and that President Bush is
currently spending $4 billion a week in Iraq. She went
onto say that John Kerry is ready to be President, that
he does not support a volunteer military draft (which
will change if we "continue to misuse and abuse our
military"), and that he stands by a woman's Consti-
tutional Right to choice even if he personally does not
believe in abortion. Tauscher then pointed out that
22 million women did not vote in the last presidential
election and that something has to be done. She
reminded the audience that voting gives them power
and that we should never give up that power to
someone else.
The presentation offered a great deal of insight to
the students who attended Republican student Jes-
sica Matthews felt that she could now see both sides
of the issues after hearing Tauscher speak. Student
Vinnie Caputo '06 said, "I think she (Tauscher) had a
goodway of relating current political issues into terms
that students could relate to."
President of the College Democrats, senior political
science major Erin Finucane thought the event went
very well, pointing out that Tauscher spoke brilliantly
about international security issues. Erin felt, "It was
really nice to have two strong female voices on
campus." She thanks all those who attended the
presentation.
Stefania Nolano '05
Alice Cardlli '05
A crowd in Dan Rodden Theatre listen as a
college debate continues.
me Heart of tke
There ore many people that do not receive
enough credit for the work they do on this
University's Campus. Two of these people ore
Samuel
f.
Spoto, Director of Union Services, and
KyraBraun, Union Services Associate. If anyone
has ever been involved with planning an event
in the Union Building, they are well acquainted
with these two individuals. Yet, few people
recognize the contributions that they make to
ensure that all events are completed on time,
without errors or miscommunications. Now
granted, no one is perfect, but if you are looking
for two people who will strive for perfection,
and the guaranteed satisfaction of all parties
involved, look no further.
So what do Sam and Kyra do that makes
their job so integral to campus life and deserving
of a two page spread in the yearbook? Well, did
you even wonder where the microphones, au-
diovisual equipment or various other techno-
logical goodies found on campus come from?
How about the flyers and posters found on any
floor of the Union, letting everyone know the
who, what, when, where, why, and how of
campus life? Or what about everyone's favor-
ite, the Bag lady? Would the ladies of La Salle
have such great faux bags if Sam and Kyra did
not offer her a table once a month? They are
the people thatmake sure those things are set up
both for students and for faculty and staff.
Often, no one even realizes the amount of time
thatthey commiton a daily basis to meeting the
requests of the University community. Keep in
mind of course, Sam and Kyra are not alone in
the cleaning, organizing, and setting up. In-
stead, they rely on a number of the University's
departments, especially the Physical Facilities
Staff of the Union building, and their very own
student workers.
BecauseSam and Kyra cannot work day and
night seven days a week, they turn to their
Union Services Aide staff, called USAs, to insure
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that requests ore carried out. Julia Arlington '05
and Nik Kozel '06 act as Student Managers to ten
hardworking students, who contribute to the
overall customer satisfaction that can be found
daily in Union 205 and Union 119. Kaitlin
Bonner '07, Dan Galante '05, Vernon Preston
'05, Jeff Shall '06, Irina King '05, Mike
Kaczmarczyk '05, Mary Nubia '06, Amy
Nickerson '07, Katie Lantz '06 and Matt Holt '05
make up this dynamic team of students. They
act as the Resident Assistants of the Union build-
ing. Union Services, like Community Develop-
ment, strives to promote the high standards of
conduct in our community. USAs are responsible
for the safety of students, faculty, staff, and
outside parties while in the Union. They also
have a responsibility to secure University equip-
ment at the end of their evening shift; addition-
ally, Union Services supports student organiza-
tions' involvement in the running of their events.
The USAs are there nights and weekends follow-
ing through with each of the above-mentioned
tasks. While there are times that Sam and Kyra
come in on the weekends, it is only to make sure
that the best possible job is being done.
On top of being full-time employees at the
University, both Sam and Kyra manage to find
time to work second jobs and take classes. And
somehow, they manage a social life, which some-
times seems almost impossible because of their
tremendous dedication.
If this still doesn't convince you that they
need a two page spread then lets get a little food
for thought: If these two people weren't em-
ployed by the University, would meetings, re-
hearsals, breakfasts, lunches and dinners, run as
smoothly? If anyone answered yes, they would
be fine without Sam and Kyra, then they just
have not had a chance to see how much work
these two people contribute to University Life as
a whole.
Nik Kozel '06 &
Julia Arrington '05
Exploring theWorld
The Multicultural and International Center at La
Salle provides Study Abroad opportunities for all La
Salle students. Coordinated by [ames Brightman,
students are offered three full-semester study abroad
location options: Ireland, Italy, and Mexico. Stu-
dents that opt to travel to Ireland, study at the
National University of Ireland, Galway. NUI has
seven schools of study, and each year approxi-
mately 1,000 international students from 40 coun-
tries study there. La Salle students in Galway live in
four person apartments in downtown Galway, the
"Cultural Capital of Ireland".
American University Rome is a small, private uni-
versity offering liberal studies and professional
courses in an international environment. AUR's
campus is located on Rome's highest hill, the
Janiculum, and is surrounded by historic Roman
gardens. Students live throughout the city.
New for 2005 will be a semester in Mexico City.
Students will study at Universidad La Salle, a Chris-
tian Brothers School. It is consideredamong Mexico's
most prestigious, private, Catholic universities noted
for the beauty of its campus and its academic
excellence. Students choosing to study in Mexico
City will live with local families to help enhance
their language skills.
La Salle also partners with Arcadia University to
offer trips to other locations. Those locations include
Australia, England, Spain, New Zealand and many
more.
If a student is not interested in studying abroad for
an entire semester, travel courses are offered. Travel
courses are a semester long dass held here at La Salle,
which involve a seven to ten day trip abroad, mostly
planned for the end of the semester or spring break.
Students have traveled to countries such as Greece,
Ireland, Prague and Germany. While many dasses
are conneded to the Leadership and Global Under-
standing curriculum, classes also fulfill rquire-
ments in Marketing and Religion, to name a few.
Studying abroad is an enriching exprience. Knowl-
edge of different cultures that can t be learned in a
dassroom add to the education provided at La Salle.
Students from the Communication & Culture Spring '04 class have their picture taken in front of the
Acropolis in Greece.
Travel study students take a break on some steps in Rhodes, Greece.
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trip to Ireland allows for sightseeing in beautiful locations. Maureen takes a swing at a pinata during the
kick off party for the Mexico City study abroad
program.
Joanie Smith, Melissa Regan and Amanda
Peterson travelled to Venice, Italy on their
spring 2004 study abroad trip.
:udents dressed in ethnic costume, on a travel study course in Vietnam.
ore jl lcLces
In 2003, ground was broken on a new and
improved housing complex and dining facility on
South Campus. July 2005 saw the completion of the
residence faalites, which are now known as St. Basil
Court, and the dining facilities, calledTree Tops Cafe.
The Fall 2005 semester will see the first new student
residents. Housing over 400 students from freshmen
to seniors, this complex is modern and efficient.
There are several different room layouts including
doubles, two different arrangements of suites and
two ultra-exclusive premium suites. This facility is
also fully handicapped accessible, with special rooms
designed with wheelchair access. There are new
laundry facilities, six kitchenettes strategically located
on each floor and several study lounges for students
to work individually, with groups or just to find a
quite place to read.
The entire complex is air conditioned. Security has
been upgraded both at the Security Desk Reception
area, and for individualroom entrance. Entry to each
of the rooms areby identification card swipe, so access
will only be granted to those residing in the room. The
dining facility houses the mail area and a miniature
grocery. The entirety of the facility is ultra-modern
with views extending into the wooded area behind
the dining room.
St. Basil Court and Tree Tops Cafe will help bring
La Salle's housing facilities into the 21
st
century. I
would recommend taking a walk around them one
day, you'll be amazed at how great they really are.
Nik Kozel '06
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Homecoming
ll
The University community come together in
mid-October to celebrate ana welcome alumni
back to campus. Current students and staff
made plans towelcomealumni back during the
week of October 11. From mid-week on,
Alumni Relations offered special sessions, both
on and off campus, for students and alumni to
come together to discuss pleasant memories, but
also to continue their education and begin to
forge connections for future success. Amongthe
highlights of these seminarsandaward ceremo-
nies was the 25th Annual Holroyd Award and
Lecture held on campus Friday evening, Octo-
ber 15.
Celebration continued on Saturday, October
16, beginning with Campus and Art Museum
Tours. The Oktoberfest Party was the highlight
of the day with 600 alumni, family, friends,
Christian Brothers, faculty and staff in atten-
dance. The Alumni Association also invited the
Class of 2005 to their first official alumni event.
"As seniors, we loved being integrated with
alumni. We will definitely be back next year as
real alums," stated Megan Gillette, '05. Tradi-
tional Oktoberfest food was served and there
were many family-friendly activities available
as well.
Prior to Oktoberfest, the Division of Student
Affairs sponsored the Student Leaders - Past
and Present - Brunch. Student organizations
representedonThePointwelcomedbackalumni
predecessors for a gathering and light break-
fast. All students nominated for Homecoming
King and Queen were also in attendance.
Kickoff for the Homecoming Football Game
was at 1:00 and the stands were filled with
enthusiastic supporters as La Salle routedCatho-
lic University by a score of 56-22! Halftone
festivitiesincludedthepresentationoftheHome-
coming Court. Students were nominated by
our Lasallian community because they exem-
plified academic excellence, had significantly
invested in bettering the La Salle community
though active involvement and service to the
University, andhave exemplified true Lasallian
spirit through a positive attitude in everyday
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contact with others. This year's King a i j .
Greg Baker and Stefanie Perrone, were joined by
Matt Joram, Tom DiCamillo, Nicki Schwartz, ana
1
Julie Pompizzi to comprise the Court. All nomi-
nated students were roundly applauded and
cheered on by a very enthusiastic half-time audi-
ence. The current students were also recoqnized for
their contributions by several alums wno them-
selves had been equdly honored in past years.
Homecoming 2004 left our community with a
warm feeling as the sun set on a chilly October
afternoon. The traditions around Homecoming
continue to evolve and are always meant to draw
ever-strengthening connections for our current
students, alums, faculty and staff. See you all at
Homecoming 2005!
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t La Salle, classes not onkj focus on textbook
learning, out on cultural education, real-
hworld experience and truing newand inno-
vative metkods. Eacli department lias a plentkora of
resources tkeu use to teack students,ke it in tke class-
room orkeuond tkecampus walls.Academic enrick-
ment at La Salle means not onkj growing as an intel-
lectual, out also growing as a mature, compassionate
kuman kein& and experiencing some facets of life
tkat reack kevjond our kackgrounds.
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y irst graduating Class
This year the American Studies program will say farewell
to its first graduating class. The program, which is headed by
Dr. Francis Ryan, was created in the interest of offering a better
interdisciplinary perspective to Secondary Special Education
majors.
Luckily, due to our faculty's resources, talent and interest
in the program, it was launched in 2001. By offering courses
that study America through history, literature, film, media
and many other areas, the program is able to better prepare
students to be well-rounded teachers.
An American Studies major/minor also has benefits across the
qammet of career areas and goals. It can provide a great
foundation for law school, civil service, business and graduate
training, just to name a few.
The program adopts a new theme for its curriculum each
year. Courses on the 200-level reflect this year's 1970s motif.
The major has a minor built into it because each American
Studies student must choose a concentration, which entails six
courses in a particular subject area. Qaduating American
Studies majors will span a wide variety of minors such as
english, history and film.
Colleen Mullarkey '06
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if;sfrl<f,pf: Secrets
La Salle's campus really comes to life in the Spring when
remarkable variety of plants, trees and flowers can be seen
Doming with vibrant colors and patterns. Even though students
id visitors are known to comment on the beauty, very few
alize the extent of ecological resources that our campus houses.
The campus' ongoing Arboretum Project now proudly in-
ldes at least 200 species of woody plants. Each year a new
ecies is addedand the Biology department has begun the process
labeling these trees. This gives Biology and Environmental
ience students the opportunity to see the plant-life they learn
x)ut in textbooks on our very own campus.
La Salle is also home to three greenhouses. One is located on
e 4th floor of the Holroyd Science Center and the other two are
cated adja- ^^ ^gmm^mngm^ cent to the Secu-
traction to
^ "
visit, but they
so provide Biology students with a forum to learn more about
ology and botany. There is no need to spend the money on
:pensive flower shows and garden exhibits, simply take a look
•ound La Salle or even pick up a Biology course to immerse
)urself in the natural wonders right on our own campus.
Courtesty of Dr. Norbert Behefs website
and Colleen MuEarkey '06
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Chemistry for Kids
This summer, q small group of LoSolle Chemistry majors
delivered a presentation at the 228th National Meeting of the
American Chemical Society (AG), which was held in Philadelphia
this summer. La Salle's Chymian Society, an organization
affiliated with Chemistry department, has been participating in
a program called "Chemistry for Kids" at St. Christopher's Hospital.
Sophomore chemistry major, Lyn Blahovec, gave a presenta-
tion at the
her experi-
children. The
form very
experiments
tertainkidsat
Lyn said
the program
"science is fun
day applica-
ferent form
ment for kids
meeting about
ences with the
students per-
basic chemistry
to teach and en-
the same time,
the purpose of
is to show that
and has every-
tions. Ifs a dtf-
of entertain-
[as opposed to]
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watching television or playing Nintendo." The main objectives
of her presentation were to show the benefits of the program and
to get more people involved.
Sophomore Patricia Mangel and junior Lou Mattioli, both
chemistry majors, also presented at the AG meeting. They
presented the results of research that they performed this summer
with Dr. Michael Prushan, who is responsible for getting the
LaSalle Chymian Society involved with "Chemistry for Kids."
This school year, Chymian Society members are accepting
donations to make Build-A-Bears to give to the children at St.
Christopher's.
Colleen Mullarkey '06
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Sportstoriting Seminar
Having a press pass to a professional sporting event is a
dream of many Communication majors. Getting to sit where
legends have sat in the Spectrum, the Wachovia Center, the
Palestra and other arenas in Philadelphia is a goal that takes some
writers years to accomplish.
For the students of Frank Bertucci's Mass Media Writing
Seminar, Sports Writing and Media Relations courses, getting
these press passes is a weekly assignment.
The first half of the semester students picked from the
Wings, the Phantoms, the Kixx, the Soul, Big 5 men's and women's
basketball, as well as non-team sports lie squash, gymnastics, and
wrestling to cover each weekend.
For the assignment, students had to contact the team's
media department to get passes. At the games, students got the
same treatment as professional members of the press, complete
with media guides, game notes, and in some instances, free food.
Students had to interview players and coaches for stories on
the games. Each student had a same-night deadline to get their
stories in to prepare them for the challenging time constraints of
the journalistic world.
Each week, Bertucci is training the potential sports journalists
by exposing them to the professional world and for some, making
their life-long dreams come true.
Lindsey Brower '06
Antero Niittymaki
Courtesy Philadelphia Phantoms
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Patrick Sharp
Courtesy Philadelphia Phantoms
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mis course begins by examining how the coiomoi system operates in
various areas of African countries, and how European colonial powers
implemented various policies aimed at exploiting Africa for their own
economic benefits. The class also studied how Africa responded to colonialism;
mainly the reaction of the educated versus the non-educated. Additionally,
students learned how African's demanded and struggled for their indepen-
dence.
The class scrutinized challenges that faced the new-born African states.
These challenges mounted from political instability, civil war, dictatorship
and oppression, to economic hurdles, mainly debt, poverty, poor infrastruc-
ture, and lack of more advanced medical conditions and eventually the
epidemic of HTV/AIDS, which greatly crippled Africa.
Another part of the course is carefully excimining what Africans can do
to mitigate their current state of affairs. This ranges from inter-African trade
relations to origination and implementation of new policies by African states,
and the role of external forces such as the World Bank, International
Monetary Fund, and the developed countries.
The course is very discussion-oriented and is more of dialogue between the
students and Professor Richard Mshomba, who teaches this course. The course
is one of a kind here at La Salle in its focus on educating students about the
socio-political condition of Africa.
What makes it exceptional is that it is taught by a native African, a person
who is unquestionably an expert in this area. Once in while, Dr. Mshomba
shares his personal experiences in Africa, thus making it even more exciting,
informative, and original. The course is offered every other spring as an
Economic, Political Science, or History course. The information, excitement,
and cultural education in this class make it an essential for students whether
as an elective or a requirement.
Peter Ajak '06
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5areu?ell Professor Cairo,,,
"His whole adult life was dedicated to La
Salle. He loved teaching young students. His
favorite classes were the introductory classes
because he got to really teach the students
what was most fundamental to the study
of economics."
-Matthew Cairo, Joseph's son
"Joe was truly a unique person who
deserves to be remembered"
Brother Charles Echelmeier
For 40 years, Professor Joseph P. Cairo, '60, engrained in his economic students the same passion
and tradition he had admired as a La Salle student. July 1 1, 2004 Cairo passed away at the age of 66
after battling multiple myeloma for several years.
A graduate of La Salle College High School and La Salle College, Cairo earned his master's in
economics from the University of Pennsylvania. In 1967, only four years after Cairo had become a
member of La Salle's economics faculty, he received the prestigious lindback Distinguished Teaching
Award. Cairo earned a second master's in English from Temple University. He was a man dedicated
to enriching not only his students' academic experience, but also his own.
Professor Cairo will be greatly missed by his wife and three kids as well as his second family here
at La Salle.
"He was a wonderful guy and a tremendous teacher.
His students loved him. He had tremendous energy. It
was very courageous of him to keep going like that for
these past few years"
- Joseph P. Mooney, PhD.
I had Professor Cairo my first semester freshman year here at La Salle, and
it was my first class here also. I was hesitant about classes, and wasn't sure
what to expect, but Cairo was so awesome. He was a great teacher, and I
used to describe him as what I would expect Santa Qaus's dad to be like!
Even though he was tough, and gave pop quizzes every week, he was
always fair and made me love economics even more! What more can you
ask out of a teacher?" -Krisy Lee '06
Aaountingffincince/Marketing major
Jfou Will Be feed,
Arthur J. Bangs, Maryanne Bednar, PhD. Gary K. Clabaugh, EdD. Preston D. Feden, EdD.
F.S.G, PhD Professor, Director of Secondary Ed. Professor Professor
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Professional Development
Schools
This year the Education department has been focusing on
their relationship with Professional Development Schools. These
schools have a
with the fac-
dents of La
through their
each school is
more about
education.
The area
involved in
development
partnership
ulty and stu-
Salle and
interaction,
able to learn
the field of
schools
professional
with La Salle
are Grdver Washington Junior Middle School, Joseph Pennell
Elementary, Philadelphia Academy Charter School and Widener
Memorial School.
Dr. Frank Mosca, a professor in the Education department,
said that the goal behind this relationship is to benefit both
communities. They work toward this objective by planning
faculty workshops, student tutoring, policy meetings and educa-
tion students visiting the classroom.
This relationship involves more than just the education
students; it is an opportunity for "the schools to feed off one
another's ideas", Mosca said. It offers students experience in the
field and teachers, exposure to programs and methods established
at other institutions.
Colleen Mullarkey '06
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This year, La Salle has become one of the few universities in
the nation to teach a course about Canadian literature. The course
is taught by Judith Musser as an offering in the Honors program.
Musser has taught a variety of specialty literature classes here in
the past, including Native American Literature, Hispanic Litera-
ture and Culture and African-American Women.
The professor said she created the course because "[she has]
taught books by Canadian authors before but [she] never knew
how to incorporate the Canadian literature into American litera-
ture courses.
To prepare for the class, Prof. Musser has performed second-
ary research, ^^^^^^^^^_ watched Cana-
dian films, in- ^^^^^^^^Hj eluding Michael
Moore's Ca- ^^^I^^^^^B nadian Bacon,
and consulted ^|HBHH^H both an Ameri-
can anda Ca- 'Hf^^T^jH na&an univer_
sity that offer jK . .,. ^H similar courses.
Musser B«L^ JX^Hi SQ^ ^Ql ^G
course is not jSL^»j&Bfllj^H| aboutCanadian
history but is ^PffnflMiBvJ intended to fight
some of the stereotypes
about Canada. She said she has "found that Canadian literature
is much more ethnically and racially diverse than typical Ameri-
can literature courses."
The course material is comprised of "all contemporary au-
thors who go against the grain." Professor Musser said she learned
many interesting things about Canada while preparing for the
class and she would love to offer it in the English department in
the future.
Colleen Mullarkey '06
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Tleiu Weaning for Opera
What comes to mind when you hear the word "opera'?
Probably long, boring, unintelligible singing in foreign languages
involving confusing plots. If you think this, you are not alone.
But the students of Mr. Dean Rishel's opera class, "Song and
Dagger," learned that opera offers much more entertainment and
relevance to today. While it does have a few dull epics (think of
the fat lady in the horned helmet), the vast majority of operas deal
with realistic, universal matters: love, conflict, human strength
and weakness.
Students of the class studied two wildly different operas: Die
Zauberflote^'lhe Magic Flute")by Mozart, a tale of a noble prince
in conflict with the forces of darkness; and Georges Bizefs
Carmen, the story of a saucy gypsy girl and the naive soldier
wrapped around her little finger. The class also delved into the
history of each opera, including the reasons Mozart and friends
wrote "The Magic Flute"and the mysterious circumstancesaround
Bizefs death.
As a final project, students made a 15-minute presentation
on an opera of their choosing. These operas varied wildly: Verdi's
(Mb, an operatic retelling of Shakespeare's play and Puccini's
LaFanduUa del West, an Italian composer's take on the American
West.
Onebrave studentevenpresented* W*ate^eValkyrie"),
part of a Wagnerian epic featuring gods and mythical heroes, but
no woman in a horned helmet. None that we recall, at least.
ThomasPM '06
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3iao, Dr, DMtarco
Although Dr. Domenico DiMorco has been teaching at La
ille for 51 years, many students are unfamiliar with his incred-
te academic and life achievements. He and his wife Argia
nmigrated to America in 1954 and shortly after, he took a
Dsition teaching in La Salle's Classics Department.
DiMarco earned his PhD. in classical languages from the
Rome, despite
into WorldWar
middle of his
year, he occu-
underground
many launch-
ingly, DiMarco
studies indepen-
2005 1
*
'
m&m
^O^K' .^H
niversity of
eing drafted
in the
udies.
Dr over a
ied a small
ole in Ger-
ig rockets.
Amaz-
mtinued his
sntly while on duty and even managed to complete his degree on
me. This is just one of the extraordinary accomplishments in
Marco's 85 years.
Perhaps his proudest achievement is the success of his four
ms, all of whom graduated from La Salle and went on to become
odors. DiMarco has taught numerous generations of La Salle
udents Italian and Latin.
Both the university and its students have been blessed to have
ich an intelligent, dedicated and skied professor to teach
mguage for half a century. Although the university will be
erring a new Latin professor next fall, Dr. DiMarco with all of his
ilents, stories and accomplishments will be truly missed,
irivederci!
Colleen Mullarkey '06
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DiMarco pictured with his son, Carlo (second
from bottom) as well as other faculty mem-
bers and their children, who were La Salle
freshmen at the time.
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Science flround Usc
Dr. Henry Bart, choir of the Geology deportment, is a
firm believer in the effectiveness of teaching students about
science through field study. In almost all of his classes, there
is at least one trip where his students experience first-hand
what they are learning about in the classroom. Among the
classes Bart teaches are Introductory Environmental Geol-
ogy, Oceanography and Sedimentology. His course offering
in environmental geology is probably most recognizable to
other students as the class which is seen measuring the main
quad each semester.
Deterrnining the topography of the quad is just one of the
many hands-on labs in which the class participates. They
take many trips to facilities and natural areas involved with
environmental science, such asa recycling plant, Wissahickon
creek, a trash plant and a coal mine.
Bart says this approach is "more time^onsuming, but
overall a better experience for the students. They get to see
things they wouldn't normally get to see." The professor feels
that studying the environment directly, rather than just
reading out of a textbook, enhances the learning processand
provides a greater understanding of the subject. He said, "The
best way for them to learn is to see it out there."
For those who are not science majors, but are looking for
an elective or a class to fill a course rquirement, environ-
mental science is a fascinating option. Professor Bart
saysthat it is an opportunity for students to learn about
pertinent environmental issues such as pollution, global
warming and recycling.
Colleen Mullarkey '06
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Die 5iiture of Tfbtonj
La Salle's History Deportment usually looks back on the past,
iut these days they are exploring the future. The 2004-2005
±ool year kicked off the newly established graduate studies
irogram. Its creation has excited and rejuvenated the depart-
nent more then ever.
The development of the new program rquired a new secre-
ary, Melissa Earp, to handle the daily tasks. Melissa's spirit and
nthusiasm has made the work day for the professors more
irganized and fun.
As the graduate program builds steam, the undergraduate
irogram is flourishing as well. The continued success of the
lepartmenfs student-run journal "The Histories" shows that
here is an interest for student historical papers to be shared
rithin the La Salle community.
Along with the journal, the annual Fall symposium continues
o touch on highly intriguing subjects that explore the past. The
iistory department is more active than ever in working with
hese projects as well as other endeavors for the future.
Lastly, the department owes a great deal to one of its student
vorkers who is graduating this spring. Matt Kowalski, class of
i005, has brought a great deal of effort to not only the
lepartment's office, but in running the Historical Society. Over
he last four years he has contributed much of his time and talent
o ensure that future History majors benefit as much as he has.
Timothy Smdctrz '07
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Susan Borkowski, PhD.
Associate Professor
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Director
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Richard DiDio, PhD.
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Enhancing Our Siuironmerit
La Salle's ISBT majors are undoubtedly gaining the knowl-
edge and experience they need to affect major changes in the most
impacting areas of our lives.
By learning about the interactions between science, business
and technology, hopefully these students will help to ensure a
future in which the environment is not sacrificed in pursuit of the
financial gain of these major industries.
ISBT majors have not only shown a concern for the earth, but
have taken the initiative to make changes to preserve the environ-
ment now. With the assistance of the Fairmount Park Natural
Lands Restoration Program, they were able to use their knowledge
to help La Salle save a neighboring park.
The Wister's Woods Project is a student-run conservation
effort to preserve, enhance and restore this 42-acre park surround-
ing La Salle's campus. The continuing efforts of ISBT students,
faculty and staff have helped decrease the number and impact of
dangerous plants in the park, while keeping green areas free of
trash, graffiti and other forms of vandalism.
This commendable project not only helps to enhance the
neighborhood and restore its natural beauty, but also gives
students education and experience to help them come up with
their own environmental solutions after graduation.
Courtesy La Salle University website
& Colleen Mullarkey '06
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The computer science major at La Salle has been expanding in
ie past few years to include a wide variety of classes that will
•epare students for several facets of computer science in their
ireers.
We offer classes such as rtogramming Concepts, Database
[anagement Systems, Database Applications and Project Design.
m Electronics is a class that gives Computer Science majors a
pining look at circuitry and is a rquired course for the major,
teaches students about resistors, as well as setting up asic
imputer circuits. The class is taught one day a week and the time
equally divided between lecture and labs. This allows students
i apply textbook material in hands on experiments as well as
Tiulated labs using computer programs.
Michael J. Kerlin, PhD.
Professor
Marc A. Moreau, PhD.
Chair
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]iilosop!ii) of tlii: 21st Century
When many students think of philosophy classes, they think
of the ancient ideals of Socrates, Platoand the like. While La Salle's
philosophy department provides students with a historical foun-
dation in philosophy with beginnings in the ancient, it also seeks
to motivate
at modern
issues.
Oneway
dents to think
phy in new
a forum
express their
and theories
For this
students to look
philosophical
of getting stu-
about phrloso
ways is to offer
where they can
concerns, views
on the modern,
reason, the phi-
losophy club was created. The philosophy club is moderated by
Dr. Marc Moreau, chair of the philosophy department, and has
as its officers, seniors Jessica Greathouse, Scott Hicken, and Joe
Martin, and junior John-Patrick Schultz.
Several times a semester
the club sponsors symposia centering on discussion about movies
and pop culture, with plenty of free food. Recent symposia
included discussions about movies such as "The Seventh Seal" and
"Trading Places". The
philosophy club is always open to suggestions for movies, sympo-
sia topics, or any other ideas for events.
John Patrick Schultz '06
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PhD.
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4ary Ellen Balchunis-
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Assistant Professor
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Postering Jndependenee
Lq Sole's poltical science deportment offers extraordinary
sources and faculty to give students a wel-rounded background
) prepare them for their future careers. The major themes of
lese political science classes aim at the education of not only
oHtical history, but also political theory.
Classes like Poltical Theory and Liberal Democracy & Critics
Dster in La Sale students an ability to think on their own rather
ion relying solely on textbooks and articles. The department
ncourages students to formulate their own opinions on political
sues and increases their vigor to learn more about these topicson
ieir own time.
Political science students have a large variety of teachers to
hoose from. The faculty spans the gamut of poltical views from
onservative to extremely liberal.
Soon the political science department wil be appointing a new
hair, Dr. Nichols. Dr. Nichols brings to La Sale a new and exciting
lass, "The Future of War", which wil examine the current state
f war in the world and where it may lead.
>y continually reevaluating the department and providing addi-
ional classes and faculty members, La Sale's poltical science
najor wil only increase in prestige, and continue to create future
eaders of tomorrow.
Anthony Aldorasi '07
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For college students, ifs almost inevitable in conversations with
adults of the older persuasion to be asked, "What"s your major?" And for
a psychology major, following one's answer, there always seems to be one
of these dreaded replies, "What do you plan to do with that," or "Are you
going to be next Doctor Phil," or my personal favorite, "Do you want to
flip burgers for the rest of your life?" For the record psychology is a fast
growing field with many opportunities post-graduation; most psychology
majors hate Dr. Phil; and, if we wanted to flip burgers we would have
majored in philosophy. So why am I proud to be part a psychology major
at La Salle despite all the flack? The answer is simple; because of the
opportunities provided by our faculty.
In psychology the motto is 'publish or perish' so as undergraduates
most grad school bound majors participate in research projects with our
esteemed faculty. There are many valleys a student can delve into as
many of our faculty members are flexible in their research interests. For
cognition and psycholinguistics we turn to Dr. Sharon Armstrong. For
those history buff psychology majors there's plenty of time to study the
history and systems of psychology with Br. Joe Burke. Br. Joe is also
interested in hypnosis; talcing on four students at a time to learn about
and partake in nypnosis. If one is interested in learning theory, chaos or
statistics we turn to Dr. David Falcone. Though with Dr. Falcone one should
not be thrown off by his Jerry Garcia "doo - he's brilliant. For research in
emotion especially in infants, psychology majors look to Dr. Diane
Montague with plenty of chances for publication. If there's a psychology
major interested in sports Dr. Gardener is the man for you- he specializes
in sports psychology. Psychology majors who want to learn the ins and
outs of depression and anxiety can find several projects to choose from
with Dr. Cynthia Turk. If there is a biology turned psychology major the
interest might lie with Dr. Erin OTiea who specializes in health psychology
and is currently interested in cancer research. Finally psychology majors
interested in gender or feminism should seek out Dr. Lynn Collins. There's
so many choices psychology majors have within our field and within our
own department that one has to wonder, why aren't you a psychology
major?
Mary Tramel '06
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journey of liaith
As q religion major, I have been (and still am) on a journey best
exemplified by the Latin phrase, which Anselm of Canterbury
:oinea: Fides quaerens intellectum or "faith seeking understand-
ng." It is not only a quest for knowledge, but also a constant
search for the Spirit ana how that Spirit inspires me to reach out,
to know, and to believe. Along the way, there have been plenty
i signposts and guides to keep me, and other seekers, moving in
a set-chosen direction; the faculty of La Salle's religion depart-
ment has served that role well with a genuine zeal for and interest
in theology, ritual practice, and spirituality.
Whether in formal classroom discussion or in relaxed conver-
sation, I have always known members of La Salle's religion
department to be welcoming, open-minded, friendly, and most of
all, concerned with the holistic development of their students, me
being one of them. They have been a true and honest testimony
of that same charisma of the school's founder: St. John Baptist
de La Salle, whose purpose it was to teach minds and touch hearts
like they have.
Through the questions my religion teachers have inspired me
to ask, I now appreciate religion objectively—as a motivating
force behind human action and interaction in culture and
history—and subjectively—asa unifying force that enhances the
meaning of my daily, lived experienced.
In my La Salle experience, I have ultimately come to
understand religion as empowering, as a means to mend the
broken world in which we live while placing us in touch with the
Universe of the Spirit.
Rob Peach '05
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I recently added Sociology as a major to complement my Social
Work major and I was earnest to catch up with the rest of the
Sociology majors. I enrolled in as many classes as I could and
landed in one called "Social Movements," taught by Professor
Meeks-Hank. One of our as-
signments was to join a modern social movement, get involved
and figure out what makes or breaks a movement. I was already
overextended and dreaded the assignment, but decided to make
the best of it and find something interesting.
I contacted a death row abo-
lition group in {^^^H Philadelphia. It
so I dove right s, W^ in.
I ended up J^^ A 11 J- standing on the
streets of ^ ^* . i Philadelphia
Francis Tri V. Nguyen,
FS.QPhD.
Associate Professor
traveled i^Hi to Erie, PA to
speak to death row abolition-
ists and helped organize a prison art sale. Most importantly I
began to write to a man on death row. We forged an unlikely
friendship that continues to this day. My passion for social justice
was fueled by this man and the Pennsylvania Abolitionists United
Against the Death Penalty (PAUADP).
They say that sociologists do not get their hands dirty. 1 beg to
differ. Through sociology classes at La Salle, we are challenged to
go to places of the city we would not normally go. We are asked
to interview families and individuals that we would have no
normal reason to engage with. Sociology majors construct and
carry out their own research which rquires concentrated prepa-
ration and footwork. Sociology applies to everyone's life. . .it just
might change it too.
Karen Agnew '05
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re Than 'Just Tlumkrs
The foundation of oil businesses, whether for profit or non-
•ofit orpiizations, is accounting. Accountants help companies
take financial decisions as well as communicating and interpret-
g financial information.
As an ungraduate accounting major, a student gathers
lowledge about a wide range of business aspects. Cost manage-
ient, management information systems, auditing, taxation,
id multinational operations are all part of the 128-credit
quirement needed for graduation. Students can also earn
edits through cooperative education, where they are able to gain
ork experience.
In addi-
the class-
variety of
1 campus
.ajors to get
; the Ac-
ation, Stu-
rprise (SIFE),
la Honors
tion to learning
room, there are
opportunities
for accounting
involved such
counting Asso-
dentsinFreeEn-
and the BetaAl-
Society.
Whether learning in the classroom, on campus or at a
impany, undergraduate accounting majors are busy preparing
ir the various business situations that will face them after
aduation.
Lauren Taylor '07
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Driuinq Risk Tflmomml
The finance program has made headway in the realm of risk
management, an essential discipline in the realm of business. The
field of risk management is widening in span and significance,
and La Salle's growing program reflects the demand.
During the year, executives from various companies quest
taught finance classes under the Risk Management in Residence
program for which La Salle was selected. Patty Dolinik, a senior
finance student with a minor in risk management, was nomi-
nated to participate in the annual Risk Management and Insur-
ance Society (RIMS) conference. Dolinik became eligible for the
event by taking specialized risk management courses in the
department of finance, and actively participating in Gamma Iota
Sigma, the risk management fraternity. Gamma Iota Sigma
supported her experience which provided a great opportunity to
network.
Hosted in Philadelphia in late April 2005, the conference
welcomed close to 11,000 insurance specialists, professors and
students, the largest turnout in the evenfs history. Professionals
traveled from Brazil, Bermuda, London, and from other reaches
of the world to attend the sessions here. In the spirit of our host
city, the theme of the event was "We the People... Driving Risk
Management." From Sunday through Thursday, the students
were given access to a large exhibit hall and various panels. Being
a student panelist afforded Dolinik the benefit of associating with
numerous risk managers as well as students in some daily guest
lectures and Q&A sessions.
Kevin Hyslop '05
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Marketing Research
Marketing is often associated only with sales and advertising;
owever, without Marketing Research, it is difficult to know to
/horn one must sell and advertise, how one must sell and
dvertise, what one must sell and advertise, or even why one must
?11 and advertise. More and more firms are choosing Marketing
.esearch as a means to finding solutions to their marketing
roblems. Since Marketing Research has become a popular and
rowing field, La Salle's School of Business requires all Marketing
lajors to take a course involving this practice.
In the Marketing Research class, students learn how to solve
marketing problems by using the scientific method. Students
omplete a group project in which they must gather data,
iterpret statistical results, present their findings, and make
^commendations based on their interpretation and analysis. It
i a challenging course in which students are required to use their
lis in statistics, business presentation, and teamwork.
Brian
J.
Campo '05
03
Marianne S. Gauss, Parafulla Joglekar, Steven Ian MeiselPhD. Jack Rappaport, M.S.
M.BA PhD. Associate Professor Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor Professor
Organisational. 'Management
Organizational Management majors study the "human" side
of business. They learn how to manage an organization's human
resources, to maximize its profitability, and to enhance employee
satisfaction.
They also learn how organizations influence, and are influ-
enced by, their strategy, business environments, technology, social
norms, size, and life stages. They learn how to recruit, select, train,
appraise, compensate, and manage a diverse, talented work force
in a competitive global environment.
like all business majors at La Salle, they also obtain a broad
background in all areas of business (marketing, accounting,
finance, operations, management information systems, and policy)
through courses in our core business curriculum.There are many
career options in organizational management such as managing
human resources, working in a more general field of business or
starting one's own business. Organizational management offers
a good deal of stability because all firms rquire people skilled in
this area.
Students at La Salle are especially encouraged to complete an
internship in firms such as Crown Cork & Seal, the largest
packaging company in the world, with its worldwide headquar-
ters in Northeast Philadelphia. Our student organization, the
Society for Advancement of Management (SAM), brings execu-
tives to speak on campus, and provides a forum for students to
network and explore their career interests.
Colleen Mullarkey '06 &
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h\M 101
It takes a strong, dedicated and persevering individual to be a
nurse, and nursing students quickly learn this from class and
clinical experiences. Nursing students must show these traits as
they become immersed in a world previously unknown.
A nursing major is unique in that students gain practical
clinical experience outside of the classroom. For example, students
will have the opportunity to administer their first injection, insert
their first catheter, and assist in childbirth under the guidance of
an instructor.
Attending clinical offers another challenge: some nursing
students must be at clinical sites at 6:30 in the morning. Somehow,
taking blood pressures, talking to psychiatric patients, and watch-
ing heart monitors is more difficult when the sun has not yet risen.
Yet, these frightening first experiences and challenges are distinc-
tive and unique to being a nursing major.
One of the largest classes of nursing majors, this year's senior
nursing students are graduating just in time to aid the national
nursing shortage. The nursing students of the class of 2005 have
demonstrated the compassion and commitment it takes to be a
nurse, and thanks to La Salle's nursing program, are entering the
field with knowledge, experience, and zeal.
Julie Stanoch '05
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Sick of Sast Sood?
Got food? Get nutrition. Actually, nutrition is much more than
just "here's some food and a diet plan to go." Community
Nutrition, Medical Nutrition and Therapy and Capstone in Nutri-
tion are some of the classes that focus on more broad topics within
nutrition.
With Community Nutrition, students see the vast importance
of nutrition through field trips taken to Congresso, Weaver'sWay
Co-op and Philabundance. A visit to the hemodialysis lab at
Einstein Hospital reminds students how nutrition plays a vital role
in the treatment of disease. Students read, write, and present in
Capstone in Nutrition. All new discoveries in nutrition come from
research, so it is a must to know how to read and use it.
Of course, food is a central part of nutrition too. In Food and
Culture, students learn what other cultures eat by a presentation
that requires the preparation of traditional foods from another
culture. After taking Food Preparation and Management, stu-
dents will never eat at a restaurant the same way again.
Current seniors in the nutrition program have received a solid
background in nutrition. The 2005 La Salle class of nutrition
majors will step into the world of food and nutrition ready to do
more than just give people their "diet plan to go" at the drive
through window of the office.
Rachel Kramer '05
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62 School of Nursing
ARBARA J. AMSTER, PhD,
CCC-SLP
Director
Evelyn R. Klein, PhD,
CCC-SLP
Associate Professor
Jennifer Kleinow, PhD,
CCC-SLP
Associate Professor
James M. Mancinelli, MS,
CCC-SLP
University Clinical Coordinator/
Supervisor
"esar Rue,MA, CCC-
SLP
Associate Professor
i-e Jim il-ear Route
Speech-Language and Hearing Science is a unique major at La
ille. It is a five year program which offers students a Bachelor
f Science Degree after their fourth year and a Master of Science
egree after their fifth year.
A Bachelor of Science degree can also be earned as a terminal
sgree in this program. However, a master's degree is the
cognized credential in the field of Speech-Language-Pathology.
is rquired for national certification, state licensure, and
ennsylvania Teacher Certification for Speech and Language
Usabilities.
This year marks the first
lass to graduate from
le five year program. The
lasses SLHS students take
ange from ^d^^ undergraduate
lasses such ^Mk as anatomy of
ae head and Jfl ^^HS neck to more
pecific ^^fcjgj '^rB graduate
lasses such ^T
1
Km QSQrticulQnon/
•honology ^ ^^^^^^^" disorder.
Graduates of the SLHS program pursue jobs as Speech-Language
'athologists in a variety of settings such as a school, rehab center,
1 hospital.
The SLHS program is small but growing. With great
acuity and a close group of students, the SLH program is one that
ii and will continue to be successful at La Salle.
Elizabeth Knapp '07
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e student organizations are truly the heart
of La Salle University s campus. Whether
by community service, entertainment, or
news circulation, the various groups con-
tribute greatly to the overall welfare of
the university. This section is devoted
purely to those groups and the successes
they've had throughout the 2004-2005
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SGA
Back Row L-R William Hask; Vernon Preston; Peter Ajak; Tim Ward; Ricardo Joknson; Josk D'Amore; Nikki Sckwartz; Mike Nickolas;
Mickael Leftkand; Jonatkan Webster; Leo Sckwartz; Josk France.
Front Row L-R Jordan Feld; Erin Oakes; Katie Daniels; Candice Cannon; Claire Davis; Colette Nicoletto; Luke Bollerman; Kristin
Agbauani; Josk France
Back Row L-R
Mark Badstubner (Coordinator
Brian Campo; Tom DiCamillo;
Greg Baker; Suzanne Curran
MddleRowL-R
Tamika Jackson; Aumee Davis;
Julie Pompizzi
Front Row L-R
Vanessa Broome; Megkan
O'Hara; Ed Fitzpatrick
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CAOS E~koard . . .
Left to Rigkt: Tia Joknson (Publicity Ckair); Ray Porreca (Treasurer); James Terru (Vice
President); Nikki Garber (Secretary); Maurice
Wullie (Junior Member).
Not Pictured: Alonza Winkeld (President)
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Just because a student doesn't live in a dorm room and has no meal plan at
the B&G
doesn't mean they aren't just as involved at La Salle. CAOS, the Commuter And Off-Campus
Student group, was very successful in accomplishing their goals, despite this
being a
"transitional year." They helped plan the Spring Concert (along with BadPac),
where the
band Against Me! performed. The commuter lounge was the hotspot for
two pool
tournaments, where philosophy professor and pool shark extraordinaire Daniel Touey
fought... and lost. On the community service side, CAOS organized a fruitful halloween
raffleandafundraiserforthetsunami relief fund. 'It was sort ofadownyear," says Treasurer
Ray Porreca, "we had a brand new e-board and advisor, and many new members." The e-
board needed time to get used to the idea that they were making decisions for a lot of
people;
but, since the members are younger, upcoming years can only get more successful
Porreca describes being a commuter as "just different... at first you feel like you're
not
a part of a lot of things, you feel like you're cut off." However, it is still
possible for off-
campus students to remain just as involved as their fellow dorm-goers. "You have
to
want to [be involved}" says Porreca. "A lot of commuters aren't because they
feel like
they're not meant to be a part of everything but it isn't true at all." Whether you
live here
or not, the opportunity is available. If you commute, "you may need to spend a few
nights
on some friends' couches, but ifs worth it in the end" says Porreca The college
"experience
is there for you. All disadvantages aside, CAOS has proven that you don't have to
to make La Salle your home.
INTERFRATERNITY-
SORORITY COUNCIL
Members:
Natalie Cappiali; Kate
Casalotti;DanielleCernese
Ckristina Lumbis; Patricia
Mangel;JessMatthews; Leo
Midure; Mickael Nickolas;
Jaime Nuce; Danielle
Oberdick;Karin Poleu ; Erin
Marie Pritckard; Anna
Robinson; Mickael Skinn;
Maureen Smitk; Jessica
Werdmann
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
BackL-R
BrianaCkang; Pattu
Guidetti; Nadine Perese;
Jessica Quilter;
Ckristina Adair
Front L-R
Katkleen McCormick
(Treasurer); Monica
Mabutas (Secretary);
Katie McNamara
(President);
Kim Campeau (Vice
President)
Members:
Erin Salvatore; Greg Baker; Natasha Blackman; Nicole Brnik; Vanessa Broome; Katie Carroll; Dominique Cataldi; Tracy Cognetta;
Mark Costello; Michael Davis; Ben Kramer; Crystal Faries; Karolina Galecki; Aileen Guerin; Suzanne Guerin; Diana Holland; Jennifer
Irish; Tamika Jackson; Colleen Kane; Ilona Kane; Krisy Lee; Chrissy Mallizia; Patricia Mangel; Nicole Michalitsianos; Joy Natwick
MeghanO Hara; Stelani Paltjon; Amanda Perez; Molly Poirier; Julie Pompizzi;
AMBASSADORS
Front Row L-R Christine Lim; Kelly Wilson; Lauren Aleksinas (President); Kit Hospital; Sasha Zaballero; Lauren Eisele
Second RowL-R Jim Scallan (Vice President); Kelly O'Connor (Historian); Katie O'Connor (Secretary); Lindsay Nicoletto; Matt
Carleton (Social Programming Coordinator); Ed Tolan; Jen Abraczinskas
Third Row L-R Dan Feld; Breanne Ward; Matt Venanzi; Lauren Turner; Ben Rosenhart; LouO Brien; Kelly Allen; Stelanie Perrone
(Community Service Coordinator)
Back Row L-R Zach Brown (Treasurer); Matt Smith; Jell Prigge
POLITICUS
Left to Right: Michael P. Gallen; Drew Stephan (Co-Editor); Anthomj Gigantio (Co-Editor); Peter Ajak (Director of Public Affairs)
PofoioatDt&t
Politicus, Lq Salle's student political awareness magazine, seems to go
right under the radar in terms of recognition. Taking a closer look, though,
one can see that it remains a very underrated yet important aspect to Lasallian
life. Drew Stephan '06, the publication's co-editor, admits that "writing for
Politicus tends to be a bit challenging for some people because we're often not
very clear on what we want. In the ideal world, we would have a large
magazine twice a year with balanced articles on political, social, economic,
and global issues, but in reality we don't have the ammunition, as it were, to
produce a publication of that magnitude."
Topics of the Fall '04 volume included issues ranging from La Salle
inspired "Controversy, the Mass Media, and The Collegian" to global problems,
such as "An American Storm in the Holy Land."
"We want to encourage everyone to come out and write for us on
anything that bugs you or makes your blood boil," Stephan says, "and with a
little help we can become a very important way for students to express
opinions and viewpoints that aren't necessarily suited for any other campus
media outlet."
^4 V f#
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THE COLLE
Collegian Newspaper Editorial Board
iack Row - Left to Right:
unanda Koekler (Features);
ony Regina (Sports); Skannon
lallamyer (Senior Editor); Kevin
[vjslop (Copy Editor); Amanda
olino(PkillyFile);EdMakon
Ws); Kate Salute (Commentary);
kke Finnegan (Entertainment);
liddle Row - Left to Rigkt:
ulie Pompizzi (Commentary); Nicole W
Voods (Listings); Lauren Jordan
irapkic Design); Saska Zakallero
'kotograpky);
ront Row - Left to Rigkt:
lick Norlen (CAKE); Denise Maker
Managing Editor); Likky McLaren
Hditor-in~ckief );Lou Persegkin (Enter-
ainment); Rok Peack (News)
EXPLORER
Explorer Yearbook Staff
Left to Rigkt: Karen Gundy, Gwen Tuxbury
(Student Life Editor), Colleen Mullarkey
(Academics Editor), Kevin Hyslop (Atkletics
Editor)
Not Pictured Tiffani Walker (Senior Editor),
Nik Kozel (Copy Editor), Patty Kalemis,
Skarisse Waskington.
Back Row L~R Drew Stepkan; Ryan Costello; Matt Dunawau; Andrew Neumann; Mike Petty
Middle Row L-R Eric Mokollen; Pete Willis; Brandan Davidow; Kevin Huslop (Producer); Jared Mondelli (Music Director)
Front Row L-R Katie Lantz (Promotions); Maureen McElaneu; Joe Karasck; Mike Stringer; Ben Rosenkart (General Manager)
Not Pictured: Paul Tsikitas; Nick Norlen; Ruan Careu; Adam Bagni; Andrea McMunn; Sean Akern; Nate Adams; James Keougk; Frank
Visco, Sean Houlikan; Katie Williams; Joe Pelone; Lauren Taulor; George Giles
BACK PAC
Members:
Joe Bridgeman,
Maureen McElaneu;
Askleu Scott;
George Giles;
Keitk Cialino;
Taulor Auclair;
Mickelle Miller;
Heatker Herskock;
Alex McGratk; Eric Jean;
Taulor Capaldo;
Stepk Avila;
Angela Quatse; Joe Pelone
irHE GRIMOIRE
Back L~R Lucian Tucker (Wet DJ); Shannon Hallamuer (Layout); Francesca Lo Basso (Prose Editor); Ckristina Currie (Poetnj Editor);
Catherine Farrel (Review 5" Promotion); Christina Krankemann (Review &" Promotion);
Front L-R Anna Alesiani (Managing Editor); Greg Manning (Review& Promotion);
Not Pictured: Carekee Fung (Art Editor)
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With so many media faucets focusing on political or factual news
stories, the Grimoire literary magazine is an important emotional outlet for
students at La Salle. Including poetry, prose, photography and art, the pages
are full of inspirational musings and pictures.
In the past, this small publication has not received as much recogni-
tion as it truly deserves. This year, however, the staff has heightened the
publicity and demanded to finally get noticed. The Grimoire has sponsored
several open mic nights throughout the year and focused on greater distribu-
tion of issues around campus. Senior Shannon Hallamyer, the Grimoire layout
designer, remarked, "I'm not sure how they distributed the issues in past years
but i know we all split up this time and there are far far far less extras left
over compared to past years." The staff left a few issues on each of the tables
in Backstage, the Union Food Court, and the outside patio benches. That way,
while students are just sitting there and hanging out, they're bound to pick it
up and sift througn the pages.
Their open mic nights are certainly not limited to spoken verse.
Multiple student musicians have come to play guitar and sing. On their final
open mic night in late April, Backstage was filled not just with the performers,
but with many students that wanted to simply enjoy and appreciate what
they heard.
GOSPEL CHOIR
Back Row L-R Sakrina Cuie
(Advisor); Kate Reidy; Jessica
Lucas; Vanessa Cole; David
Wilford; Ryan Holmes; Rickarcj
Wkite (Director); Eric Jones
Front Row L-R Tkeresa
DeLaurentis; Alanna Gardner,
Candyce Taylor; Kiana Sterlin,
Marcekj Jean-Pierre; Allen
Jordan; Neka Anyaogu; Kate
|.
Knowles; Tanya Jean-Baptiste;|.
Celeste McNeil (President)
Kneeling L-R Vanessa Broome
Jalvjn Cuie; Lenny Joknson
Members:
Ckristopker Andrews;
Jon Andrews; Courtney
Bowers; Kristen Cann;
Kim Ceccki; Joe
Ciaudelli; Tkeresa
DeLaurentis; Ckristina
Eater; Pro!. Vincent
Kling; Maureen Lekr;
Maggy MaHia; Timotky
Main; Natalia
Mussitano; Kate Reidy;
Annette Strittmatter;
Gina Allen; Brotker
Joe Grakenstein;
Dolores Lekr (advisor);
Dean Riskel (Director)
LA SALLE SINGERS
STEP TEAM
Back L-R
Katkleen Ope; Tiflani Walker; Skarisse
Waskington (Captain); Vanessa Levros; Katie
Knowles; Ckarisse Eldridge; Jessica Cockrell
Front L-R
Alicia Morris; Alanna Gardner; Brittany
Pkilkert; Vanessa Cole; Siarra Weems;
Saska Jameison
THE MASQUE
>ackRowL-R Ryan Carey; Sarak Litton; Greg Allen; Jo Anna Van Tkuyne; Scott Hicken; Antkony Ckwastyk;
Dave Amcxlei; Kyle
d>bott; Grakam Rowe
>rdRowL-R Courtney Bowers; Dino Dedic; Jaime Konieczny ; Jokn Seki; Mickael Glanzmann; Lori
Clements; Melissa Mongi; Erin
imicane; Katie Lantz; Dan Kenwortky; Carrie Pisula; Jen Coletta; Heatker DeWar; Jenn Skipp; Nikolas
Kozel
'nd Row L-R Alice Carcilli; Elisa Cannizarro; Pamela McDonald; Ckris McBride; Julia Arrington;
it Row L-R Amy Nickerson; Dave Sullivan; Jessica Ciaramella; Megan McGee; Angela Mayo; Sara Allen; Tricia DeMeno;
Mickele
luller; Patrick McDonald
rery Bottom L-R Gwen Tuxbury; Caitlin Ckerry; Ryan Barry; Joe Ciaudelli
V
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Seated L~R Karen Agnew; Courtney Bowers; Rot] Pantaleon; Drew Silick; Skeri Gallagher; Caitlin
Immerman; Kevin Hvjslop; Rob McGinleu
Middle Row L-R Joe Ciccimaro (Director); Eliza JelM; Tneresa DeLaurentis; Pat Hogan; ElizaLetn
Knapp; Scott Baietti; Aumee Davis; Sam Ciccimaro; Antkonu Mackamer; Josk
Sckrader; Colin Harden; Brotker Tom McPkillips (Advisor)
Back Row L-R Jim Donlevj; Sarak Litton; Dino Dedic; Greg Fala; Mark Swilt; Greg Allen; Jen Hagan;
Matt Venanzi; Josepk Ciaudelli
Missing from pkoto: Ckris Pompeo
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From the Lq Salle student organization website:
"The La Salle University Band is an organization that provides student musicians the opportunity to grow together
and serve the community through the medium of music. Working together we rehearse and prepare programs for
the purpose of educating and entertaining campus audiences and audiences in the wider community. Our audiences
are as varied as the crowd in the stands at a football or basketball game. Residents of a local convalescent home, the
guests at an alumni reception, faculty and staff at a holiday party, young people at school for the physically or
mentally challenged, La Salle residents at a Christmas dinner, and parents at a Parents' Weekend concert. Tlirough
our musical endeavors we seek to sharpen our own skills and talents and, more importantly, to share with these
audiences the joy music gives us."
The La Salle Jazz & Pep Band reached their standards and then some this year-partiailarly with their trip
to Toronto, Canada. However, a lot had to happen behind the scenes to make the trip possible, most importantly,
fundraising. "While in the fund-raising process, it was most touching that we recieved such great support
from our peers," said Sam Ciccimaro, Vice President of the band. "To know that our classmates appreciate
and realize the hard work and dedication the band puts in to represent La Salle is great." Ciccimaro said
that their first effort at raising money was by handing out stickers for dry erase boards, and even that
proved successful. At the Funding Board meeting on September 23rd, the trip got approved. "We went...
and that's all I wanted to do," said Ciccimaro.
The jazz Band President, Jen Hagan, felt as though "trip coordinator" was not even a due title
for Ciccimaro because she did so much more. A list of on-campus organizations that contributed to the
funding of their trip included: Funding Board, Athletics, Dr. Cicala, Admissions, Band Alumni, Trey
Ulrich from Advancement and the General Assembly Meeting (GAM).
^
agan feels as though the trip definitely helped to
cpand Lasallian connections. "We grew some pretty
rong ties," she said. "Hopefully more connections
?tween the University and high school will help."
irthermore, trips such as this one will help with
CTuitment efforts in the future. The band is hoping
> travel every two years, and "since everybody had
ich a good time we're already looking to start fund-
using for more trips."
In the city of Toronto, the musicians first expe-
enced the culture at some local jazz club shows,
hen, they shared their love of music with others.
De La Salle College Oaklands, a Christian
rothers school, hosted the university ambassadors
jr two days.
During this trip the elder La Salle students guided
crash course session for jazz soloists. On the second
jy, the two jazz ensembles from Lasallian schools
slivered a joint concert to the student body of De La
ille. The grand finale, their rendition of the Beatles
ivorite Heyjude, was well received by the college.
Hey fude, don'tmake it bad
Take a sadsong andwake it better
Remember to let her intoyour heart
Then you can start to make it better
S.A.V.E.
Back L-R
Melissa McKeown; Matt Myerson; Melissa
Meyer; Joan Miller; Vinnie Caputo; Julia
Field; Amie Kotalic; Martka Kuttek
Front L-R
|
Patty Golofl; Patty Dolinick; Vicki Kline;
Kelly Montgomery; Karen Agnew, Nicole
Anne Wilson; Betkany Cottingkam;
Joanne Brennan
Sexual Assault and Violence Ends is a group that focuses on women's issues and healthy relationships. Some events include healthy relationships
workshops and lUi\v3 DUU\ II IK INlUIll j a national night of the awareness of sexual assault.
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Xn memory of ihe Itantf
ihcusatds uho mere attacked hecause
of 4heir reliplon. race/ national
origin, and sexual orientation
NATIONAL STUDENT PARTNERSHIP
Back Row L-R
Julie Pompizzi (Local Director);
Betk Myers (Local Director);
Carrie Wasylyk George
Attak-Asante, Sean Quigley
Front Row L-R
Bill Dalton, Nataska Blackman,
Katie O'Grady, Ben Bryant
AIDS OU 8"
Back L-R
Nicole Maier; Lauren Taulor;
Kristin Applegate
Front L-R
Betkanu Cottingkam (co-coordinator);
Joanne Brennan; Erin Barnes
Not Pictured:
Melissa McKeown (co-coordinator)
OPERATION SMILE
Back Row L-R
MickaelA Young, Sarak Malecki, Ckris-
tine Kerwin, Lisa Faku, Gina Moffa
Front L-R
Sarak Bisckolf, Viridiana Rokles, Jennifer
Sammartino, Jennifer Benincasa
FOCUS
Back RowL-R
Mickael Farrell; Rekecca Messa
(Advisor); Gregory Baker;
Mattkew Joram
Front Row L-R
Kaitlun Muller; Kaulin Morrisseu;
Stelanie Perrone
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Back L-R Melissa McKeown, Pkullis Betz (advisor), Melissa Meyer
Front L-R Beverly Brown, Stepkanie Brown, Vanessa Broome
2004-2005 Alliance Coordinators (Dynamic Duo) Bottom Picture L-R Patty Golofl and Vanessa Broome
A very courageous student organization on campus is The Alli-
ance. Despite criticism from some, the group planned one of the most
successful years thus far. They sponsored many events, such as a
fundraiser for Coming Out Day, a trip to Outfest, and HALT week: the
HALT rally, movie night, and a party in backstage. A new event that the
group put together for this year was a special Valentine's Day celebration.
They sold flowers and took pictures in the union. Patty Goloff reflects,
"It was kind of the idea that the holiday is not just for straight couples but
for friends and gay couples as well... you could go up and have your
picture taken with anyone and no one would judge you."
The Alliance is such an important group to have on campus
because, as Patty says, "It's the idea of a safe space." Students struggling
with personal issues are made to feel included. People who don't feel
comfortable need a place to go; and people who do feel comfortable can
work on teaching or helping others. On campus, "we need an organiza-
tion that fights stereotypes and hatred," and The Alliance has done and
will continue to do a fantastic job.
EXPLORERS
L-R Elisa Cannizzaro, Martj Ellen Dukart, Norman Simms, Kevin Huslop,
Alex Benjamin, Kevin Kinslow, Joe Martin (president)
Not pictured: Maggy Maffia, Tim Smalarz, Jill Pintye
arch Forhfe
Explorers for Life had a busy year. There was a semesterly prayer
vigil for unborn babies, a GAP presentation, speaker Chris West on
March 21st, and a New York Trip in conjunction with the Historical
Society and Cultural Society.
Perhaps the biggest highlight of the year was the annual March
for Life on Monday, January 24th. The event took place at the
Washington Monument and Capitol Building and proved to be a great
success.
Sophomore Maggy Maffia, who attended the event last year,
appreciated the extensive diversity the most. "Well, you get to see so
many different kinds of people," she said, "It definitely proves that pro-
life people aren't all old white men." Standing around the Capitol
Building there were groups present such as "Pagans for Life, African
Americans for Life, Democrats for Life, Gays for Life, Feminists for
Life... all sorts of people." Maffia concluded saying, "Yeah, I'm Catholic
and all, but I really respect diversity like that."
CARE
T
Members:
Carrie Eckenrode; Teresa Ferrara; Mariassunta Darrucci;
Mollu Hessenauer; Amelia Longo; Holltj Smalleu; Andrea McMurm.
By MoriossuntQ Borrucci
Did you know that every 5 minutes someone in the U.S. will be diagnosed with a blood-related
cancer? Did you know that every 9 minutes another child or adult dies from a blood-related cancer?
Statistics sometimes scare people. These statistics are not meant to freak you out, but rather make you
aware of what is happening in the world around you while your merely sitting in class. Awareness is
key and that is why this year C.A.R.E. (Cancer Awareness Reaching Everyone) officers and members are
participating in Light the Night® on Saturday, October 2nd on Penn's Landing.
C.A.R.E. is an organization on campus that not only informs our fellow students and peers about
Cancer Awareness, but it tries to reach out to the community also. Over the past three years C.A.R.E.
has progressively increased in membership, fundraising activities, and a wide array of community
involvement.
"CAM. has done a lot of great things over the years, and since my sophomore year we have
definitely grown and spread our support even further. This year CA.R.E. members, especially myself
and the other officers, would really like to make a difference", says Hollee Smalley, Secretary or CA.R.E.
"A little support goes a long way, so give these walks a thought!"
One of CAM's main goals this year is to spread cancer awareness even further and expand its
involvement. They are kicking off the year by participating in Light the Night®. Light the Night® is
the Leukemia & Lymphoma's Society annual nationwide evening walk. The walk raises awareness of
blood cancers and funds for cures. It celebrates and commemorates lives touched by cancer. This walk
is slightly different than ones you might be more accustomed to. Teams of friends, families, and co-
workers gather together and walk in twilight holding illuminated balloons - white for survivors and
red for supporters.
C.A.R.E. members are not only volunteering at the
event, but have also formed a team, "La Salle
CARE". The team has received a great response
from not only La Salle students, but also students'
family members, friends, and co-workers. The
members are selling ribbons and t-shirts to raise
money for the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society.
Seventy-five percent of the foundation's total ex-
penses support cancer research, education,
advocacy, and patient services.
You can still register to walk or volunteer with
C.A.R.E. If you cannot make it to the event on
Penns Landing on October 2nd, you still have time
to show your support.
There are several walks within the month of October in the Pennsylvania and New Jersey areas. All you have to do is check out
the foundation's website: www.lightthenight.org.
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ROJECT APPALACHIA
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Members: Lisa Angelucci; Jen Benincasa; Erin Cameron; Alice Carcilli (Peer Advisor); James Carcilli;
Antkony Ckwastyk (Peer Advisor); Keitk Cialino; Ben Cramer; Meagkan Damato; Claire
Davis; Heatker DeWar; Bill Drust; Matt Gauss; Patricia Goloff; Steve Grosso; Aileen Guerin;
Katrina Halkidis; Skannon Hallamyer; Jamie Hankins; Nancy Hecker (Peer Advisor); Jenny
Hitckcock; Ilona Kane; Ckristine Lim; Ed Makon; Ckristina McCartky; Kevin McHale; Julie
Radico; Megan Rafferty; Lisa Serpiello; Jeffrey Skall
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Written by: Ckristina McCartky (Collegian)
This past spring break the La Salle University service trip, Project Appalachia, traveled from
Philadelphia to the southern hospitality and twang of Harlan, Kentucky. A group of 35 La Salle
students led by their peer advisors, Alice Carcilli, Nancy Hecker, and Anthony Chwastyk, have been
preparing for the trip all year long. With meetings every Sunday night and fundraising events, the
group was ready to experience what Appalachia returners beam about—the Harlan "glow."
Some outsiders wonder, what is there to "glow" about? A group of college students take a 12 hour
van ride to work a five day week, waking up at the six in the morning in a renovated morgue with
only two bathrooms. This trip stands in stark contrast to the typical Cancun Spring Break most
students take. However, the simple, friendly, and laidback atmosphere of Harlan County provides an
experience and feeling that is unforgettable for these students.
For the week, the students work for the Christian Outreach for Appalachian People (COAP). Every
day the students go to their separate worksites with their COAP carpenters where they do such work
as ditch digging, house building, painting, and roofing. COAP does work for low-income homeowners
or potential homeowners.
For students, some of the most memorable moments of the trip occur on the worksite. In some
instances, they are able to meet the homeowner. For senior Appalachia newbie, fenny Hitchcock, there
is specific worksite memory that she will always keep in her heart: "By building a porch for a recluse
homeowner, we were able to make it more comfortable for him to come outside.
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And seeing his tears of joy, gratitude, and accom-
ilishment of stepping beyond his doorway will keep
ae forever glowing."
Other than the hard work, scarce showers, and
londing over board games and sex talks, there are
raditions that have been carried throughout the
dstory of Project Appalachia.
One of these traditions is the hike to Badbranch
alls on Wednesday; it ends with the luminous water-
all. The tremendous presence of the waterfall, com-
ined with the setting and folk of Harlan, provide for
profound peace, simplicity, and happiness, junior
ippalachia returner, Chris fomaszewski, says, "The
waterfall gives me a chance to reflect on why I'm
town here and who I'm working for. It reminds me
hat the work I do does not just stay in Harlan but
omes back with me to Philly."
The encounters that this group experiences over
he course of the week create an effervescent rapport
hat keeps Harlan in their hearts and their spirits aglow.
NEIGHBORHOOD TUTORING
Coordinators L-R
Ckristine Lim; Kaylin Morrissey; Renee Roland; Kristen Herman
CIRCLE K
Back RowL-R
Glenn Winters; Allison
Dudley; Nicole Maier;
Amanda Koekler; Molly
Poirer; Nicole Mickalitsianos
Front Row L-R
Kelly Montgomery; Brendan
Clark; Rockelle Cantiveros;
Ckristine Morris
BAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Back L~R Lauren Sanguinetti; Cassie Logue; Colleen Decker; Kate Burger
Middle L-R Tina Lumkis; Jessica Mattkews; Genevieve Introcaso; Stefanie Parsons; Lindsay Gay lord; Kerry Finnegan; VickiLee
Bottom L-R Trisk Carney; Pam Giroux; Caitlin Byrne
LctSalle's Greek population is known for involvement in many
areas of community service. Softball tournaments, breast cancer runs,
and carnivals are but a few of the different activities run by frater-
nities and sororities that serve the community. The latest service
project came from the sisters of the Gamma Sigma Sigma sorority.
On November 8, the sisters sat in the Union lobby taking donations
for the March of Dimes, an organization dedicated to the elimination
of birth defects and infant mortality through research, volunteering,
and education. The event was called Blue jeans Day and is the
standard fundraiser for the charity. On a specified day, the people of
a certain company will wear their blue jeans to work and give a
contribution to the March of Dimes. The faculty were informed of the
fundraiser going on and were permitted to don their denim with a
donation. Students also were asked to help by giving whatever they
could spare for the cause. Sophomore sister Anna Mattioli stated,
"Show us how much you love your blue jeans; reach into your pocket
and give us a little donation."
LOS NINOS
There isn't a day that goes by that I don't think about Mexico. I picture in my mind the way the
flowers move with the wind, the smell of home cooking, and the sounds of the children playing.
My experience in Tijuana with Los Ninos has left footprints in my heart that I am still unable
to define justly. Being from a Hispanic background myself, I was anxious to go to Tijuana and
be surrounded by my language and the values that are so important to many Hispanic cultures.
What I gained from the trip was a lot more than I could ever imagine and the emotions behind
it all still burn in my heart. It is not often that one can take a trip such as this with your peers,
and come out changed forever. Not only did we have the opportunity to make a difference in
the lives of the community, but deep down inside, we were changing our own lives.
The work was hard and challenging, but I learned perseverance and the real definition of will
power. There wasn't anything that could pull me away from a pile of cement so easily because
I was determined to work hard - the community didn't deserve anything less than my 150%
every moment of the day. The community is warm, inviting, and humble- that taught me
compassion and respect for every thing they go through. It also taught me to not take for granted
the things I have in my life, every single day, that many will never see in their own lifetimes or
the lives of their grandchildren.
The opportunities given to us to visit the maquiladoras and to talk to various community
members, showed me that there is always two sides to the story. I have to be honest that I thought
if
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would go into Mexico knowing exactly what to
3e upset about, know exactly who to be angry
with, and at least have some clear solutions as to
low to help. I recognize that it was naive of me to
:hink that way, now.
There was no black and white side to any issue
m faced there. It was all so gray, but surprisingly
lowever I did not become discouraged by it. In the
midst of adversity, we have to learn to challenge
ourselves and find hope, somehow.
Here in Camden, New Jersey where I am a
member of a Catholic parish, I have gotten to
know a Mexican family of seven that is in dire
idp. Having crossed the border many years ago,
living in a small house with eight other family
members, they are now left to be on their own
without any help. The immediate and intense
reaction to nold them and run to their side sur
prised me. The strength and love I felt in Mexico I feel now in Camden whenever I see them. I organized collections at my work
and within my family that helped get this family settled in a new home and other basic needs. You see, Tijuana never leaves
pou. And you never leave TijuanaJf only more people could have the opportunity to experience such beauty and simplicity. I think
more would realize what life really is about. What really makes the heart beat. Not money, cars, or clothes, but the warmth and
love you feel from another human being. And then in turn, being able to share that warmth with someone else.
ASSOC. OFWOMEN IN COMM
Members:
Kelly Montgomery (President); Colleen Bolger (Vice President); Kristy Newell (Secretary); Gina Sartorio (Treasurer);Amy Joknson
(Publicity); Patrice Oppliger, PkD. (Advisor); Lorraine Brown-Baker; Nicole DeSantis; Skannon Hallamayer; Patty Kalemis; Denise
Maker; Libby McLaren; Courtney Wienslaw; Connie DeAngelis; Amanda Cleaver; Katie Daniels; Lauren Eisele; Bridget Frosck;
Katrina Halkidis; Tanya Miller, Lauren Montanaio; Jennifer Sckork; Tracey Widgins-Lewis; Nicole Woods; Terri Burgin; Patty
Guidetti; Julianne Mesaric; Ayeska Rana; Katie Adams; Sara Allen; Alexis DeSalva; Emilie Hackey; Mary-Kate Rulfing; Alex
Saputelli; Amanda Koekler; Megkan Korp; Teri Olsen; CaseyToliree; Jo Anna Van Tkuyne
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Members:
Courtney Bowers;
Bryan Gallagker;
Mickael Gallen;
Antkony Gigantino;
Mattkew Kowalski;
Ckristian Lewis;
Tim Smalarz;
Katie Williams;
STUDENTS IN FREE ENTER
I
Memhers: Mike Antonelli; Steve Belanger; Natalie Cappiali; Nick Caramanico; Briana Ckang; Ckristina Cloud; Lorraine DeSouza; Sean
Houlihan; Kiera McDonagk; Lataska Morton; Jamie Nuce; Rejeanne Rickard
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The Lq Salle University Students In Free Enterprise (SIFE) Team returned to Philadelphia as winners after participating in the Boston, MA SHI USA
Regional Competition on April 4, 2005. La Salle competed against 18 other colleges, and has won the Boston regional two years in a row. The team is now
i finalist in the SIFE USA National Free Market EconomicsCompetition May 22-24 in Kansas City, MO. The Boston competition is one of 21 SIFEUSA Regional
Competitions held across the United States in April. During the 2004-05 academic year, the La Salle SIFE squad organized 10 projects in the Philadelphia
immunity, including a project in which team members went to the Hill-Freedman Middle School in Philadelphia's Germantown section. "It was really
i great experience teaching these young kids about the stock market," said team member Dan Lawson. "They were extremely receptive and were able to
ipply the materialwe taught when buying the stocks. I believewe really made an impact on them and hopefully they will be able to use what they learned
n the stock market game later in life when they decide to invest in real stocks."
Lorraine C deSouza, secretary of the team, said, "This year we all worked extremely hard to accomplish our goal to advance to the national
umpetition. As we start to build our new team for next year, we have all become closer as a team, which has allowed us to once again win at Boston."
3FE President Michael Antonelli summed up the team's success and accomplishments over the last year. "This year, I believe that we finally have made
m impact nationally as well as internationally. We now have our goals set on the national title, which, for the first time in our team's history, is within
Dur grasp. The team's success is all due to the hardwork and dedication throughout the school year, and everyone on the team was instrumental in sweeping
the Regional Competition."
SIFE is an international non-profit organization active on 1,800 university campuses in more than 40 countries, SIFE teams create economic
opportunities in their communities by organizing outreach projects that teach: market economics, entrepreneurship, personal financial success skills and
business ethics. Their projects are judged at competition on creativity, innovation and effectiveness.
NATIONAL SOCIETY OF COLLEGIATE SCHOLARS
Members: Sam Ciccimaro; Aymee Davis; Hannah Loper; Amy Marriot; Bridget Hoyle; Antkony Mackamner; Tracey Widgins-Lewis;
Tkomas Rauckut; Pamela McDonald; Talisi Mwai; Jordan Seltzer; Kelly Allen; Jen Hagan; Jamie Wagner; Jeremy Rosen; Amy
Nickerson; Anakai Smitk; Jacylen Almeida; Peter Ajak; Jen Benincasa; Melissa Cirulli; Tina Conway; Holly Crawford; Allison
Dolan; Andy Estrofl; Karolina Galecki; Brittany Hanley; Askley McGuire; Leo Sckwartz; Steve Szablewski; Rorie Wells
HONORS BOARD
BackL-R
Julie Stanock; Jen Abraczinskas;
Kate McGowan; Margaret Walsk;
Jell Prigge; Keitk Cialino
Front L-R
Leo Sckwartz (President); Jack
Downing; Kim Conklin; Katie
O Connor; Jessica Lucas; Aymee
Davis
\LPHA EPSILON DELX
Executive
Board:
Jen Chillemi (President);
Nick DeGeorge (Vice President);
Teresa Ferrara
(Secretary/Treasurer);
Jen Benincasa
(Programming Director)
LAMBDA PI ETA
PRt
HONORS*.
Tke new inductee
witk tke AED Officers (L to R)
Front:
Teresa Ferrara, JJ Hernandez,
Kristen Burdette
Back
Tom McKee(VP), Colleen
Guest (Scalpel Editor), Dan
Galante (President), Jen
Benincasa (Secretary), Gina
Molla (Pledgemaster), Melissa
Coleman (Treasurer), Lorrie
Nguyen (Historian)
COMMUNICATION
HONORS SOCIETY
Members: Lindsey Fitzpatrick Denise Maker.
Libky McLaren; Julie Pompizzi; Tracy
Widgins-Lewis; Nicole Woods; Jamie Gross;
Gregory Baker; Amanda Tolino; Kevin
Lagowski; Jamie Gross; Dr. Rickard
Goedkoop (advisor)
ANIME CLUB
Members:
Clary Boatwrigkt;
Stephanie Brown; Dan
Buck; Brian Decku; John
Ha; Patrick Ho an; Paul
Mueller; Kule Pascual;
Julie Radico; Kevin
Salmon
BIOLOGY/OUTDOOR CLUB
Pictured witk tkeir3B»
Japanese snowbell tree
tkeu planted in tke
union quad
L-R
Vindiana Rokles;
Andrea McMunn;
Ckristine Kerwin;
Mick DiGeorge (Vice
President); Lisa
Bottalico (President);
Hina Kkan
PHILOSOPHY CLUB
Back L-R
Faculty Advisor Dr. Mark Moreau;
Jessica Greatkouse (President); Scott T.
Hicken (Vice President)
Front L-R
Jokn Patrick Sckultz (Treasurer); Joe
Martin (Secretary)
PHI ALPHA
SOCIALWORKHONOR SOCIETY
The Phi Alpha class of 2005 includes:
Kelly Beckmann, Cristina Cianfrani, Leigh Ann Duca, Kristina Dougherty, Kate Haughey, Audrey Lamping,
Erin McCabe, Angela Miller, Beth Myers, KatieO Grady, Stephanie Randazzo,Maria Reyes, Laura Tease, and Sara Tease.
m/Mm/cexpa/ws
Fourteen junior and senior social work students at La Salle University were
iducted on February 13, 2005, into the La Salle University chapter of Phi
Jpha, the National Social Work Honor Society. Current Phi Alpha members
•resided at the ceremony, held in the Chapel, with 65 guests present. A
ummary of each inductee's accomplishments was read, and each inductee
ras then presented with a Phi Alpha medallion. Inductees must have an
iverall GPA of 3.0 or higher and a 3.25 or higher in social work courses.
This honor society was very busy in April sponsoring a toiletries drive.
)onations of unopened items were presented to Case de Carmen, the
jermantown Avenue Crisis Center and the St. Francis Inn. Phi Alpha collected
terns such as: shampoo, mouthwash, toothpaste, deodarent, toilet tissues,
raper towels and lotion. In order to receive a lot of support, they collected the
terns in locations such as: De La Salle Chapel, North Halls SDR Booth,
Neumann SDR Booth, Miguel Community Center, UMAS Office in Benilde
lall, and Obey 354.
'ictured: Shown with initial donations for toiletries drive are clockwise from
wttom left, Phi Alpha members, Matt Myrick, Katie O'Grady, Beth Myers,
.aura Tease, Maria Reyes, Sara Tease
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Back L-R Leslie Herrera (Co-President), Diane Fernandez, Alberto Lopez, Gakrielle Castro, Cuntkia G
Rivera, Arli Rodriguez (Secretary), Marivette Ortiz (Treasurer), Skarisse Waskington, Tiffany Walker
Bottom: Celine Brown, Angelica Mota
Hi
uzman (Co-President), Brie
OLAS was founded in 1992, by a few students interested in
learning about the Latino Culture as well as developing into a
future Latino leaders able enough to contribute to the commu-
nity in a positive way. OLAS has grown tremendously over the
last decade. It has gone from a Latino organization to a diverse
organization and continues to grow strong in the La Salle
community. What began as a meeting forum and support
|
group for Latino American students has blossomed into a multi-
cultural organization dedicated to promoting cultural aware-
ness and understanding throughout the student body. OLAS
hopes to service the entire La Salle community with its cultural
activities and educational events.
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TALIAN CLUB
BackL-R
'kristine Lim, Hoang
Nguyen, Rockelle
antiveros, Ank Bank,
Cevin Nguuen, Nari
iCoam, Norlan Ulad,
Mattkew Romans
Middle L-R
Wtkony Ro, Tien Vu,
Iruc Nguyen, Vi Vu,
Lome Nguuen
Front
:
keatsomnan Ckkun
L-R
Nickolas DiGeorge,
Dr. Angerosa,
Mariassunta Barucci,
Gina Mofla
AASIA
Members:
Mike Davis; Alanna Gardner;
Vanessa Cole; Nataska Crauton;
Lasella Hall; Jennifer Hart;
Kate Knowles; Marcelu JeanPierre;
Alicia Morris; Brittanu Pkilkert:
Krustin Tkomas;
Tiflani Walker, Aloma Winlield
Central Eastern European Society
Left to Rifikt:
Marjola Gode, Elizabetk Moreno, Ckristina Katsifas, Agata Smagacz (Vice President), Premuslaw
Wiczunski (President).
Not Pictured
Dan Galante (Secretary) and Dradleu Himmelstein (Treasurer)
The newly formed Central Eastern European Society (CEES) is an exciting new organization
with some European flair. The club was formed last year when the German and Ukraine Clubs
were combined. "There wasn't too much interest in both of them, so we decided to combine
them," sad CEES President Przemyslaw Wiczynski, who is originally from Poland.
The executive board said that they personally joined the club for many different reasons.
Both Wiczynski and Treasurer Brad Himmelstein joined because they were previously in the
German Club. Vice-President Agata Smagacz, who is also originally from Poland, "wanted to meet
different people from European backgrounds. There were exchange students from Germany and
Albania last year, and I got to meet them, which was cool," she said. The club is not yet official,
since they have to be in existence for two years before they are recognized by the Activities
Funding Board. However, CEES has been going through the steps to become an official club, such
as writing a constitution and, most importantly, being active.
CEES had a lot planned for this semester. They served food from Central-Eastern Europe at
the World Cultures Fair on October 5th. They are going to have Polish folk dancers come to the
University some time in the near future. They are also hoping to show a film in the Dan Rodden
Theater to introduce students to Central Eastern European movies.
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M was excited about planning a "Happening
iur," which it was trying to coordinate with other
ulticultural clubs and the Masque. They were hoping
have this event in Backstage after the opening night
the Masque's Cabaret.
he themes of Cabaret can spill into the Happening
jur and people can discuss the themes of the show,
cretary Dan Galonte said.
B also attended a traditional Christmas dinner at
I Multicultural and International Center called the
'igilia in the beginning of December.
[though the club does boast some members from
>ntral-Eastern European countries such as Poland,
lbania, Ukraine, the Czech Republic, etc, you do not
we to be from the area to join.
le executive board, and CEES's advisor, Department
f Foreiqn Languages and Literatures Chair Dr. Bernhardt
Blumenthal, believe that their club is a valuable one to the
campus
mmunity. "People should join to get familiar with the different areas
of Eastern Europe and to meet different people from those areasSS "The main reason [that CEES is a valuable club] is that it responds to the needs of the students. There are students interested
Xy find a common bond there. These students can also research their interests," Blumenthal said. The club has 15 active members
lis year, up from the 10 active members they had last year.
I
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HIGHLIGHTED EVENT
The Taiko Drumming 5" Dance Troupe of Tamagawa University, Japan.
performing in the Dan Rodden Theater
at La Salle University
as part of the Cherry Blossom Festival of Greater Philadelphia.
Sponsored by AASIA, CEES, and the International Educational Coordinators.
<(imre, B^oeeoms Tfi^oofk Dance,
By Gwen Tuxbury
Talented student performers from Tamagawa University, japan's top performing arts school,
graced the Dan Rodden Theater stage on April 6th, 2005 as part of the Subaru Cherry Blossom Festival
of Greater Philadelphia. James Brightman, La Salle's International Educational Coordinator, said that
it was "a very colorful performance and a wonderful chance for exchange between students from both
countries." The Taiko Drumming and Dance Troupe had 10 short pieces that blended together
beautifully into one strong celebration of Japanese culture.
One major aspect of both the dances and the drumming was the extreme precision. Each part of
the performer's body was perfectly syncopated with the rest of the group so that individuality was cast
aside in order to bring about a single artistic group message. For example, the Ryuku dance, performed
by a group of women in vibrant traditional Japanese dress, is a welcoming dance, expressing gratitude
for the richness of nature. Immediately, the women shuffled on to the stage, their socks making
soothing swift noises with such light steps that the rest of their bodies hardly moved. Arms and
fingertips outstretched slowly in graceful movements that were extremely visually pleasing for the
audience.
One of the collected favorite pieces was the Goshinji-Taiko, a native drum piece performed by
about six men and women wearing masks of lions, amphibians and a few ghoulish figures. Symbolic
of a prayer for divine rain, the masked performers fought over one single large drum in the center of
the stage. Each figure had a separate drum beat, and all of them cried or screamed out sporadically.
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The short reception following the perfor-
icmce was an integral part of the day because
tudents from La Salle and Tamagawa Univer-
ity were able to cross the language barrier to sit
own and talk to one another.
The Japanese students were mainly inter-
sted in the reactions of the performance. The
roupe prepared for the entire tour in only two
norths, rehearsing from early in the morning
intil about 10p.m. However, two 21 year-old
lancers had such a quiet, humble demeanor,
'hey were pleased to hear such positive rein-
orcement, but when asked if they were ex-
lausted, one responded, "Well, not as much as
he boys." Despite coming from such a different
ulture across the globe, the two women were
ust as interested in sightseeing Philadelphia on
heir day off and "shopping, shopping and more
°PP
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Salle was one of about five universities on the tour, including the University
of Pennsylvania, the University of the Arts and
remple University. Nikolas Kozel, a junior at La Salle, expressed
concern over the publicity of the event. This is a really big deal,
le said, "more people should have come and probably would have if
they had a longer notice
Despite low publicity for the event, the turnout encompassed nearly 80
students, many of them saying they had just heard about
t earlier that same day, and a few adults and families from the
surrounding neighborhood.
Overall, the Troupe's performance brought a culturally enriching
experience to La Salk Senior Julia Arnngton exclaimed, It
/vas just awesome, I think La Salle should definitely have more events like
that in the future."
PHI BETA SIGMA
Miles Murdaugn, LaSella Hall and Marcus Westbrook
By Jill Krupo
The Collegian
What do George Washington Carver, Emmitt Smith, Al Joyner, and Blair Underwood have in common? Besides being prominei
African American figures in the fields of science, sports and the media, they are all members of the fraternity Phi Beta Sigma Inc., tl
newest fraternity to hit La Salle's campus. Though not yet a member of The Inter-Fraternity and Sorority Council (IFSC), the fraternil
is a registered organization on campus and is already making its presence felt in a big way.
Part of a prestigious group of predominantly African American fraternities known as the Divine Nine-which includes Delta Sigma Theti
Alpha Kappa Alpha, Alpha Phi Alpha, Zeta Phi Beta, Kappa Alpha Phi, Omega Psi Phi, Sigma Gamma Ro and Iota Phi Theta-this Phi Bet
Sigma Inc. has actually been on campus before, according to LaSella Hall, President of the Mu Upsilon Chapter of Phi Beta Sigma In
Founded in 1982 by Dan Tann Esquire, a 1983 graduate of La Salle, the fraternity was strong through the early 90s, but faded from campi
as the members graduated. It has 650 chapters throughout the world and currently has over 110,000 members.
However, Hall and the other Phi Beta Sigma officers, Vice President Miles Murdaugh and Treasurer Marcus Westbrook, decided the
they wanted to bring it back. "There are several reasons why we wanted to bring Phi Beta Sigma Inc. to La Salle," said Hall. "One reaso;
is that we want to diversify Greek life a little bit more. We also hope to present an option to minorities who might be seeking somethin
other than what the present fraternities on campus are offering. Finally, we want to further and expand the beliefs of Phi Beta Siqmi
Inc.
'
There are three principles that Phi Beta Sigma follows: brotherhood, scholarship and service. According to Westbrook, the fraternit
has something to offer everyone. "The community service aspect is what really stood out to me," said Westbrook. "However, this fraternit
means something different to everybody. No matter how much you contribute, everyone does something, which is what makes it si
beautiful. Everyone brings his own talents." Though it is new to campus, Phi Beta Sigma Inc. has already been making its mark. Thi
fraternity recently sponsored a Neo Soul Night featuring jazz bands, and also hosted guest speaker Kevin Powell (a member of cast of thi
first season of the Real World), who gave a lecture on hip-hop culture.
"People are beginning to recognize our letters since we've been wearing them around campus," said Hall. "Though we are (
historically black fraternity, we are inclusive of everyone. We don't discriminate based on race, religion etc. We're all very friendly,
so if you see us on campus, ask us questions."
DELTA SIGMA PHI
stt
Members:
Jason Dollan; Salvatore Scalora;
Brendan Ireland; Christopher Vokolos;
Matt Verdelli; CharlesA Sutton;
Jon-Michael Vagnoni; Adam J. Wzorek;
Rule Zingle; Nicholas Smith;
John McAleese; Jim Emme;
James Brotzman; Kevin Provost;
Chris Gasperi; Chris Donnelly;
Josh D Amore; Ryan Meisser,
Jeff Yurcan; Anthony Medoro;
Darrin Loradu
Adam Wzorek '05
Congratulations to all the graduating seniors of Delta Sigma Phi and
good luck to the current and future members. You are the most generous
and well rounded individuals a person can ask for. I would like to take
the time to thank this brotherhood for all it has given me. I'm pleased to
be a part of something that has given me so much and am sure will
continue to for a lifetime. It has developed me into the person I am today.
You have given me the confidence and experiences that have taught me
many life lessons that will ensure my success.
Once again good luck and thank you!
ALPHA CHI RHO
Saturday night, Nov. 13 was Alpha Chi Ro's third Casino Night. The first was held a few
years ago and was not exactly successful. The second Casino Night was held last semester in
January and proved to be a hit among students. This year, the brothers of Crow teamed up with
Late Night La Salle to bring Casino Night back on campus. The night started around 10 p.m and
lasted until about 1:30 am. when students cheerfully dragged themselves home after the raffles
which featured two DVD players, four DVDs and two movie tickets for anyAMC movie theater.
Despite a slightly lower turn out then last year, due most likely to the play and the fact that the
event was held on a Saturday night, the Casino Night appeared to be a success to those who took
part. The music was blasting and everyone seemed to be in good spirits. "It was a great chance
for everyone to come together and to have a lot of fun," said LP Schultz, a junior and a brother
of Crow.
The night also gave some beginners a chance to try a hand at gamble with virtually no
risk. All around, you could hear people saying they were so glad this wasnt real money when
they lost and wishing it was real when they won. There were professionals present to offer
tutorials to the newbies. As the night wore on, a small group of students found a new
purpose for the ballroom and start an impromptu dance party in the middle of tie floor.
Other students looked on, as the group shimmied across the imaginary dance floor. "I
loved Casino Night. The impromptu danceoff filled the evening with laughter and
positive energy. Those Crow brothers really know how to gamble," said senior KellyAnn
MacDonald.
Casino Night also offered Crow the chance to dispel any stereotypes about Greek life.
"It presents Greek life in a positive light and a fun atmosphere," said senior and Crow
brother Dave Luckenbill. In the end, the brothers of Crow considered the night a great
success for their fraternity and look forward to doing it again next semester.
Back Row L~R
David Luckenbill, William Hash,
Jonathan Webster, John Sehi,
Geoffrey Moran,
Middle Row L-R
Mickael Nickolas, Michael Young,
Ckristopker Heckt, William Galtieri
Bottom Row L-R
Don Tocci, Paul Flanigan,
Steve Occhiolini, Leo Midure,
Rick Barca
SIGMA PHI LAMBDA
&rr ftletnorieg
Top L~R
Dr. Kelly (Advisor); Gerry Prodoekl;
Ryan Malloy; Ckris Dunne; Anthony Aldorasi;
Mike Wrigkt (Vice President); Jon Demuria;
Joe Miskak; Dennis Carey; Grant Pluta (Secretary);
Ryan Scott; Dr. Kling (Advisor);
Craig Raezer; Mario Corrado
Bottom L-R
Jell Quigley; Pat Dalton;
Tkeodore Rickard Jabara III; Dill Smart (Treasurer);
Skane Donnelly (President); Paul Coneys;
Dan Blum; Alejandro Hagan;
Adam Voisard; Garrett Bancroft
By Adam Voisard '05
What I liked most about Sigma Phi Lambda fraternity was
our balance in our commitment to be not only a social fraternity
but also a service fraternity. We knew how to have a good time,
but at the same we knew when to get serious and direct our efforts
to service.
My favorite memory of this type of service committment
occurred in my Junior year when Sigma Phi Lambda organized a
Comedy Show, and we were able to raise $2,000 for a LaSallian
family that had become victims of arson in a nearby Olney
community.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Back Row L~R
Matt Holt, Mike Dougkert
Middle Row L-R
Mike Sckuerman; Matt Adams; JJ. Berenado; Tony Gallo; Giovanni Cket Alfarano; Mike Dreker;
James Clark Joe Skarp; Eric Delgado; Ryan Werner; Dan Stelanides
Bottom Row L-R
Matt Mcguire; Pkil Courtney; Patrick Spicer; Dave Mickelkerg; Joe Vandetty; Mike Kaczmarcyk
Pink is the new red. At least it is for the men of Sigma Phi Epsilon, each of whom
could be found sporting a pink Breast Cancer Awareness band reading "Hope, Courage,
Faith" as they ran around the quad last week. The three characteristics inscribed on the
band are what encouraged Sigma Phi Epsilon, partnered with Gamma Phi Beta, to plan
an event to fundraise for Breast Cancer research.
The partnering organizations participated in a week-long Run for Breast Cancer,
from April 4 through April 8. This year's Run for Breast Cancer was the third annual that
Sigma Phi Epsilon had participated in. In addition, this year the women of Gamma Phi
Beta agreed to help raise money for the cause. "This year, in hopes of creating a greater
opportunity to raise money for such a great cause, it was
JJ
Berenato's idea to team up with
Gamma Phi Beta. In teaming up, we created more promotion from different areas that
we were not able to get on our own," said Jeff Shall, an executive board member of Sigma
Phi Epsilon.
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The fundraising event consisted of two parts. First, then
located in the Union Looby to collect donations and pass out bands. H
every two dollars the organizations collected, a member of Sigma If
would run a mile around the campus.
Although last year's run was not as successful due to inclement weather, the
brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon were excited to have the sun on their side for this
year's efforts. And the crowds that gathered on the Union patio were just as
grateful for the pleasant weather to watch as the men ran by. As one on-
looker chanted, "run, Forrest, run."
Matt Holt, who organized the event, was excited that people came out
to watch. He said, "when we run around campus, people ask what we're doing
and make more donations, probably to see us do more running."
The five-day event concluded with a visit from Wired 96.5, giving the
organizations an extra promotional boost on their last day of fundraising. The
organizations set a goal of $500 for the week and by Friday, has nearly
reached it. "As of now we are close to attaining that goal and, thanks to
numerous donations from various groups on campus, there is little reason to
believe that we won't succeed," said Shall.
Sigma Phi Epsilon, which raised $1100 for the Boys and girls Club of
Philadelphia through a fall charity dinner, focused this
event, instead on Breast Cancer research. Shall said, "Breast Cancer is a
disease that affects a vast number of students, teachers, and staff on campus,
whether directly or through someone they know. We realized that many
people are interested in the fight against breast cancer and agreed that we
wanted to do our part in taking action to help."
The organizations are still accepting money for the cause and are in the
process of planning future fundraising events.
ALFHASGMATAU
Back L-R
Siokkan McDaniel; Jamie
Nyce; Monica Makuta;
Jessica Quilter; Brandy
Jones; Traci Bariscian;
Danielle Hamra; Leigk
Ann Duca; Stepk Salvatore
Front L-R
Jen Kallen; Maria Carollo;
Danielle Forsytke; Ckrissu
Salvatore; Jessica Steltz
ALPHATHETAALPHA
Back L-R
Breanne Ward (Fall Pledge
Coordinator); Lisa Goldman
(Recording Secretary)
Front L-R
Erin Oakes (Corresponding
Secretary); Nadine Perese
(President); Stepkanie Stampone
(Vice President); Courtney
Tereszaik (Treasurer)
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GAMMA PHI
Back RowL-R
Shelby Thome, Stefanie Perone,
Caroline Pisula, Amanda Martin,
Danielle Oberdick, Jessica ITolzinger,
Ashleu Rower, Amanda Banes,
Lauren Downeu, Amanda Tarczunski,
Kate Cascilotti
Middle Row L~R
Megan ITulfnagle, Alexandra Saputelli,
Kathleen McCormick Erin Brackin,
Michelle Baker, Alexandra Trignani,
Katie Hopkins
Front Row L-R
Erin Bakes, Liv Aument,
Laura Guerrini, Amber Graver,
Colleen Smith, Katu Horsman
By Lia Filetto
I chose Gamma Phi because of their rich traditions. Gamma Phi was the first
organization to be called a sorority in 1874 and since then has been full of
traditions and values. ^^^^^^^^ As soon as I walked into the
Gamma Phi room dur- I
it .
ing girls rush I knew I was
home. Even though we I f*\ f\ * . are such a large, diverse
group of girls, we will sit 'f^MpV^I in the union at our table for
hours and hours and just Mw ' talk about anything and ev-
erything. Although we m 'M jl are all of different ages and
backgrounds we will not m> j f4 hesitate to ask another for
One of my favorite events is Greek Week... we
all come together for the common good of our sorority. We are truly sisters in
every sense with our problems, but in the end we are a family on campus that
will do anything for each other.
DELTA PHI EPSILON
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Seated L-R Jillian Pintue; Meriketk Cockrell; Julia Arrington; Danielle Cernese
1st Row L-R Melanie Kruske; Lauren Yabut; Anna Robinson; Suzanne Boull; Dice Brasee;
Maureen Smitk
2nd Row L-R Alicia Penneckia; Lauren Clau; Gabrielle Jouner; Ckristine Lim; Laura Keekn
3rd Row L-R Stepkanie Conwau; Kristin Burdette; Erin Hennessey; Tina Amks; Katie Cooper
By Gwen Tuxbury
This year, the sisters of Delta Phi Epsilon celebrated their 20th year anniversary
on La Salle's campus with their annual founder's day dinner in March. Still, though, the
majority of the year was spent serving the community and continuing to fund-raise for
their two philanthropies-ANAD and cystic fibrosis. ANAD (Anorexia Nervosa and
Associated Disorders) is a non-profit corporation which seeks to alleviate the problems of
eating disorders, especially anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa. ANAD strives to
educate the general public and professionals in the health care field to be more aware of
the illnesses relating to eating disorders and methods of treatment.
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a genetic disease affecting approximately 30,000 children
and adults in the United States that leads to life-threatening lung infections. The sisters
did a CF walk, called Great Strides, in April to raise money for the cause.
no
Great Strides is the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation's largest and
fastest growing fund-raiser nationwide. The total money raised by
the sisters of DPhiE reached nearly $1,500. Clearly, the intellectual
and emotional growth from making such contributions to ANAD
and CF is a huge positive result of joining DPhiE. Many of the girls
pledged, though, because of the great sense of community the
sorority shares.
Senior Dana Bilella has said, "Basically, I think a lot of the
sisters of DPhiE joined because they needed their niche at La Salle...
the girls were looking for something... many wanted to leave to go
to other schools, others transferred from other schools, and in either
case this sorority has helped us find a comforting place at La Salle."
When asked what she will remember the most when
looking back at her time in the sorority, Dana admits, "We might
not all have been super best friends... but I know that I could have
and still can count on any of my sisters. And it's nice to know that
you instill certain values and traditions into your family members...
and part of you lives on in the people in your family."
£L
GREEK WEEK
* f
Sunday, April 10
Sigma Phi Epsilon Bull Riding
Fraternity Winner: Sigma Phi Lambda
Sorority Winner: Gamma Phi Beta
Gamma Sigma Sigma Lip Sync Contest
Fraternity Winner: Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sorority Winner: Gamma Sigma Sigma
Monday, April 11
Banner Contest
Fraternity Winner: Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sorority Winner: Delta Phi Epsilon
Alpha Theta Alpha Wingfest
Fraternity Winner: FIJI
Sorority Winner: Delta Phi Epsilon
Tuesday, April 12
Alpha Chi Rho Iron Chef
Fraternity Winner: Delta Sigma Phi
Sorority Winner: Gamma Phi Beta
Gamma Phi Beta/Sigma Phi Lambda
Dodgeball
Fraternity Winner: Delta Sigma Phi
Sorority Winner: Gamma Sigma Sigma
Wednesday, April 13
Alpha Sigma Tau Pie in the Face
IFSC Greek God and Goddess
Fraternity Winner: Delta Sigma Phi
Sorority Winner: Delta Phi Epsilon
Thursday, April 14
Mu Sigma Upsilon Balloon Relay
Fraternity Winner: Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sorority Winner: Gamma Sigma Sigma
Delta Phi Epsilon Tug of War
Fraternity Winner: Alpha Chi Rho
Sorority Winner: Delta Phi Epsilon
Friday, April 15
Speaker, Mark Sterner
"DUI: A Powerful Lesson"
The Masque's Production of "You're A
Good Man, Charlie Brown"
Saturday, April 16
Delta Sigma Phi Softball Tournament
Sunday, April 17
Fill Bid For Bodies
Overall Winners of Greek Week 2005
Fraternity: Sigma Phi Lambda
Sorority: Gamma Sigma Sigma
WILD, WILD WE
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WOMEN'S RUGBY
2004-05 Roster: Jen Bull, Teresa
Ferrara, Kelly Montgomery
(captain), Kate Salute, Dani Spires,
Katie Wkitfield, Andrea Adams,
Amanda Cleaver, Lauren Eisele,
Alyssa Faker, Molly ITessenauer,
Heatker Killeen, Sam Masco
(captain), Katy Missimer, Grace
Motley, Amanda Pkilip, Maggie
Regan, Vanessa Broome, Ckristina
Coko, Erin ITennessy, Catie Leary,
Joan Miller, Debbie Ounan, Diana
Tomezsko, Carrie Wasylyk, Allison
Antonson, Nicole Brnik, Danielle
Jaster.
The 2004-05 women's rugby club success on the field was unparalleled by teams before them. Although shut-outs are rare to be found in the sport, this
team triumphed in back-to-back shutouts in the fall season on Muhlenberg's home turf and then against
Bryn Mawr/Haverford at home. These lopsided wins defined the team as one of their division's strongest rugby clubs. Coaches Larry McManus, Charlie
Murphy, and Scott Jackson led the team into La Salle's first ever playoff appearance in their third season of existence. In the semifinal round, La Salle took
on #1 seeded Susquehanna. Jen Bull, Teresa Ferrara, Kelly Montgomery, Kate Salute, Dani Spires, and Katie Whitfield are the departing rugby seniors.
(viEN'S RUGBY I
I )04-05 Roster: Nate Adams, Stepken Asciolla, Mickael Byrne, James Carcilli, Antkony Ckwasty k, Pat Conway, Drev
] erett, Frank Feola, Steve Grosso, Alejandro Hagan, Matt Krady, Skaun Lewis, Antkony Mackamer, Tom Maslo, Brie.
] rvin McHale, Andrew Moose, Jon Morin, Bok Penrose, Adam Reed, Kevin Salmon, George Skaler, Jokn SLultz, Dan Sinch
'
ylor, Ckris Tomaszewski, Patrick Tufly, Pat Walsk, Sean Wilkinson, Matt Verdelli.
\m
ICE HOCKEY
okn Smyrl, Ed Friess, Rok Fetters, Sal
Punturiero, Antkony Diorio, Dennis Fay, Joe
Ckicci, Kevin Fay, Rok House, Brad Forsutk,
Paul FlaniQan, Ckris Sakol, Ted Sckuck, Jay
Lewandowski, Jokn Hicks.
MEN'S LACROSSE
2005 Roster:
Marty West (Captain), Kevin Gallney (Captain), Josk D'Amore
(Captain), Matt Adams, Jon Galdieri, Ckris Andriss, Joe
Petrongolo, Keitk Giamkerardino, Corey Watkins, Joe Cilelli,
Nic Fediskyn, Ian McLaugklin, Pat Sweeney, Dan Parks, Jason
Dillion, Brendan Ireland (Goalie), Bok Dulfner, Steve Strusse,
Jokn McAleese, James Emme, Nick Smitk, Ckris Lawrence,
James Herkert, Paul Murpky.
Coack: Matt Kuttler '04

Athletics
e iight hard!
We fight well!
Andwhen we hght,we light like
/ /
La Salle! Explorers!
AEItleftes* J?-elcrfiIoii« Coimej]
I
he Athletes' Relations Council (ARC) is
comprised of at least two representatives from
each of La Salle's athletic teams. Seniors Janet
Bollinger and Aida Meskel are this year's co-
chairs. The Committee acts as a liaison
between student-athletes and the Athletic
Administration and is often the catalyst to
many implementations made within the
Athletic Department.
TheARC meets on a monthly basis to provide
appropriate information to student-athletes,
to providean opportunity for student-athletes
to discuss issues and concerns with other
teams' student-athletes, and to offer
leadership possibilities forstudent-athletes. This
year, the ARC became one of the seven major
student organizations represented on "The
Point," the general student leadership board.
One of the ARC's main concentrations is to
provide opportunities for student-athletes to
serve the community. This was the first year
that ARC participated in NBC 10's Stockings
For Kids. Every sports team donated toys to
underprivileged kids in the Philadelphia area
and theARC collected over 500 toys to donate.
The ARC also partnered with "The Point" to
donate over $2,500 to the Catholic Relief
Network in order to help victims of the
Tsunami Disaster. The ARC also got involved
in student-athlete welfare issues in attempts to
form a nutrition program for athletics. The
push from the ARC has caused the Athletic
Department to review the issue and to
investigate the possibility of hiring a
nutritionist to help student-athletes
understand better how what they eat affects
their performance.
Another responsibility of the ARC is to
represent La Salle's opinions in the
Atlantic 10 Student Athlete Advisory
Committee. The ARC votes on initiatives up
for passing in the Atlantic 10
Conference. Senior Lindsay Tyler, of the field
hockey team, is ARC's representative to the
A-10 Committee.
Overall, this has been a very active year for
ARC, and our focuses on community
service and leadership will continue to
develop next year.
Janet Bollinger '05
SsAabMA^mAAmAAE.
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eet Kelly Zavertnik.
(Come to think of it, you probably already
know who this La Salle senior is, in some
capacity or another. "Kelly Z." is the
Residents' Assistant on second Hilary, and an
active member of Peer Educators and Circle K.
I A student athlete on both the Explorer
I
women's crew and tennis rosters
simultaneously, she represents her teams on
i the Athletes' Relations Council. She also bore
a 25 hour/week internship last
semester.
Despite juggling all of these activities,
Zavertnik still finds time in her life for serving
the La Salle community. The native Floridian
cut her vacations short to commitsummers to
the DAYONE program for the past two years.
She was also a Team Leader for the new
students' Opening Weekend program.
"Kelly is one of the most focused and driven
people I have met inmy time at La Salle," says
fellow senior Greg Baker. "It is one thing to be
involved in a couple of different groups, but
she is at the forefront as an athlete, a student,
and a staff member. It tires me just to think of
everything that she does!"
Zavertnik became involved in collegiate
tennis as a senior, since the program lost four
veteran players to graduation in 2004.
Co-coaches Stan Shoemaker and Ed Colfer
had asked their few returning players to seek
out someone who could fill the gap in their
roster. Zavertnik had years of high school
tennis experience and was willing to take up
the challenge.
On the tennis court, her competitiveness is
very apparent, according toher tennis coaches.
"Kelly has all three things I look for in a player:
the Desire to Play, the Drive to Practice, and
Determination when she's on the court," says
coach Shoemaker.
"She has worked really hard, with her aew
"She is an
amazingly
talented
athlete, and
has a fairly
good knack for
balancing
training and schoolwork and everything else," reiterates Larry
Connell, La Salle's aew coach.
The A-10 tennis and crew championships occurred during the
same weekend in Maryland and New Jersey. Rather than select
one, Zavertnik appeared at both events. Unfortunately, her trip to
Maryland was for naught, as rainy weather caused the
cancellation of her first round tennis match against George
Washington. Zavertnik then returned to New Jersey for aew,
where her boat finished second in the Varsity 8 Petite race.
Zavertnik gave Explorer tennis the sixth player they needed to
compete in full matches this season. She evened out the third
doubles team with fellow senior Demise Chambers. But in addition
to volunteering to play, Zavertnik far exceeded her coaches'
expectations for a rookie senior.
"She represented herself and the university to the highest degree,
which was amazing," says Colfer. "If we could have five Kelly's
come into the program next year, we'd be in good position"
Zavertnik is departing her tennis career to take part in another
court. Upon graduation she will be pursuing a law degree.
Kevin Hyslop '05
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Senior athletes catty
teams to new heights
In football, quarterback Vernard
Abrams was named the MAAC
conference's offensive co-player
of the year.
In volleyball, a pair of Woods
seniors, Lauren and Amanda
(unrelated), led the squad to
their first A-10 win in years.
In soccer, Shannon Plunkett's
leadership promoted her team
into the playoffs. Kevin Coleman
was named to third-team all
conference. Stash Graham was
among the nation's leaders in
saves per game.
Jeff Peloso tackled two sports,
football and track.
Kelly Zavertnik picked up tennis
in addition to a rigorous crew
schedule.
In basketball, Jill Marano entered
the "1,000 points club."
Sara Camilli braved injuries to
take the field one last time in a
winning way on field hockey's
senior day, scoring her 20th
career goal.
aster in ner lie
A t the beginning of the soccer season,
Explorer goalkeeper Kerry Schamberger sat down
with head coach Paul Royal to formulate a list of
personal goals for her senior year. According to
Schamberger, the list included a goals-against average
below 1.00 per game, an improved save percentage,
and seven shutouts.
Done, done, and done. Schamberger finished the
season with an impressive 0.88 cpak-against average
and a save percentage of .848. She owns the new
school record for shutouts in a single season (6.5), as
the team achieved seven shutout wins.
'Ifs a wonderful thing to have the record, but ifs not
just mine," Schamberger said. "The defense played
amazing this year, and I couldn't have done it without
them"
The team ended their season on November 4 with a
disheartening 1-0 loss to St. joe's in the Atlantic-10
quarterfinals. Nevertheless, La Salle still had an
incredibly strong year, finishing with a record of
10-8-2, a substantial improvement over last year's
3-13-1 finish. According to Royal, this improvement
was due in large part to the team's defense, in which
Schamberger played a key role.
"We changed the defensive strategy this year in that
it wasn't just the four defenders doing the job, but,
instead, it was a whole team effort," Royal said. "This
helped make the shots more predictable for Kerry, and
forced the opposition to play to her strengths. We
.errij ocham.berger
expected her to play well, and she really had a
breakout season, which I accredit to increased
confidence, in both herself and her teammates."
A native of Long Island, N.Y., Schamberger wasnamed
to this year's second all-conference team. However,
she refuses to take the credit for her success and instead
gives it to her parents and coaches.
"My parents provided me with some good trainers
when I was younger, and I was fortunate to have some
really great coaches, from when I was little all the way
up through La Salle," Schamberger said.
Completing her fifth year at La Salle, Schamberger is
graduating with two degrees as a result of taking some
classes during this past summer and waiving out of a
few others. Although she'll miss her teammates and
La Salle itself, Schamberger is looking forward to the
next step.
Tm hoping to do something in sports management or
in financial services for a college," Schamberger said.
"I'm going to miss everything, but ifs about time for
me to get a full-time job."
Despite the fact that she's graduating, Schamberger is
determined to continue playing soccer. She's been
playing since she was eight years old, and she doesn't
plan to stop now.
"The season's barely ended and I've already looked
into some adult leagues," Schamberger said. "Soccer's
a big part of my life so there's no way I'm going to give
it up."
Frank Visco/08
La Salle CoEegian
ISCHAMBERGER
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L^i, Kerry's Career:
Year Games Goals GAA Sv. Pet W-L-T Shutout
2000 3 1 0.81 2 0.667 0-0-0
2001 2 4 4.00 4 0.500 0- 0-0
2002 11 14 1.33 59 0.808 5-5-0 3
2003 3 6 1.85 20 0.769 0-2-1
2004 20 18 0.88 97 0.843 10- 8-2 6.5
Career 39 43 1.18 182 0.809 15-15-3 9.5
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certain about the La Salle
iseball team this season. They've had their ups and
iwns this year. However, one thing is certain. The
am will be without its perennial leader, senior
nterfielder Ryan "Papi" Parfitt, after this season.
Ve're all upset to see him go because he's had not
lly a great year, but also a great four years at La
die," sophomore co-captain Rich Prall said.
Mously we're all going to miss his offense, but
e're also going to miss his defense as well, not to
lention his leadership."
irfitt is in the midst of a stellar season for the
{plorers. As of May 17, he led the team in batting
verage (.328), hits (61), runs scored (32), RBIs (33),
Dubles (12) and total bases (91). He is second on the
iom in stolen bases (8) and in homers (4).
l addition, Parfitt is ranked on the La Salle all-time
oubles list (43).
i native of Hourtown, Pa., Parfitt has been playing
all since he was just six years old. He accredits most
i his success to his father and hard work.
My dad was definitely a big help because he would
ilways work on me with my hitting; he always threw
ne batting practice," Parfitt said. "Also, I attribute my
uccess to a lot of hard work and dedication as well as
he fact that I just love to play the game of baseball."
\lthough Parfitt will be back at La Salle in the fall to
:omplete his degree in Marketing, this spring marks
he last time he will be playing baseball for the
Explorers.
"Since 111 be back next year, 111 get to see a lot of my
friends again, but ifs going to be hard that all my
teammates are going to be playing baseball and I'm
not," Parfitt said "Ifs going to be tough not playing
baseball at La Salle anymore."
Even though he, along with several other seniors, will
be leaving the team this year, Parfitt believes the team
will fare pretty well next season.
"We have young captains on our team," Parfitt said.
"George Hudock, Mike Essery and (Rich) Prall will all
still be here. The team's going to rely on those three to
step up and really lead them, and I think they're going
to do a great job of handling that."
As far as hisown future is concerned, Parfitt has hopes
of returning to baseball. He has a tryout with the
Baltimore Orioles at Camden Yards in June.
"Hopefully something will work out with them and 111
get picked up," Parfitt said. "If not, 111 hopefully be able
to play somewhere else. However, if all else fails 111
have my degree to fall back on. But first, I really want
to see what comes of this baseball thing."
Frank Visco, '08
La Salle Collegan
New Coaches: Dr. Jolm Giannini and Mr.Tom Loclmer
Lai
John Giannini:
Alma mater: North Central ('84)
Overall coaching record: 293-149 (fifteen seasons)
Previous experience:
Head Coach, University of Maine (1997-2004)
Head Coach, Rowan College (1990-96)
Asst. Head Coach, Ohio University (1981-86)
Grad. Asst. Coach, University of Illinois (1988-89)
Asst. Coach, Parkland Community College (1987)
n Aug 23, 2004, La Salle in-
troduced Dr. John Qannini as the new
men's basketball coach. Gicinninicame
to La Salle after constructing a success-
ful University of Maine program for
the past eight years.
Diuinghiscoachingtenure, heposted
the best record of any coach in the
school's history by going 125-111. He
compiledapair of 20-win seasons, along
with five trips to the America East semi-
finals or better and appearances in the
AECs championship game two of the
last three seasons.
With a heavy emphasis on youth
play, the Explorers' success relied on
their ability to build team chemistry and
to execute. Qannini's coaching tactics,
combined with his proficient recruiting
skills, seemed to be a fine fit for such an
quation.
He led a shell-shocked Explorer bas-
ketball team back into contention in the
Atlantic-10. With Giannini at the helm,
the Explorers are again headed in the
right direction.
Tony Regina '05, La Salle Collegian
, or the past 17 years, Tom Lochner
has been a leader on the women's
|
basketball coaching staff . This season,
he officially stood at the forefront.
Lochner knows every aspect of the
program, having served as the recruit-
ing coordinator as well as overseeing <
the skill development of inside players.
Prior to coaching at La Salle, he
supervised the varsity girl's basketball ,
team at his alma mater, Bishop Gib- bench,Lochnerhaswitaessedafairsl:
bons High School. They posted an 88-1 3 f success. He has been a part of
;
recordoverseveralseasonswithLochner Explorer victories (296-196 overall recoi
at the helm. Furthermore, Lochner has also exrx
Lochner arrived at La Salle in 1987. enced two NCAA tournaments, o
He began his tenure as an assistant WNTrTournament,fourconferencetit
coach and was promoted to associate and five BIG 5 titles,
head coach at the start of the 1998-99 Lochner is assisted by Chrissie Doog
season. '97, Mimi Riley, and Chris Day.
During his tenure on the Explorer Tony Regina '05, LaMe Gollffl
Tom Lochner:
Alma mater: Temple ('89)
Previous experience:
Associate Head Coach, La Salle University (1998-2004)
Assistant Head Coach, La Salle University (1989-98)
Assistant Head Coach, La Salle University (volunteer, 1987-8
Head Coach, Bishop Gibbons High School (varsity, 1982-87)
Head Coach, Bishop Gibbons High School (junior varsity,
1980-82)
Women's Basketball - Atlantic-10 Tournament, March 4
With cm unliely win over GW, La Salle gained a fourth seed in the conference tournament, higher than in
each of the past three seasons. But at the
tournament in Washington, DC, La Salle was the first team ousted, at the hands of Saint Joseph's,
56-50. Crista Metis scored 14 points in her first game
back from injury. Davineia Payne and Jill Marano also scored in double figures.
Men's Basketball - Atlantic-10 Tournament, March 9-10
*
La Salle and UMass went to overtime twice this year. This time around, it was the Explorers who prevailed. They
faced some
difficulty as floor leader Steven Smith (19 pts.) took an errant shot to the eye late in the game and could not return. Down to their last
hope, La Salle
got 6 overtime points from Mike St. John and 5 more from lermaine Thomas who finished with 18. With a 70-64 win La Sale
sent UMass home.
In the second round, Xavier eliminated La Salle, 83-70. Thomas had 25 and Smith had 20 more points.
Men's Cross Country - Oct. 30
,€„,?,
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For the fourth year in a row, the Explorers were named A10 Champions
in men's cross country. By placing seven runners in the field's top ten, La
Salle dominated the race paths. Sean Quigley's second place finish as a
sophomore led La Salle.
Women's Cross Country - Oct.3i
Rachel Papin, Jenna Darcy, Christa Plummer and Erin Geiger
J
were named to the All-Conference team at the A10 Cross
j
Country championships in October by each placing in the top ten,
while La Salle was named A10 Champions.
Women's Soccer -Nov. 4
Jessica Eisele (left) and six other seniors took
aim at the A10 conference title. The Saint
Joseph's Hawks eliminated the La Salle Explor-
ers in a 1-0 duel. A 6-5 conference record in
2004 had earned them their second ever A10
women's soccer tournament appearance.
Men's Soccer - Nov. 1
In Washington, DC, the Explorers fell by c
1-0 score to Temple.Seniorgoalkeeper Stash
Graham had nine saves for the Explorers
keeping the game scoreless for 60 minutes
In the end, the Owls prevailed and ad-
1
vanced to the finals. Graham broke the Lc
Salle record for career saves with 463.
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Men's Tennis - April 8-9
d by Ron Gorgullo and Marco Qnorato at #1 and #2, the La Salle men's
mis team finished in ninth in the 2005 A10 Tournament, their highest
inference ranking to date. After being swept by GW in the opening
atch, the team prevailed on Saturday by defeating Fordham 4-2 and
lishing ahead of Temple as well.
Women's Tennis - April 22-23
aying indoors to avoid being rained out, the La Salle women's tennis
am suffered losses against George Washington, St. foe's, and Rhode
and. Against UR1, the shorthanded Explorers kept the match within
ach with wins by freshman Sarah Kim, senior Emily DeAngelo, and
nior Courtney Tereszcuk.
CONFERENCE
Women's Track - Feb. 19, May 7-8
Men's Swimming - Feb,
Sean Connors McBride had a first place finish in the 50(
along with a second place finish in 200 yard freestyle as La
overall in the swimming and diving championships. At the meet Karo
Isajan was named A10 Diver of the Year.
Women's Swimming - Feb. 16-19
Jamie Polek, Courtney Lofgren, Lauren Aleksinas and Jaclyn Kubala
finsihed seventh in the 800 yard freestyle relay and Jamie Polek took sixth
place in the 1650 yard freestyle for a ninth place team finish with 132
total points.
Men's Golf- May 6
Phil Arouca's 3-over finish over 27 holes led the Explorers to their 10th
place finish at Rhode Island's A10 conference tournament.
Women's Crew - April 23
La Salle won the Novice 8A petite heat and placed second in Varsity 8
Petite, or eighth overall. The team as a whole place ninth in the
competition on the Cooper River in New Jersey.
Men's Track - Feb. 19, May 7-8
enior Melissa Mastrangelo was Most Outstanding Performer in women's
rack events and fellow senior Jenna Darcy was victorious in both the
500m and the 5000m. The La Salle team finished third in outdoor track
his season and second at the indoor track championship.
In the event, Joe Fedorowicz was Most Outstanding Rookie performer for
winning the 1500m. Senior Ryan Fennelly placed second in the some race and
also took first in the 5000m. Overall the team finished second in the outdoor
track championships behind champion Rhode Island. This yearwas stellar for
the squad as they sent representative Sean Quiajev io the NCAA national
10,000m race in June.
PfeH
Clockwise from top:
Reed takes the field;
Rauscher picks an opponent;
Geiger leads the team with
seven goals in her sophomore
season; Camilli now owns the
team record for career goals with
20; Half of Comstock's four goals
this season played out to
be game winners;
Garry controls
the possession;
Newell has a goal and
two assists as a
senior; Farley breaks
away from the pack.
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2004 ROSTER
# Name
2 Suzanne Strocen
4 Amy Dairymple
D Sara Camilli
6 Emilie Stewart
8 Laura Farley
9 Jillian Moser
10 Jen Rauscher
11 Allison Geiger
14 Kristy Newell
16 Branch Reed
18 Lindsey Tyler
20 Colleen Bolger
21 Emily Simone
22 Becky Garry
25 Ami} Comstoch
27 Colleen Neskitt
33 Sarah Kearney
35 Ellen Axelsen
Year Position
So. MF/F
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
MF
M
B
F
F
B
M
MF/F
MF/B
F
GK
MF
MF
M
M/B
GK
GK
Coaches: Sarah Catlin, Molly McManus, Nikhi Campi
arnering a 2-4 conference record left them a
mere win out of playoff contention for the
second straight year. Not without earning much
respect from the competition.
The field hockey team had defensive prowess as
they strove to hold off their A-10 opponents.
Returning defensive player of the year Colleen
Bolger played in all 19 games in the goal and
saved 125 shots during the year, to accompany
a 2 . 2 7 goals against average and three team
shutouts. La Salle held UMass scoreless for 66
minutes straight before finally succumbing to
the Minutewomen in double overtime.
Right: Bolger makes another stop
in goal, Dalrymple advances
through the midfield. Below:
Simone relentlessly drives the
ball forward.
Allison Geiger had seven goals to lead the
offense. Amy Comstock's four goals made the
difference in two of the team's wins. Six goals
carried senior Sara Camilli to the new team
record of 20 career goals. Her hat trick against
Lafayette provided the spark needed to take a
4-3 triumph in overtime. Despite having a
season-ending injury, she reappeared in the
senior day line-up to put her sixth goal of the
season between the pipes, a heroic effort that
would help rally the team to its 2-1 win over
local A-10 rival West Chester. The win snapped
a six game losing streak and ends the season in
a more celebratory way.
Winningmany accolades, this}
team is celebrating again after ecu
average GPA of any collegiate team no u i
in 2004. En route, 11 players achieved
the national coaches association's
academic honor roll, including seniors Becky
Garry, Kristy Newell, Brandi Reed, and Lindsey
Tyler.
Kevin Hyslop '05
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Top row: Brum field carries the football; Triboletti
runs for record-breaking gains; the versatile quarter-
back Abrams is in his passing mode. Middle row: Lauri
enjoys the Homecoming win at McCarthy Stadium; Fletcher
rallies the Explorer defense. Bottom row: Russo
and Greaver leave the huddle; Barksdale
awaits the next passing play.
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Name CL Pos.
Dwaune Lodge Fr. QB
Dan Okalor So. CB
VernardAbrams Sr. QB
Kevin Sullivan So. RB
GregVaecaro Jr. WR
Rod Porter So. WR
Randy Carpenter So. WR
Mickael Jump Fr. QB
Lawrence Nikola Fr. QBAB
Ryan Barksdale Sr. WR
James Monaco Fr. QB
Ken Triboletti Sr. RB
Lou Russo So. WR
Mickael Welz So. WR
Ckris Foran Fr. DB
Steve Adelman Jr. RB
BernieCevis Fr. WR
Jell Peloso Sr. CB
Jason Stevenson Sr. RB
Taylour Lauri So. DB
Josk Brumiield So. RB
Mark Moraca So. DB
Billy Rkea So. DB
NickDePinto So. LB
Nick Sipics Jr. LB
Mario Palmieri Fr. DB
E. J. Williams Fr. LB
Ckris Bakos So. DB
Jell Fletcker Sr. DB
Wilson Maldonado Fr. RB
Jawuan Hubbard Fr. RB
Daniel Parks So. LB
NickCristella Fr. RB
Ckris Del Valle So. DB
Kevin Crockett Fr. DB
Anthony Lombardo Fr. DB
Patrick Farrell Sr. LB 99
DrewPaunil Fr. LB
Head Coach: Pb.il Longo
Coaching Stall: Jesse Gambone, Phil Petite, Peter Lue, George Heller,
Josh Zagorski, Matt Peloso
Greg Dempsey
Kevin Kinek
Justin Oddo
Tkomas Grossman
Ckris Twardy
Joel Candelario
Corey Canon
Ted Kavanagk
Corey Watkins
Frank Curreri
Carl Schorling
William Kuckinsky
Daniel Upbin
JoeCilelli
Steve Mair
Bob Duiiner
Raphael Calzaclilla
Joseph Hamm
Zack Greaver
Joseph Cosella
Victor Lagasi
Joseph Delago
JJ Limey
John Zahel
Tim Karis
Mike Anderson
Patrick Zirpoli
Chris Reiter
Warren Reid
Zach Boyce
James Salerno
AJ Jackson
Robert Merhk
Karl Burrowes
Nate Moss
Stephen Eley
John Wickersham
ouchdown! This fall's Explorer football
program raked in many points en route to
quite an improved season. Notable team
accomplishments included posting the sec-
ond best offensive numbers in Division 1-
AA football (29.7 points per game), and
halting a two-year long home losing streak.
Senior Vernard Abrams and freshman
Michael Jump split time at the quarterback
position and combined for 19 touchdown
Across, from left to right:
Zabel reigns in the
winning touchdown pass
on Homecoming Saturday;
Jump had some brilliant
starts this season in the
quarterback position,
throwing for 10 TDs as a
freshman.
passes. Seven of these were caught by junior
wide receiver John Zabel.
Ken Triboletti was a multiple threat with 14
touchdowns, scoring nine of them on the
ground and five of them by air.
Greg Dempsey was very reliable,
converting 33 of 36 point-after touchdown
attempts, plus two field goals.
Abrams was named one of the Mi
players of the year for his multip'i
performances such as his 91 yards rushing ak
with four touchdown passes against p i
conference title winner Duquesne. Rookie sensa-
tions like E
f.
Williams and Michael Jump indicate
that Explorer football will return very strong in
2005.
La Salle finished 1-3 in the MAAC and 3-7
overall in 2004.
/\/"OMJ:lJ'C
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# Name Year Position
00 Marisa Suarez Jr. Goalie
1 Kerry Scnamberger Sr. Goalie
2 Askley Cassel So. Forward/Midfielder
3 Colleen Farrell Sr. Midfielder
4 Rackael Tokin Sr. Midfielder
5 Lisa Genna Jr. Forward
6 Alexis Petrucci Jr. Forward/Midfielder
7 Alissa Franckini Jr. Delender/Midiielder
8 Jessica Eisele Sr. Midfielder
9 Amanda Bills Fr. Midfielder/Defender
11 Kim Lisun Fr. Midfielder
12 Erin Casey Sr. Defender
13 Skelky Reese So. Defender
14 Heatker Barclay So. Forward
15 Erin McNulty Sr. Defender
16 Kelly Lyons So. Forward
17 Liz Ask Sr. Midfielder/Defender
18 Diana Sayler Sr. Midfielder/Defender
19 Jenna Guagenti Fr. Defender
20 Anne Skovlin Jr. Midfielder
21 Jackie Timmes Jr. Defender
22 Skannon Plunkett Sr. Midfielder/Defender
23 Kristin Hextall Fr. Forward/Midfielder
Coackes: Paul Royal, Dan Mannella, Ckrissy Dolan
occer pundits picked these Explorers to
finish in ninth place in 2004, and rarely
have the pundits been so wrong. Coached
by Paul Royal, the team brought them-
selves to the conference playoff field for
the second time. Their 10-8-2 record is an
impressive 7.5 game improvement over
last year's finish.
After a painful 1-4 start in the A10,
including three losses by a mere goal,
salvaging a season seemed an impossible
task to anyone except the team. In late
October, the Explorers needed every win to
stay in contention. At Massachusetts, Kelly
Lyons and Shannon Plunkett delivered the
one-two punch needed to steal a 2-1
victory at literally the last minute. Later in
the season, confident sophomore Heather
Barclay's successful penalty kick against
Xavier clinched La Salle's playoff bid. The
consecutive 2-1 comeback wins completed
a storied run of five wins straight, and
secured a game in the conference
tournament hosted by Massachusetts. At
the A10 tournament, the Explorers
dropped a 1-0 contest to crosstown rival St.
Joe's, despite putting up 14 shots.
Often the team dominated opponents,
evidenced by 10 victories, including seven
shutouts, plus two ties.
Franchise records for most shutouts (7)
and lowest Goals Against Average (0.87)
established the winning formula for the
team. As Rachael Tobin, Kerry
Schamberger, Jessica Eisele, Colleen Farrell,
Shannon Plunkett, Liz Ash, and Diana
Sayler graduate, three returning
All-Conference honorees Heather Barclay,
Jenna Guagenti, and Kristin Hextall will
return to lead a women's soccer team to
another stunning success next fall.
Above: Petrucci soars and scores;
Eisele maneuvers her way through
the midfield.
Left: Guagenti's imposing presence
stifles the opposition.
Center: Hextall resists the pressure
of a Hawks defender.
MEN'S
Above: Golden cuts off a shot on
goal; Ortiz recovers in the midfield; Moseley
hustles over an opponent. Left: Lehr centers
the ball. Right: Vujovic advances. Below:
Spiker looks for the open man; Cosentino
changes the possession with the throw from
out of bounds; Dougherty competes
vigorously for the header.
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# Name Year Position
1 Stash Graham Sr. Goalie
2 Josh France Jr. Midfielder
3 Andrew Perez Fr. Midfielder/Forward
6 Walter McMahon Fr. Defender
7 Adam Simon Sr. Defender
8 Jim Bradley Jr. Defender
9 Geoff Schaeffer Fr. Midfielder/Defender
10 Dusan Vujovic Jr. Midfielder/Forward
11 Jeremy Ortiz Fr. Midfielder/Forward
12 Ryan Dougherty Fr. Midfielder/Forward
15 Ryan Moseley Jr. Midfielder
16 Kevin Coleman Sr. Midfielder/Defender
18 Bill Cosentino Sr. Midfielder.
19 Scott Golden Jr. Defender
20 Mike Lehr Fr. Midfielder/Defender
21 Ryan Tarrant Jr. Midfielder
22 Jeff Spiker Fr. Defender
23 Joe Heavey Fr. Midfielder/Defender
24 Devin Ladd Fr. Midfielder/Forward
25 Gregory Pirog Jr. Midfielder/Forward
26 Matt Kelly So. Defender
33 Kyle Perdelwitz Fr. Goalie
Coaches: Pat Farrell, Jim Coleman, and Bob Wilkinson
etermincttion and high expectations
advanced the Explorers to greater
"
eights this year. A 3-1 start in the
conference propelled the team from
the outset. In the middle of the
season a rough stretch at home
threatened the Explorers' playoff
hopes. However, with a 2-0 shutout
of the Fordham Rams on the last day
of the season, La Salle earned its trip
to Washington to contend at the A10
men's soccer championships. The
Explorers' first round appearance in the
conference tournament marks the highest
finish in the last seven seasons.
Ryan Moseley and Ryan Dougherty
chipped in six goals apiece to lead
the scoring efforts. Junior Scott
Golden provided seven assists and
Senior Kevin Coleman added six
assists.
Senior goalkeeper Stash Graham
made 111 saves, leading the A10 in
that department once again. He also
posted six shout-outs. He paved the
way to a 10-9-1 team finish (6-5-0
A-10). Under Coach Pat Farrell, the soccer
team outscored its opponents by
29-25 over the course of the 2004 fall
season.
From top: Coleman was honored as an Ail-
American third team member; Josh France
led the Explorers arsenal with 40 shots.
At left: Scott Golden and Stash Graham were
teammates at their Florida high school,
Tampa Jesuit, before teaming up at La Salle's
McCarthy Stadium.
y/OMjiT''
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Name Class Position
Linzu Alvernaz Fr. PV
Jennek Bockari Fr. XC/D
Adriana Boule Fr. XC/MD
Corrine Capazzoli Fr. T
Jenna Darcu Gr. XC/MD
Kate Dobranskij So. XC/D
Skana Don Sr. S/H
Colleen Donnellvj Jr. S/J/PV
Giovanna Finocckio Fr. T
Erin Finucane Sr. T
Elizaketk Geiger Jr. XC/D
Erin Geiger Jr. XC/D
Meagan Green Fr. XC/MD
Rackel Hensevj Fr. XC/D
Irina King Sr. T
Jenna Kipp Fr. S
Sara Leijmeister So. XC/MD
Carol vjn Anne Lipovski Fr. XC/MD
Melissa Mastrangelo Sr. S
Elisabetk Mayer Fr. XC/MD
Aida Meskel Sr. XC/MD
Jessica Moningkolf Fr. S/J/H
Nicole O'Dea So. XC/D
Rackel Papin So. XC/D
Ckrista Plummer Fr. XC/D
Karen Proulx So. XC
Danielle Sckopf So. XC/MD
Catkerine Woklrab Sr. T
Pkarun Wunn Sr. S/H
q Salle's winningest athletes ran off on the
right foot this year. In terms of the A10, La
Salle women's cross country reigns supreme
and no other team could come within range.
The Explorers ran away with just about every
accolade thinkable, as Rachel Papin was
named theA 1 0's most outstanding performer
and Christa Plummer was A10 rookie of the
year in cross country, while lenna Darcy was
the indoor trackleague's student-athlete of
the year. Additionally, Charles Torpey is A10
women's cross country Coach of the Year for
a third time.
Using that momentum, the squad was again
#1 during indoor track season. Indicative of
the team's prowess is the team's possession of
the top four times in the entire conference in
the 3,000 meter run, by Jenna Darcy, Christa
Plummer, Rachel Papin and Danielle Schopf
,
in addition to their sweeping the top five
positions in the mile run along with their
teammate Elizabeth Geiger. These runs
provided many qualifiers for A10
Championships and ECAC finals as well.
As the spring wore on and the outdoor track
and field season took off, La Salle continued to
have a banner year.
MJIN'S
ROSTER
Name Class Position Name Class Positio
Brvjan Beitz So. XC/D Stephen Knox So. XC/MI
Joe Brancaleone So. XC/D Matt Lawson Fr. XC/ME
Adam Breisch So. XC/MD Kule Luke Fr. XC/D
Keith Burke So. S/J/H Gregorij Luons So. XC/MI
John Butler Jr. XC/D Daniel McGrath Sr. XC/D
Tim Carroll Sr. XC/MD Matthew Miller Jr. S
Carman Cavella Fr. XC/MD Kevin Moore Fr. T
Bill Ceriello Fr. XC/MD Rvjan Moseleu Jr. s
Sean Clark Fr. XC/MD Tom Mulhern Sr. XC/D
Doug Coppola Sr. J Patrick Nash Gr. XC/ME
Terru Coune Gr. XC/D Jell Peloso Sr. J/T
Joseph Dare So. XC/D David Peters Fr. S/MD
Anthonu Falgares So. S Sean Quigleu So. XC/D
Joe Fedorowicz Fr. XC/MD Tom Ranalli Fr. XC/D
Ruan Fennellu Sr. XC/MD Thomas Rauchut So. PV
Ben Franczuszki So. XC/MD Warren Reid So. T
Michael George Fr. S William Rhea So. J
Ricuard Hall Jr. Fr. S James Tchabo Fr. S
Sean Hearn Fr. XC/D Ken Treschitta Fr. S
James Holzwarth So. XC/MD Andrew Vernon Fr. XC/D
Mahatma Jackson Sr. S Kevin Warg Sr. PV
James Jefferson So. S Alonza Winfield Sr. S/H
Chris Kessler Sr. XC/MD
Head Coach: Charles Torpeu
Assistants: Brien Bell, Charles Alexander, Brian Gallagher, Dallas Alexander
efending their A-10 Championship
successfully, the men's cross country team
accomplished a great feat this past fall by
extending their string of conference titles in
the sport to four in a row.
Sean Quigley and Ryan Fennelly had record-
breaking runs on the track during the spring,
and advanced to NCAA competition.
The men's running teams also feature dual-
athletes Ryan Moseley (soccer), Jeff Peloso
and Warren Reid (football). Moseley,
Mahatma Jackson, Anthony Falgares, and
Seniors Jeff Peloso and Kevin Warg
James Jefferson won the 4x100 relay event
at Widener by setting a new La Salle record
time (41.07 seconds).
Doug Coppola, Tim Carroll, Ryan Fennelly,
Chris Kessler, Dan McGrath, Kevin Warg, Alonza
Winfield, Tom Mulhern, Jackson and Peloso, are
the team's graduating seniors.
In every event in which the Explorers
participate, they win or place in multiple
heats. With a near perfect track record in
the conference for the past four years, the
La Salle men's track and cross country team
is in a league of its own.
Kevin Hyslop '05 Senior Tom Mulhern
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Clockwise, from top
right: senior Lauren Woods
leads the Explorers' attack;
Amanda Woods establishes the
next shot; Conner awaits the
next move; DeJong eyes the
potential kill; Explorer
volleyballers react exuberantly
after taking the game point.
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No, Name Class Position
2 Amanda Woods Sr. S/DS
3 Kara Branz Jr MB
D Jinn Sullivan Fr. OH/DS
7 Caitlin DeJong Sr. L
9 Carolyn Judge So. L/DS
10 Stepnanie Owen Fr. OH
11 Brittany Hanleu Fr. MB
12 Lauren Woods Sr. MB
13 ALtu Means Jr. RS
14 Caitlin Conner So. S
22 Kristen Kelseu So. OH
! 24 Samantka Talcacs So. RS/OH
eoks ore a burden to be overcome. For this
year's volleyball quad, enduring a winless
drought in the A10 was difficult, but on
Friday, October 15, they were able to
escape misery and achieve their first
conference win in nearly five years.
Rhode Island fell victim to the Explorers at
the Tom Gola Arena by a 3-1 count.
Despite going winless after that date to
finish 1-14 in the A10, the volleyball team
had managed five shut-out wins in their
non-conference competitions, and were
8-25 overall. A 7-6 home record stands out
as a strength but the team did not recover
shots so well on the road.
A pair of seniors named Woods were the
key in the Explorers offensive attack:
Lauren Woods had a team-high 295 kills
to set a career record while classmate
Amanda Woods led the way with 1,264
assists in the set-up position.
On defense, Kara Branz's 71 blocks and
senior Caitlin Defong's 431 digs were both
team highs in 2004.
The team's youth will undoubtedly
provide for new challanges and winning
opportunities here next fall.
Clockwise, from top right: rallying
together before the match; Kelsey seals
the win; Judge lunges for the dig; Means
returns the volley with ease; Owen covers
backcourt.
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Clockwise from top:
the Explorers keep up the
momentum after a time-out;
Ricketts, the Explorers scoring
leader, received A10 Second Team
accolades. Marano entered the elite
1,000-point club during her senior
year; the two co-captains Wilkinson
and Payne; newcomer Hightower
approaches a late shot with the
game on the line. 004-»KOSTER
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No. Name Heigkt Class Position
10 Janell Pkillips 56" Jr. Guard
11 Megkan Wilkinson 5'8" Sr. Guard
13 Monica Garrido Sanz 60" Sr. Forward
15 Carlene Higktower 511" Fr. Forward
20 Crista Ricketts 61" So. Guard/Forward
21 Jenna Graber 5'8" So. Guard
22 Jill Marano 57" Sr. Guard
24 Lamera Ferguson 62" Jr. Forward
25 Davineia Payne 5'9" Jr. Guard
30 Skaune McLaugklin 5'6" Jr. Guard
32 Megkan Akl 56" Fr. Guard
33 Tilfany Lee 57" Fr. Guard
40 Alyse Hoover 510" Fr. Guard
44 Melanie Gibbons 60" Fr. Forward
45 Megan Sweeney 62" So. Forward
Coack: Tom Lockner
Assistant Coackes: Ckrissie Doogan, Mimi Riley, Ckris Day
Manager: Raguel Menocal
riving into the heat of competition, La Salle
women's basketball had a season of ups and
downs. On one of those up days, the team
accomplished its first win over Saint Joseph's
in nearly a decade. But weeks later St. Joe's
met La Salle in the playoffs and settled the
score.
La Salle's talented squad was always a team
to be reckoned with in the Gola Arena once
again this season as George Washington,
Georgetown and Drexel, among other strong
opponents, fell prey to the Explorers at home
in dramatic games.
Co-captains Meghan Wilkinson, Davineia
Payne and Shaune McLaughlin were counted
on for their speed and skills. Wilkinson broke
La Salle's all-time three-pointer record this
season by netting 8 in one day in the win over
Providence. And as a sophomore, Crista
Ricketts led the Explorers in total scoring with
15.4 points per game, many games providing
a double double.
Despite a 12-16 finish, the Explorers outscored
opponents for the year and aid so by making
a higher portion of field goai i
and foul shots than their opponents
The team featured a new head coach witl
familiar face. Tom Lochner, the assoc
head coach for 17 years, returned as the heac
coach in 2005. The team finished 6-10 in the
A10 conference in his first season at the helm.
Departing seniors [ill Marano, Meghan
Wilkinson and Monica Garrido Sanz were
impact players for four seasons and their
presence on the court is already missed.
iove: Garrido-Sanz blocks the basket; M
ilkinson shoots for three; McLaughlin is
e Big 5's most spirited player; Ferguson
ifles the scoring drive. Right: Coach
chner brings the intensity and the Lady
jg
plorers respond with a win. Below: Payne
ikes a fast break towards the hoop.
sometimes; Harris
has a decisive shot;
Giannini makes an
impact quickly;
Fadipe stifles the
opposition; Thomas
endures his injuries
to make his most
accurate shots yet
during big games
at the season's
end.
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# Name
Victor Ukwu
3 Sherman Diaz
4 Andrew Lewis
10 Dexter Matthews
11 Darnell Harris
14 Tabby Cunningham
20 SeanNeal
21 Lewis Fadipe
23 Jermaine Thomas
30 Steven Smith
3D Kevin Sullivan
40 Mait Smithy
42 Mike St. John
50 Roman'Narrribaue
Height Class
61"
65"
61"
61"
61"
58"
62"
610"
62"
68"
60"
65"
6'8"
610"
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
Position
Guard
Forward
Guard
Guard
Guard
Guard
Guard
Forward/Centei
Guard
Forward
Guard
Forward
Forward
Center
Head Coach: Dr. John Giannini
Assistant Coaches: Steve Seymour, Horace Owens, Ashler) Howard
Director of Basketball Operations: Harris Adler
_ 'otol in bringing respectability back to a
troubled campus, the La Salle basketball ral-
lied when down, not giving in to any of their
heavily favored opponents.
Early an 0-5 record tested the will of the young
squad under the direction of their new coach,
Dr. John Gannini. Reqardless this under-
manned team focused their collective efforts,
managing to topple the University of
Soumem(Mfornia(USQTrojans.forLa Salle's
first win of the year, at Tom Gola Arena.
That surprising upset replenished the
team with spirit and determination needed to
carry foward and shoulder the responsibility
of amending history.
Steven Smith was named A-10 co-player of
the year and also made the Big-5's first team.
During a transitional season, the Explorers
suffered such setbacks as going winless in the
Philadelphia Big-5 series for the third season
in a row. However, by March, when the
season wound down to an end, the national
spotlight was shining on these warriors as
they represented the university in the A10
tournament in Cincinnati.
Jermaine Thomas, Mike St. John, Lewis Fadipe,
and Sean Need all took on more playing time
than last year and did not disappoint.
Newcomers Tabby Cunningham, Darnell
Harris, and Sherman Diaz, supported the
returning players, making their roster
competitive despite its obvious shortcomings
in size.
Returning up to all five of their starters next
season, the Explorers are already taking aim
at an A10 title.
From left: starting sophomore St. John
becomes an offensive threat this year;
Cunningham is a rookie sensation. From
top: Harris reacts on defense; Sean Nea
is making a big impact late in gsi
Sherman Diaz debuted this year in !
against USC.
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Clockwise from
top: the Varsity 8
maneuvers the Cooper
River in Collingswood, NJ;
Coach Connell checks the boat
prior to a race; Varisty 8
leaves the dock; Senior
Roseann Fisher carries oars
on deck; Coach discusses
racing strategywith the team;
seniors Kellie Fagan and
Suzanne Patackis
anticipate their final
race. 2005 ROSTER
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Name Class
Andrea Bacchus So.
Rita Drown Fr.
Sarah Drown Fr.
Melanie Charles (Coxswain) Fr.
Michelle DeLong So.
Christine Denshuich So.
Kellie Fagan (Coxswain) Sr.
Roseann Fisher Sr.
Dani Fralen Fr.
Patrice Girard Fr.
Shauna Goetz Fr.
Franhie Lamont Fr.
Jessica Lamont Fr.
Rehecca Mahneu Fr.
Elizabeth McGrain So.
Kellie Nadeau So.
Aimee Nichols So.
Suzanne Patackis Sr.
Therese Pomerou So.
Jennifer Sammartino Fr.
Delia Spellman Fr.
Sarah Turner Fr.
Kelhj Zavertnik Sr.
Coaches: Larru Connell, Chris Dunn
Name ClflS
Sean Ahern Jr.
Tim Brocchus Fr.
Francesca Cupo (Coxswain) Fr.
Ruan Fair So.
Chris Foran Fr.
Sara Jones Jr.
James Keough Fr.
Blaine Kneershaw Fr.
Jell Laird Jr.
Bill Lockard Jr.
Matt Loitus Fr.
Mike Mallou Sr.
Rod Quinn Fr.
Mark Ricciardi So.
Mike Rockwood Fr.
Matthew Ruan Jr.
Joe Scibetta Fr.
Matt Sitcoske So.
Matthew Tiedeken
in
Jr.
I aking to the river, La Salle Gew advancedtheir program enrollment and skimmed time
off their races throughout the year.
Shauna Goetz, Kellie Nadeau, Sarah Turner,
Jessie Lamont and coxswain Aimee Nichols
won the Freshman/Novice 4 race at the
Frostbite Regatta in late fall.
Sue Patackis, Kelly Zavertnik, Shauna Goetz,
Therese Pomeroy, Sarah Turner, Liz McGrain,
Rose Fisher, Aimee Nichols and coxswain
Kellie Fagan added to the program's honors,
reining in the Varsity 8 race at the Bill Braxton
Regatta in November.
La Salle women's crew also made an
appearance at the A10 Championship in
Collingswood, NJ, and then at the Dad Vail
Regatta in Philadelphia.
Fisher, Fagan, Patackis, and Zavertnik are
graduating from the Varsity 8 boat.
At the Dad Vail Regatta this spring, the men's
heavyweight novice eight boat placed first in
its preliminary round heat, then came in third
in a semifinal. The Dad Vail event, hosted on
the Schuylkill River, features over 110 men's I
and women's crew collegiate programs, '
making it the largest rowing event in the
country.
Above: Matt Sitcoske, Matt Ryan, and Sean Ahem;
retiring to the Schuylkill boathouse after race
day. Senior day celebrations allow recognition
for Explorer seniors Kelly Zavertnik, Roseann
Fisher, Kellie Fagan, and Suzanne Patackis.
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Mame Year Event Name Year Event
^atie Akers Jr. Free Matt Ainsworth So. M/Back
^auren Aleksinas Sr. Back/IM Aaron Amundsen So. Fly/BaclJ
Vlelanie Ckarles Fr. Back Jell Anderson Sr. M/Fly
^.imberly Evanilla Sr. Free Jeffrey Basolis Jr. Free/IM
^.ara Foley So. Free/IM Grant Chin Fr. IM/BR
\llie Garrow Fr. Free Sean Connors-McBride So. Fly/IM
[
K.atie Gilford Fr. Diving Frank Eaton Sr. Fr/Back
\athryn Hartman So. M/Br Michael Ellerson So. IM/Back
Vlallory Kessler So. Back Eli Fields Fr. Fly/IM
Vlegan Kristiniak So. Diving Pat Frame Jr. Free
Jacqueline Kubala Fr. Back Emir Hubijar Jr. Free
^ourtney Lofgren Sr. Free Reed Inglee So. Free/Fly
^.atie McGowan Sr. Breast Karo Isajan So. Diving
-auren Muchorski Sr. Breast Matt Magee So. Free
lessica Nissen Fr. Flu/Free Jack McCaffery Jr. IM/BK
lessica Phillips Sr. Fr/Br Andrew McDonald Sr. Free
Jamie Polek So. Free Tom Smyth Jr. IM/BR
Margaret Walsh Sr. Free Matt Starr Jr. Free
£itt Watkins Sr. Diving Billy Watkins Jr. M/Back
Ashley Young So. Free/Fly John Welsh Fr. Free
Kevin Whelan So. BR/Free
John Zayaitz Jr. Free
Head Coach: Matt Nunalh
J
Assistant Coach: Jamie Piatt. Diving Coach: Diane Maiese
ierce competitors never surrender. After Lq Salle
women's swimming placed fifth of five in their
event at Bucknell, the team made strides and
quickly brought in an abundance of winning
times.
Jamie Polek won two and placed in a third
freestyle race in the same day to help La Salle
surpass Drexel in their annual meet. Mallory
Kessler also won two of the day's events.
In diving, freshman Katie Gifford managed to
sweep gold medals in multiple events through-
out the year.
As a sophomore Kara Asajan of the men's team
was named A-10 diver of the year and qualified
for the NOVA competitions. Diane Maiese was
named the Atlantic 10's diving coach of the
year.
The men's team, led by Sean Connors-McBride,
won their first four meets of the season, and also
took the Bucknell Invitational. AaronAmundsen
was also victorious in two freestyle events at
Fordham.
Grant Chin scored multiple rookie-of-the-week
accolades for feats such as his triple medal at
Rhode Island (one first place and two second
places).
Coach Matt Nunnally led the men's team to an
impressive third place finish at the A-10
tournament where the women placed ninth in
the conference.
Top row: Kern puts the runner out easily; Parfitt's senior
season was his best yet at the plate; caps off for the national anthem
Second row: Prall catching for Burge; Below: Marino rips one righ
over the plate.
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No. Pos. Name Class Bats/Tkrov
1 Tu Warren OF FR R/R
2 Michael Carviso RHP FR R/R
3 Mike Esseru SS/2B JR L/R
4 Derick Reis SS FR R/R
5 Matt Dunawavj SS FR L/R
6 Jokn Rickards 2B/3B FR R/R
10 Anthomj Boscaglia LHP SR L/L
11 Rvjan Parfit CF SR R/R
12 Matt Kirsck LHP SR L/L
13 Gerard Breslin RHP SO. R/R
14 Chris Boucher C JR R/R
15 Grant Harm 3B FR R/R
16 John DiPiero RHP FR R/R
17 Jamie Cowan RHP FR R/R
18 Billu Kern 2B SO R/R
19 Dan Waters LHP SO. L/L
20 Phil Marino 3B SR L/R
21 John Reiisnuder RHP JR R/R
22 John Vincent OF SO. R/R
23 George Hudock IB JR R/R
24 Fran O Kane IB FR R/R
25 Craig Mushko RHP FR R/R
26 Rick Prall C SO. L/R
27 Dennis Burge RHP/OF FR R/R
30 Jeremu Rosen LHP SO. L/L
33 Brandon Geik RHP FR R/R
37 Jarrod Ringer RHP JR R/R
40 Kevin McLoughlin C SO. R/R
42 Harold Grant RHP JR R/R
Heaa Coack: Lee Saverio
Assistant Coack: Mike Lake. Pi eking Coack: Jokn Duffy
rhere!
agair
is relief in sight. The Explorers' bats were
n very heated this year, and with
their ever more dominant pitching, La Salle
made a playoff run in 2005. Closing pitcher
Gerard Breslin won four straight decisions to
start the year and kept his ERA well under
2.00, which is scarcely ever seen in collegiate
baseball.
Coached by Lee Saverio, the Explorers
finished 9-15 in the A-10 after maintaining
a winning conference record for much of the
season.
Junior George Hudock's tremendous swing
gave the team five homeruns, and senior
Ryan Parfitt matched his team-leading total.
Sophomore catcher Rich Prall was also
phenomenal in his second season behind the
plate. He batted over .300 and contributed
three homeruns as well.
The baseball team encountered a setback in
their title race by losing a pair of 1-0 games
to the first place team in their division, the
George Washington Colonials, at the end of
the year.
The season had its ups and downs, and an
eleven game losing streak ruined any playoff
hopes for the Explorers in late May.
However, a rare win over Villanova via Matt
Dunaway's ninth inning walkoff homerun
was brilliant, and the team finally rebounded
against UMass in a slugfest on the last day of
the season.
A core of the team is graduating this year,
including Parfitt, pitchers Anthony Boscaglia
and Matt Kirsch, and infielder Phil Marino.
Below: Breslin led the n
much of the season; Wa
team a win; Rickards tur
pitching for the Explorers on the toaC
Hudock's offense is again explosive.
Rebecca Boudwin started in every game and posted
Right: Kristen Davis advanced further in the La Salle record book.
Below: A-10 rookie of
the year Emily Bonczek
was among the
nation's scoring
leaders in 2005.
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2005 ROSTER
# Name Year Position
Ckantelle McCormick Fr. Goalkeeper
1 Brittany Friedrick So. Goalkeeper
2 Catie Borneman So. Attack/Midfielder
3 Nicole Sunderland Jr. Attack
4 Maria Falcone Sr. Midlielder
5 Kelly Cocklin Jr. Attack
Katkarine Prokop Jr. Defender
7 Kellu Heiss Fr. Midlielder
8 Kristen Davis Jr. Midfielder
9 Kate Iienwood Sr. Midfielder
12 LeakWkeeler Sr. Attack
15 Erika Mattkews Fr. Attack
17 Kaylan Billingsleu Fr. Defender
20 Emily Bonczek Fr. Attack
21 Jessica Hanson Fr. Midfielder/Defender
22 Rebecca Boudwin Sr. Midfielder
24 Tiffany Grossi So. Attack
25 Kristie ODonnell Sr. Midfielder/Defender
26 Janet Bollinger Sr. Defender
27 Kerri Murpky Fr. Midfielder
29 Ckristie Walker Fr. Attack
Head Coack: Julie Weiss
Assistant Coackes: Erin Lindsey and Danielle Hensil
ecuidy to take up the Atlantic 10 challenge, La
Salle lacrosse finished far ahead of their
mark from previous seasons by earning their
first winning record in the history of the team
(9-8). This is a six win improvement over last
year's finish. The Explorers even maintained
a playoff run late into the season.
In her fourth season at La Salle, head coach
Julie Weiss used a mix of veteran talents and
new recruits to create a winning formula,
focused on improvements.
Freshman Emily Bonczek's 57 goals is third
all-time among Explorer greats, and the best
performance by a La Salle rookie to date.
Bonczek also placed in the top five in the
nation in that category, and was named the
A-10 rookie of the year.
SeniorKateHenwood and junior Kristen Davis
improved to second and third among
team leaders for goals scored in a career.
Kat Prokop was an All-Conference and an
All-Academic selection, simultaneously.
Sophomore Brittany Friedrich started in goal
and had 79 saves (40.7%). Seniors Janet
Bollinger and Maria Falcone bolstered the
defense, starting every game.
Above: Catie Bornerman,
Across, from left to
right: Grossi scored 15
goals as a sophomore;
Henwood graduates
second in all-time
scoring for La Salle; in
her junior season Prokop
was selected for multiple
conference honors at
season's end.
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Top row: Sullivan
calls the play from behind
plate; Caputo and Keating
the 1-2-3 inning; Punderson
and Greenfield are seniors at the
corners. Second row: Punderson is in
fielding position; Bongiovanni reels in
the routine fly-out; Street enters the
line-up. Third row: Berry wields her
powerful hitting stance; Hennessey
calls it in the air. Bottom: Sullivan
helped the team offensively
with four homers
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2005 ROSTER
No. Name Class Position
1 Rachel Ketnock So. Inlielder
3 Vinnie Caputo Jr. Shortstop
4 Christina Tofani So. Inlielder
6 Christine Catanzaro Jr. Outfielder
8 Kassandra Keating Sr. Pitcher/Secondbase
10 Sarah Punderson Sr. Third base
13 Kathu Hennessey Sr. Outfielder
14 Jennifer Street So. Catcher
17 Katie Martinucci Fr. Outfielder
18 Michelle Sullivan Fr. Catcher
21 Carissa Segura Fr. Pitcher/Designated Hitte
22 Megan Berry So. Outfielder
24 Laura DeZolt So. Pitcher/Infielder
25 Liz Greenfield Sr. Firstbase
27 Michelle Moody Fr. Designated Hitter/Pitche
28 Kate Guilds Fr. Outfielder
33 Katie Bongiovanni
Coach: Joe DiPietro
So. Outfielder
Assistant Coaches: Andrea Johnson and Jamie Elias
outh replenished the Explorers' roster which
had lost all of its hardest hitting starters in the
off-season.
Coached again by joe DiPietro, the new line-
up exploded for their best ever offensive out-
put of 25 homeruns, after a season in which
they had only one. Liz Greenfield had her first
three career homeruns in this her senior sea-
son, while junior Vinnie Caputo and sopho-
more Laura DeZolt, ace pitcher, each hit five
to lead the team.
Freshman catcher Michelle Sullivan had four
homers, and Sarah Punderson and Kate
Bongiovanni added three roundtrips each.
DeZolt (4.05 ERA, 99 K) pitched half of the
team's victories, as well as gaining the team
lead in strikeouts. Freshman Carissa Segura
(3.28 ERA, 80 K, 2 shutouts) and fellow Cali-
fornia native Kasey Keating (4.70 ERA, 33 K),
a senior, were also effective.
The Explorers' highlight of the season was a
sweep of the defending champ Temple Owls
and they finished with a 2-10 record in A-10
play. They are 12-32-1 in overall contests. A
five-game winning streak near season's end
somewhat eradicated the team's A-10
struggles.
This spring, the Explorers bid adieu to four
seniors: Keating, Greenfield, Punderson, and
Hennessey.
ft to right: Tofani makes the putout; DeZolt wheels into a fastball wind-up; Segura
d the Explorers in ERA as a rookie; Keating bears down to deliver strike three.
"Genius
Top row, left to right: sophomore Ross
Flockerzie is poised at the net; senior Ron Gargullo led the
team to victory; junior Marco Onorato is prepared to win. Middle
row: Sarah Kim charges the net; Courtney Tereszcuk volleys.
Bottom row: Dana Koch aligns the winning shot; Kim
responds with the backhand return.
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2004^05 ROSTER*
Name Class
Danise Chambers Sr.
Emily DeAngelo Sr.
Sarah Kim Fr.
Dana Koch Jr.
Courtneij Tereszcuk Jr.
Kelhj Zavertnik Sr.
Name
Ross Flockerzie
Ron Gargullo
Erick Glick
Eugene Grear
Coretj Hansen
Scott Karwowski
Marco Onorato
Jell Plegaria
Blake Williams
Class
So.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Hometown
FtWashington, MD
Phoenixville, PA
Harrishurg, PA
Langhorne, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Miami Shores, FL
Hometown
Greenfield, MA
Philadelphia, PA
Toms River, NJ
Haddon Heights, NJ
West Granbu, CT
Toms River, NJ
Philadelphia, PA
Sewell, NJ
Havertown, PA
Co-Head Coaches: Ed Coifer, 98 and Stan Shoemaker
ft to Right: Coach Colfer, Corey Hansen, Erick Glick, Gene Grear, Scott Karwowski, Marco
iorato, Ross Flockerzie, Jeff Plegaria, Blake Williams, and Coach Shoemaker.
Above: Danise Chambers; D
and Jessica Runyen voileyh
Salle victory.
GoW
heqog lf team placed second at the Widene
invitational in Delaware on April 14, where Phi
Arouca finished first in the field with three unde
par. Sal Caimano is the team's new coach. Set t(
return all of their starters next fall, La Salle will picl
right up from where they left the links this season
2004^05 ROSTER
Name Clas s Hometown
Lj IHHra§985 Rickard Antonini Fr. Pkoenixville, PA%
o!*H >JP
*
: a 2?3f Jj>
"
Pkil Arouca Jr. Wilmette, IL
m?^*£&l &l r< James Berenato So. Havertown, PA
w?^ *™^- j"' 1 Chris Caimano Fr. Wrigktstown, PA^pw^"^p^v
' ""^^t^wR- '
""
Jon Cooney So. Pkiladelpkia,PA
Bryan James Jr. Btickanan, NY
Jim Juliano Fr. Swedesboro, NJ
--.>:
Jokn Lorenzo So. Laguna Hills, CA
Brad MacDonald Fr. Springfield, PA
,
Head Coack: Sal Caimano
Clieei? &
hciring our tradition and voicing our
La Salle spirit at numerous campus events, the La Salle
Cheerleaders and Dance Team were once again main-
stays at Tom Cola Arena and McCarthy Stadium. They
lent their support to the football and basketball teams
and enlivened the home crowd family. This year they
boasted new uniforms, so that the Cheerleaders could
coincide with La Salle's brand new logo identity.
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atience, reserve, mentorship, silence,
service, fellowship. These, among manu
others, are distinct values that make up
a member of the La Salle community.
Each of us has developed throughout
our time at this institution to recognize
the importance °^ these virtties and the
value of instituting them in our lives.
Julie Pompizzi OD
Commencement Speaker
/
/
/
/
/
/
The Commencement Year Team is charged with creating programming to enhance the senior yec
of La Salle University students. TheCommencement Year Team was created in the Division of Studerij
Affairs with liaisons from the Office of University Advancement and the Alumni Office. Trj
Commencement Year Team creates a diverse programming schedule that includes opportunities fcl
students to participate in educational and social events. The Team creates a continuum of progranj
and events through out the year to enhance the senior year experience.
The Commencement Year Team is comprised of administrators and students that frame the evenl
to match the mission of the University while creating engaging programming for students. The 01
Team works to enhance a relationship among the senior student, the university and the communid
The goal of the Com
Team is to give stu-
port, important infor-
the senior experience
promote bonding and
The LaSalleand
program is a series of
structs studentson cer-
issues are covered such
ment, financial plan-
tion, and dressing for
The Office of Career
etiquette dinner with
University. The eti-
graduating students
some fine dining skills
future lunch ordinner
gathering sessions.
Senior students
vest in the future of La
tributing to the Senor
helps build class unity,
Senior Gift allows the
"mark" while giving
their community. The Senior Gift is an important part of the senior year experience because it help]
build a bridge between the soon-to-be graduating senior and the future of the university.
The 100 DaysToGo Dinner isa celebration of the 100thday until graduation serving asacountdow
to the actual day. The dinner is a semi-formal event including a DJ and slide show presentation o
photos collected detailing the past four years in the lives of our senior students. The evening is fille
with fun and memories where students, staff, and faculty interact together in a semi-formal settinc
CommencementWeek isduring theweek afterexamsendand before graduationwhen student
have the opportunity to participate in various social programs both on campus and off-campus. Th
activities for Commencement Week are guided through the offices of University Life, Communit]
Development, Administrative Services, the Office of University Advancement, and the Alumr
Association. Commencement Week activities traditionally include bus trips to a Phillies game, a da}
in Philadelphia, a trip to Atlantic City, and a touron the Spirit of Philadelphiaamong other. Every yea
the seniors on the committee work to create unique prog/amming that satisfies the needs of their clas
mencement Yecl
dents emotional suJ
motion pertaining t
and social events the
leadership.
Beyond educationc
programs that ir
tain life skills. Severe
as leasing an apar
ning, salary negotic
theprofessional worl<
Services sponsors a
thePresidentofLa Sal]
quette dinner help
learn to brush-up o
as they prepare fc
interviews or networ
are encouraged to ir
SalleUniversityby cor
Gift. The Senior Gil
identity,and spirit. Th
class to leave thei
something back t
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I lOO Daystogo D
Members of "The Point" receive a thank you gift from Dean Cicala and
Assistant to the Dean, Kathy Goodwin
L i
The 2005 Student Award winners and the award presenters
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I Student -Awards Ceremoi'
John
f.
McShoin Award
James A. Finnegan Memorial Award
Brother Emery C Mollenhauer Award
Joseph F. Flubacher Award
Dennis Dougherty Memorial Scholarship
Dr. Victor D. Brooks Award
Hugh Carroll Award
International Student Award
2CHDB Student JRroards
Victoria A. Kline Public Welfare, Day Division
Leo E. Schwartz
Bethany L Cottingham
Julie A Pompizzi
Jessica Dischley
Dorene Burton
Nicholas
J
Pagano
Grada Patricia Abadesco
JudeoChristian Ideals of Social Justice, Day Division
Commitment to Service, Peace, and Justice
Outstanding Leadership, Day Division
Fraternity and Sorority Service and Leadership
Academic Excellence, Continuing Studies
Evening Division
Academic Excellence and Service
The Shield of Casalfian leadership
Together and by association, our student organizations and our
Lasallian Leadership Institute Team are proud to honor:
The jazz and Pep Bands
for guiding others in our University community,
symbolized by The Star
Lasallian Youth Network of Collegians (LYNQ
for upholding and establishing tradition in our University community,
symbolized by The Chevron
Sexual Assault and Violence Ends (SA VE)
for exhibiting courage in our University community,
symbolized by The Helmet
AIDS Outreach
for exhibiting sacrifice in our University community,
symbolized by The Cross
Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE)
for fostering learning in our University community,
symbolized by The Motto
With gratitude, the members of the University's Lasallian Leadership Institute
Team are pleased to present
Students' Government Association, The Resident StudentAssociation,
mdaTassociateawim the 1 am in Sale Committee and Campaign
this award for their work
pour tenir ensemble et par association
(Together and by association)
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Gracia Abadesco Susamma Abrakam Vernard Abrams Mattliew Adams Tkomas Adams Karen Agnew
Cordelia Allen Siobkan Allgood Raskida Andrews Marcia Antkony Neka Anyaogu Jackeline Arias
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174 Abadesco-Avila
Sabrina Agnoli SediAneh Akhavan Natalie AlLanese Lauren Aleks Jesslij Alex John Alfarano
Meghan Arnold Julia R. Arrington Elizabeth Ask Kelkj Ashenbrenner Kimberkj Auletta Stephanie Avila
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Oh, the Places You__
So...
be your name Buxbaum or Bixby or Bray
or Mordecai Ali Van Allen C^Shea,
you're off to Great Places!
Today is your day!
Your mountain is waiting.
So...get on your way!
- E>r. Suess
Alveria Bailey Gregory Baker Amanda Banes Ryan Barksdale
Theresa Berger Daniel Bernardo Dana Biella Laura Bilstein Heather Bintliif
Erin Bonk
Brian Bisk
Melissa Bonkoski Anthony Boscaglia Lisa Bottalico Rebecca Boudwin John Boylan
Daniel Brooks Lindsey Brower randon S. Bruce John-Paul Bruno
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I La Salle University Class
inta Barrucci Michelle Battisto Joseph Beck Stephen Belanger Jennifer Bellezzi Jennifer Benincasa
Christian Bitto Lawanda Blair Chelsea Blasko Sheila Bohan Colleen Bolger Janet Bollinger
irendan Bradley Elizabeth Bradley Joseph Bridgeman Heather Lynn Britton Guyrene Broadus Josephine Broderick
Jennifer Bull Michael Bunnion Eileen Burrowes Jacqueline Butch Monica Byrnes Brittany Byron
IResi
I Resign
lorn hereby officially tendering my
resignation os an adult. I have decided I would like
to accept the responsibilities of an 8-year old
again.
I want to go to McDonald's and think that ifs a
four star restaurant. I want to lie under a big oak
tree and run a lemonade stand with my friends
on a hot summer day. I want to think M&M's
are better than money because you can eat them.
I want to return to a time when life wassimple;
when all you knew were colors, multiplication
tables, and nursery rhymes. I want to believe
anything is possible. I want to be oblivious to the
complexities of life and be overly excited by the
little things again. I want to live simply again. I
don't wantmy day to consist of computer crashes
or mountains of paperwork. I want to believe in
the power of smiles, hugs, peace, dreams, the
imagination, and making angels in the snow.
So.. . .here's my checkbook and my car keys, my
credit card bills and my 401K statements.
I am officially resigning from adulthood. And if
you want to discuss this any further, you'll have
to catch me first, 'cause...
'Tag! You're it!"
178 CakreT-j-Con-wenj
Jon Caplan Natalie Cappial:
'J\
Phansy Ckun Elizabeth Churclr
Ruehama Clermont Gina Cline
Srandon Cajuste Mary Callanan Ryan Caltabiano Megan Campbell Brian Campo Colleen Canestr
ckolas Caramanico Ashley Carey Ryan Carey Mattliew Carleton Timothy Carroll Erica Carver
Maureen Cech Danielle Cernese Elizabeth Chandy Jeanne Chestnut Jennifer Chillemi Emily Chmieleski
essica Ciaramella Samantha Ciccimaro Shaun Cichonski Nicole Marie Cieri Alexis Ciiu Lauren Clay
tliimniiiiiiimw
essica L. Cockrell David Cocozza Kevin Coleman Melissa Coleman Shannon Cc Patrick Conway
Joskua DAmore Aumee Davis Tin ika Davis Constance DeAngelis Ckristopker Del Valle Rickard Dellig
v., .—
_
Nickolas DiGeorge Jessica Disckley Nick DiTrolio Paricia Dolinick Mickael Domzalski Jeannine Donakii
Mickael Dougkertu Kimberlu Doule Maureen Doule Skaron Duczowski Allison Dudley Heatker Dugan
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La Salle University Class oi l
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Kelly Demyan Nicole DeSantis Lorraine Desouza Jennifer Di Tizio Alissa Desperak Thomas Dicamillc
Patrice Donakue Dara Donkauser Colleen Donnelly Maureen Donnelly Camilla Douck Kristina Dougkerty
Kery Dugan Mary Ellen Dulcart Mickael Eckan Carrie Lynn Eckenrode Abigail Eddv Jessica Eisele
All I Ever Really Needed to
Know I Learned in K.iuderga.ten
Most of what I really need to know about how to
live, and what to do, and how to be, I learned in
Kindergarten. Wisdom was not at the top of the
graduate school mountain, but there in the sandbox
at nursery school.
These are the things I learned: Share everything.
Play fair. Don't hit people. Put things back where
you found them. Clean up your own mess. Don't
take things that aren't yours. Say you're sorry when
you hurt somebody. Wash your hands before you
eat. Flush. Warm cookies and cold milk are good for
you. Live a balanced life. Learn some and think
some and draw and paint and sing and dance and
play and work some every day.
Take a nap every afternoon. When you go out into
the world, watch for traffic, hold hands, and stick
together. Be aware of wonder. Remember the little
seed in the plastic cup. The roots go down and the
plant goes up and nobody really knows how or why,
but we are all like that.
Goldfish and hamsters and white mice and even the
little seed in the plastic cup ~ they all die. So do we.
And then remember the book about Dick and Jane
and the first word you learned, the biggest word of
all: LOOK. Everything you need to know is in there
somewhere. The Golden Rule and love and basic
sanitation, ecology and politics and sane living.
Think of what a better world it would be if we all
-the whole world- had cookies and milk about 3
o'clock every afternoon and then lay down with our
blankets for a nap. Or if we had a basic policy in our
nation and other nations to always put things back
where we found them and clean up our own
messes. And it is still true, no matter how old you
are, when you go out into the world, it is best to hold
hands and stick together.
**mi
Joe Fa Maria Falcone Ryan Fales
Tara Feeney Ryan C. Fennelly Teresa Ferrara
Rosann Fisher Jeffrey Fletcher NaimaFlowers
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Andy Estroit Kimberkj Evanilla Kellie Fagan
Askleu Falgares Collins Farhat Colleen Farrell
Lia M. Filetto Michael Finnegan Heather Fischer
Miranda Franklin Jennifer Frister
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Things La Salle s View Book
Quarters ore like gold. Be creative inthi
flops become as important as soap, shampoo, c
Asleep by 2:30 am. is an early night New addi-
tions to the food groups: Mountain Dew, Doritos,
Oreos, Ben & Jerry's.
'
'
has backup batteries. Showers become less impor-
tant. Sleep becomes more important. 10 minutes
is more than enough time to get ready for your
first class. Going to the mailbox was never an ego
booster/breaker before. You begj
Your bill in the bookstore will almost qual tu-
ition. Labs used to be fun. IM becomes your second
language. The Comm. Center really is that far
away. Professors are like celebrities: you see them
but they never see you. Plain pasta never i
tuted a complete meal before. Even though the
beds are extra long, they're also extra narrow.
Bum rides, money, snacks, and notes as much as
you can. Things that were a huge deal in high
school are now commonplace. You never thou
you would share so much about yourself with
people you have known for such a short time.
Find one thing you like at Intermissions and stick
with it. Facebook will ruin your GPA. Cereal
makes a meal any time of the day. Ordering food
@ 1 am. is a common occurrence. You never
realized just how cool you are. TV becomes a
bigger time sucker than before. You realize how
great that summer job was once you get work
study. ID cards have never been more important,
yet you seem to lose yours more than ever before.
You meet the type of people you thought only
existed in the movies. You learn to sleep with light,
noise, extreme temperatures, and snoring room-
mates. You live for chicken fingers. Procrastina-
tion becomes an art. Your teachers go from Mr.
and Mrs. to Prof, and Dr.
once a semester. It's amazing how late you can
stay up doing absolutely nothing, yet falling
asleep in class takes an average of two seconds. All
you have to do to make friends is leave your door
open. Printers only break down when you desper-
ately need them. You get along so much better
with your family now that you never see any of
them. Your life will never be the same again.
Have yourmom scon your ID cord for meals... Forget to dial the first three numbes
of your friend's phone number... Dial 9 when calling outside your house... Mafe
popcorn just because you miss the smell. . . Order pizza every night at 3am... Have or?
of your friends spend the night because you cant sleep in a room by yourself... Tall
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Jonn Gill Megan Gillette Teresa A. Gingrich Talia Glaras Matthew Gleason Patricia Golofi
184 Galante-Granato
College HeiLoits to Bring Horn
11 shower items to and from the bathroom... Go to the public library to check yo
•mail... Hoard food under your bed that you don't want your roommate to eat...
tiowerwithyour flip-flops on. . . Getdressed in the dark. . . Dontdoyour laundiy until
ou have no more clean underwear. .
.
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RonGargullo Rebecca Ann Garry Carhjn Gavaghan Scott Gehringer Sarah Geisler Elaine Gildein
Amu E. Gooding Megan Gordon Kate Gorman Katie Goss John Graham JosephA Granato
AnnaGrasela Jessica Greatkouse Elizabetk Greenfield Edie Grifiin Laura Griilitk Steven Grosso
Flower Habte Jennifer A. Hagan Rtian Hall Skaron Hallamuer Lisa Ham Jamie Hankins
Jennifer Irisk Lauren Jablonski Antkonu Jackson Tamika Jackson Carkj Jacobs Melissa Jacguemoi
286 Grasela-Jones
din-Paul Guarnere Makamat Guedi Aileen Guerin Jessica Guerrero Colleen Guest Cyntkia Gu
Ckeryl Harris Bryan Harvey Katkleen Hennessey Kate Henwood Leslie Herrera Scott T. Hicken
Katkrun Hospital Ckyron O. Hosten KyleHovis Cortney Howard Saundra Human Kevin Hy slop
Diane Jamison Dorcas Jeje Eliza JelliU Maritza Jimenez Gregory Jokustone Stacey Jones
Sarak Kovacs Mattkew Kowalski Breana Kownurkc Rackel Kramer Jill Rr Diane Kull
Francesca Latrano Kate Latuckeva Maliska Leack Jell A. Leauty Nicole Lee Skanigua Leg
Igg Joram-Lekr
Rejections
How con I sum up my years at La Salle University? Do I talk about ti
scary elevator in Wister Hall? Or perhaps the "Lost World" that is Neumann?
To put it one way, I guess I could say that it was an adventure. College is
supposed to be the best four years of your life, and I can honestly say that
my time as La Salle has been the best four years of my life. I came to La Salle
a shy, 17-year-old girl from the Bronx. I leave La Salle as a 21-year-old
woman who is ready to take on the world.
When I first came to visit La Salle, I was a junior in high school. The school
seemed to have such a warm, friendly, homey environment. After touring
the campus and learning more about the academic programs, I decided to
make La Salle my 1 st choice school. Throughout my years at La Salle, I have
been involved in many student organizations. The one that is dearest to my
heart is the La Salle Step Team, because my friends and I started the
organization our freshman year. I have seen the organization grow right
before my eyes and it makes me proud to know that I am a part of its origin.
I have made countless memories duringmy four years at La Salle. Having
no access to a car meant thatmy friends and I took SEPTA everywhere, which
is an adventure in itself. On one occasion, 10 of my friends and I decided to
go to Applebee's on the bus. After we ate dinner, a woman came to our table
and gave us "thank you" cards to tell us how much she appreciated meeting
such respectful and caring young adults. The now infamous fire outside the
Manor was a scary adventure: I honestly thought my apartment was going
to burn down. Another memorable moment was Brother Ed. Sheehy singing
the theme song to Sponge Bob Square Pants in my History 251 class at 8
o'clock in the morning. It was impossible to fall asleep in his class. Performing
with the StepTeam for the very first time was unforgettable. We worked very
hard for it, and we did great!
Lastly, La Salle introduced me to four of my closest friends. We all met
our freshman year, and have managed to stay friends to this day. During
my Day One, we were told that the friends you make your first year would
probably not be the same friends your senior year. We have defied those
odds. Together Jasmind, Jessica, Neka, Omolade, and I make up a group of
women that share a bond as strong as any sorority sisters. Throughout all
the good and bad times we've faced, these four women have always been
there for me.
To all my friends at La Salle University, thank you for the wonderful
memories. We have only begun our journey.
~u SlacLirisse VV aslaitiAtoti
Jeremy Lukianovick Vanessa Luyando Kelly Macdonald James Macrina Tkomas Maguire Salvatore Mauger
Mereditk Marakovits Mickael M.
Daniel Mcbride
ae arin Pkil Marino Margaret Anne
Markmann
Amy Anne Marriott Anne Mascuilli
Rickard McCaffrey Kevin McCartky Mattkew McCormick Skannon McDonald Maureen D. McElanc
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Megkan Link
Denise Maker
Jonatkan Lisa Courtney W. Lolgren Lauren Long Kauleen Longstreet David Luckenkill
Edward Makon Felicia Maiseu Jennifer Makarczyk Jaume Maleletteri Erica Mallon
Melissa Mastrangelo Melissa Matonis Darletka Mattkews David Mattkews Kimkerlu Maw Alaina McAulifie
Josepk McEntee Daniel McFadden Mickael McGarru Joanna McGauleu Erin McGettigan Katkleen McGowan
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TkankYou for Being a Friend
Thank you for being a
friend,
Traveled, down the road
and back again.
Your heart is true; you re
a pal and a confidant.
And if you threw a
party,
invited everyone you
knew,
you would see
the biggest gift would be
from me
and the card attached
would say,
Thank you for being a
friend.
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McGuian-Negle
Gladys Mugwanga Erin Mulville Caitrin L. Murpkv
Mart) McLaugklin Leanne McMillan Bridget McVan
Jillian Mele Aida Meskel Nicole Michalitsianos
adia Misbakuddin Mickele Mobleu Gina Marie Molla
Justin Morace Geoffrey Moran Lauren Muckorski
,ilrin Marie Musser Mattkew My rick Jeffrey M. Nagle
-
Witk a Little Help fro
What -would you do if I sang out tune?
i I Would you stand up and walk out on
4
me?
Lend me your ears and 1 11 sing uou a
song
I will try not to sing out of key, yeak
Ok, baby I get by witk a little kelp from
my mends
By witk a little kelp from my friends.
All I need is my buddies
By witk a little kelp from my friends
I said Im gonna get by witk a little
By witk a little kelp from my friends
Said I don t know if tkat s wkat Im sure
do to, baby
By witk a little kelp from my friends
Said I m gonna make it witk my friends
By witk a little kelp from my friends
Im gonna keep on trying
By witk a little kelp from my friends
Said Im gonna keep on trying.
' l\x&Wonder Yeeurs
nn Ann
Katnnjn J. Nardella Kristn Newell Lome Nguyen Stefania Nole Lisa Nuccio Drain Oakes
My name is Montien Miller. I am a Nursing major in the LPN to BSN program.
I have hadmany opportunities to grow and excel duringmy enrollment at LaSalle. Some
highlights include participating in the ceremony for the Dean's List students; speaking at
the pinning ceremony for the December 2004 nursing school graduates, being chosen to
serve on the University Council as the Continuing Studies Student representative.
I have had a great learning experience with the following professors: Father Carl
Janicki; Dr. Mary Ann Peters; Dr. Barbara Hoerst; Professor Shantia McCoy; Professor
Jennifer Brindisi; Professor Robert Strayer; Dr. Zone Wolf; and Professor Dana Olive. I've
194 Nsrdella-Parfitt
Ryan Osborn Kristen Ott Angel L. Owens-Sausaij Josepli Palazzo Merrick Parchment Ruan Parfitt
Reflections
also learned a lotfrommy clinical instructorswho include: Katie Keindezour, MSN; Martin Manno,
MSN; Kathy Neumeister, MSN; and Elaine Landers, CRNP. They taughtme what it was like to work
in a clinical setting and how to respond as a professional nurse. I'd like to give a special thanks to
my advisors, Dee Matecki, who always has a kind word of encouragement for me; and Mary Door.
I would not have even chosen the program if not for her inspiring words and kindness towards
me when I came for my initial interview. I appreciate her more than words can say.
I'm considering continuing on to Graduate school at LaSalle because I feel that I will be
nurtured. Many of the professors already know me, so I know they will be a great support too.
Bq MOirlgTsoa
Amanda Parks Valerie L. Parks Tara Parsons Daniela Passalacgua Suzanne Patackis Karuna Patel
Timotku J. Polaski Sean Patrick Pollard JulieA Pompizzi Gabriel Presleu Vernon Preston Anne Proulx
Diane Quiroga Jill Randolph Amanda Raucci Erin Rau Adrienne Rediield Brandi Reed
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Alena Petty Marlena Pierce Jaia Pierson Antkomj D. Pizzo Jillian D. Ploskina Skannon Plunkett
Violet Prasinowski Ckristopker Pullion Sarah Punderson James Purdu Ckristine Purvis Beldar Qato
Mary Reed Melissa Regan Antkony Regina Erick Reulback Maria Reyes Catkryn Rindock
]Re:£lactions
Lq Salle's mascot is the Explorer, and although people generally
associate the La Salle Explorer with athletics, it has even wider applications. The
"Explorer" theme truly encompasses all of La Sallian culture—its academics,
athletics, and activities. La Salle tirelessly promotes student exploration of their
creative, athletic, academic, social, and spiritual selves, causing La Salle students
to harbor an unwavering definition of who they are. To do this, La Salle reaches
past just the scholarly and provides a multitude of opportunities for student
involvement outside the classroom.
As an involved La Salle student, I can attest to the La Sallian mission
to promote exploration. Through my involvement with such student organiza-
tions as BackPAC, CARE, TheCollegian, PhotographyQub, Qmoire, Intramurals,
and La Salle 56, 1 have truly explored my own identity, prompting my growth
as a person in each of the areas described.
However, this exploration is not reserved for residents. Being both a
resident and commuter student at different stages in my La Salle career, I have
a unique perspective—a perspective that illustrates that being involved does not
necessarily mean living on campus. As a commuter, I was surprisingly more
involved than when I was a resident, truly illustrating that the explorer theme
includes all students.
Whether commuter, resident, organized athlete, intramural athlete,
academic, activist, or a little of everything, La Salle implores its students to explore
their identities and the world around them. Therefore, everyone at La Salle is an
explorer, and I, along with many other La Salle graduates, will continue to
explore throughout my life, using the map La Salle has provided me asmy guide.
VrjMkJ'ioJlc.Milk:
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Michelle Riordan
Marc Rostant
Faika Samimj
Stephanie Schuller
Dan Shi
Phil Robertson
Andy Rowe
Jessica A. Sanchez
Leo Schwartz
David Shockevj
Anna R Robinson Kahliija Robinson Meghan Robinson Sokhona Roeun Marco Rollo Matthew Romano
Graham Rowe Jennifer Rowe Julie Sacbson Joel Sackett Ami] Sainato Kate Salute
Katberine Sarcewicz Gina Sartorio Lesleij Sasso Candace Scace James Scallan Jill Scbloesser
Nicole Scbwartz Racbel Scipio Devin D. Sellers Melissa Sgrillo Micbael Sbannon Josepb Sharp
Josbua Sbrader JenniferA Sbulick Jobn Sbultz Mattbew Siclinksi III Daniel Sinclair Angela Siravo
milium
Vanessa Spring Joamel Springer Julie Stanoch Micnael Sta Nicole Streeper Micnelle Strickle
Thomas Taylor Krvjstin Tnomas Timotny J. TLurlow Jennifer Tini Colleen Tiscnner
Lindsey T KimWy Tyrol Norlan Ulad Starling E Underwood Kristin Van Arsdale JosephA Vandetty
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Kanitka Sole Goby Solis Mallory Somerville Angela Spence Kelly Spencer Danielle Spires
Kelly Strobel Svltlana Stulkivska Erin Sutton Tara Sweeney Tara Tabella Amanda Tarczynski
Amanda Tolino Robert Tortorelli Corie Tracey Patrick Trainor JillTr
Angelino Vasquez Debra Vento Josepk Vento Gregory Ventura Mattkew Verdelli Mark Viglione
Like many seniors, one memory at La Salle that I will
never forget is September 11, 2001. 1 con still remember
where 1 was and who 1 was with that morning, just like it
was yesterday. 1 admit that 1 didn't watch the news in the
morning, so I didn't hear about anything until class. In
my 9:30am Latin class, one person had mentioned there
being a plane crash in NY, but le others in the class, I
didn't really think anything of it. Then, in my 11am
Religion class, more people that had seen the news were
describing what had happened. 'Two planes crashed
into the World Trade Center and one into the Pentagon".
It was unbelievable. We were shocked that our professor
would not let us out of class early. In fact, it wasn't until
one girl began crying and asked to leave that our
professor finally ended class. Being a naive freshman, I
honestly wasn't sure of what the World Trade Center
was. That quickly changed when I returned back to the
dorms.
I rushed to a friend's room where a few others had
gathered to watch the news. It wasn't until seeing the
images of the planes crash into the buildings that I had
realized how horrific this actually was. I went from
having little knowledge of the World Trade Center, to the
images of those buildings collapsing planted in my
memory forever. Thankfully, I did not have friends or
relatives to worry about in New York, but both of my
parents worked in Center City, Philadelphia. Since no
one knew for sure what was happening, the thought had
crossed my mind that the same thing might be happen-
ing in other major cities. Hours later, I finally got a hold
of both of my parents, who were home safely. Yet, as
I watched those who did have family in New York, I saw
the same fear in their faces that I had felt earlier. My
heart went out to them that day, as it still does to all of
those who lost family and friends on that terrible Tues-
day.
September 1 1th will never be the same again. It has
a new meaning in all of our lives, especially those
affected by the tragedy. As for the graduating seniors
whose freshman year started off with an unforgettable
memory, let us always remember that we shared it
together. We may not all know each other, or see one
another again, but we will always share a special bond
that connects us- September 1
1
th
2001, and our soon-to-
be alma mater, LaSalle University.
By Lauren Aleks
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VoigKt—Wiese
Lisa M. Voigbt Adam Voisard Robin Volusne
Nicole Wagner JoLn Wakl Jennifer Walke
ElizaLetn WalsL Margaret WalsL BreanneA Ward
SLarisse E. WasLingtc Tasbma Watson CLristopLer Way
LeaL WLeeler Patrick WLipkey KatLleen WLitlield
I| RofloO
Tiiiani J. Walker Anna Wallace Barbara Wallace
Mark West Jolene Westraad Barbie Weston-
Wkitfield
'rzemuslaw Wiczynski Courtney Wienslaw Andrea Wiese
For many of us, it seemed as th
might never come.And yet, here it is, arid
how did the time go so fast? It is difficult 1
1
this day, though iris one that marks the beginning
of a new phase in our lives, without thinking of it as
:
an end to our time here at La Salle University.
Though some of our memories of the years we spent
at La Salle University will fade - the countless
dinners at Blue and Gold, the seemingly endless
nights spent studying or wriringpapers - those that
remain will serve as perpetual reminders of this
remarkable university from which we have earned
our degree.
One thing that stands out in my mind as being
constant over my past four years here is the incred-
;
ible sense of community that one feels from day one
at La Salle. For many of us, our first year at La Salle
began with a tragedy that shook the nation. The
terrorist attacks ofSeptember 11, 2001 were incom-
prehensible events that none of us will ever forget.
We had only been in this new place for a mere
month, and yet we were able to find immediate
consolation and support in one another.
The plethora of resources available in this time of
tragedy, from the Counseling Center to Resident and
Community Assistants to university Ministry and
Service, showed the university's ability to provide
i
comfort for all members of our community, no I
; matter how they were affected In times of difficulty
|
in our own community, we have come together.
I
Tremendous support was dven to those who lost
their homes for a night in February of 2004 when a
! fire erupted on Ogontz Avenue outside of the Manor
i
Apartments. In the unfortunate instances when we
I lose a member of our community, we have always
come together in prayer and memorial services or
I
simply as caring friends for one another. And, any
|
time faced with adversity, this Lasallian community
|
has stood strong. lust this year, students showed their
unwavering pnde in La Salle by promoting and
; wearing the 1 Am La Salle" bracelets.
Many of the memories we will carry with us are
j
similar to those of college graduates from across the
nation: late nights, Ramen noodles, actmming for
tests; but we are a lucky group in that we have the
I privilege of coming from a university that prides
itself in the values of the Christian Brothers, which
aim at educating not only the mind but the entire
person. Professors did more than feed us facts and
Figures, they taught us to challenge existing theories
and to discuss, exchange, and create ideas. And we
I
have learned a great deal outside of the classroom as
I well, monks to staff members and various organiza-
tions on and off campus. We have reevaluated
ourselves, our lifestyles, our beliefs. Now, because of
the foundation we nave built at La Salle, we will go
out and continue to ask questions and challenge
ourselves.
Class of 2005, 1 wish you all the best in learning more
answers and asking more questions.
Congratulations!!
Bu Nicole M.SBM
Mattnew Williams Rosalind R. Williams Alexis Wilson
Natnan Wilson Alonza Winiield Glenn J. Winters
Amanda Woods Daniel Woods Lauren Woods
Adam Wzorek Michael J. Yacobacci Sara Yannarella
Jellreu Yurcan Alexandra ZaLallero Brian Zaleski
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Askleu Wilson CassandraA Wilson Kelly Wilson
Patrick Wirt Jennifer E. Wisnieski Catherine Woklrab
£ 1
James Wright
Stephanie Yost
Kelly Zavertnik Mary Zoltowski
Laura Wuerth
Lisa Young
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At Lq Salle University, we have received the education that has allowed us to ask important questions,
seek the path of success, and knock on the door of endless opportunity. In our time at La Salle, we were given the
guidance to excel intellectually, spiritually, and socially. As we celebrate our graduation, let us also remember the
feast of Saint John Baptist de La Salle and be thankful for the opportunity to truly live the words of the gospel.
The first day I arrived to visit La Salle University, I felt a wonderful sense of belonging. It was not until
became a student here that I realized this feeling of belonging radiates from the unity of the student body. This
unity forms an unbreakable community at La Salle University that shines in both hardship and happiness. The
community of La Salle is student meetings in the Union. It is candlelight vigils on September 1 1th. It is participa-
tion in neighborhood service projects. It is Blackthorn, and Backstage. The community of La Salle University is
integrated into every member of the faculty, administration, staff, and student body. The sense of community
we have built at La Salle is something that does not, and will not cease, as we become alumni.
Being a part of the La Salle community means taking part in relationships. As a freshman, I was
propelled into a building full of strangers on an unfamiliar campus in the middle of a city. Nearly four years
later, names and faces are familiar and friendly.
I stand here next Sunday as a graduate of the School of Communication, and the fifth La Salle
University graduate of my immediate family. La Salle University has opened doors of opportunity for my family
and continues to do the same for each of you. The doorways to the rest of our lives are waiting before us. We just
have to knock. Our college careers have not been an effortless road toward commencement. While we were busy
taking midterms, finals, and quizzes; preparing presentations and making new friends - we grew up. No matter
how hard we fought the battle against change, it remained the one battle we could never win. We have learned
many lessons inside and outside of La Salle's classrooms. We learned to separate responsibility and fun. We
learned that there are consequences to every decision. My education has allowed me to turn yesterday's dream
into today's potential. [My fellow graduates! a unique light shines from each of you. This is the light that has
grown brighter throughout your time at La Salle University. Regardless of ambition and expectation, nurture
your light and let it be a guide for you on your continuing road to success.
I leave you with the poignant words of American poet Henry David Thoreau. "Go confidently in the
direction of your dreams. Live the life you have imagined"
-
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Senior Section Editor
When I transferred to La Salle in 2001, 1 never imagined that
'd meet some of the greatest people in the universe! Thank You to ALL
if you- those of you who stuck by me in good times and bad times,
hose of you who came to visit me in the Yearbook office when I was
Dsing my mind, those of you who always knew just what to say. Im
ping to miss you guys so much.
To the Birthday Crew: We still have more birthdays to
elebrate. . .see you quys in October. And November. And March.
To Soni: You are my best friend in this world and I never would
lave made it this far without you. I love you like a sister. . .AOT for life,
OL! To Reesey: What can I say to you that I haven't already said? Miss
rincess, Super Secretary, I never thought we'd get along so well. Make
ure you keep lookin' forrealla in your chinchilla-You Betta WORK! To
differ You are hilarious! You ask a lot of questions, but you know every-
hinq there is to know. Thanks for being there. To Alicia: Don't let them
tress you, girl. Keep being the best Aliaa you can be, and hold it down
or the '07. you and Charisse keep up the Step Team legacy.
Thank You to my family. Mom, Dad, thank you for paying
or the best years of my life. thank you for being a great
)rother...most of the time. Thank You Grandma for keeping my ac-
ount out of negative balances and always praying for me. Thank ypu
vliss Linda, for always looking out for me. Thank you to everyone who
upported me—ifs because ofyou that I am where I am today. . .broke,
>ut full of memories.
-J^i "tit star is a star even when it is taken out of its
iemeit , Jt is an innate quality that cannot be altered t
situations , 3u are a star-
Coleen lNli.illarlc.ei_j
Academics E.< '
First of all, I would like to thank everyone who -
section whether through inspiration or contribution. I truly c
date every person who submitted a blurb about a class i i
picture for my section. With such a small staff, it was difficult to
produce this yearbook, but the help of generous students :) and
the enthuasiam of our editors made this project a lot easier and
exciting to do. I would also like to thank the entire staff for all of
their help, especially Kevin, Tiffani, and Gwen who were both
supportive and creative in helping to shape and influence each
section. Also thanks to all of the people who helped me keep my
sanity during late nights and deadlines especially: JS r LB, Q,
We all worked really hard on this book and I hope that the class
of 2005 will keep it as something to enjoy and cherish. Wish you
all the best of luck!
'I/lay jour pockets be heauy-
^our heart be light
-dnd may jood luck pursue jou
fach morning and night."
lift t fljAffiJif-'Buf JiiBJanjImjfcu
Student LiieEditor
First of oil, congratulations to all the seniors. I truly
lope you enjoy your yearbook. I'm really glad that I had a part
n making this for you. Tiffani and Kevin... I'm really proud of
to guys for taking so much time out of your last year here to
ledicate yourselves to your sections. It all looks fantastic. And
iven though we were hardly in the office at the same time,
jolleen, the late night venting sessions were so therapeutic
Julia, Graham, Scott, Jess, Erin, Ryan and Lisa... the
toque will truly miss your presence both on and off stage.
Thank you to Nik for either trying to keep me sane or
or freaking out along with me, and to Lou for the multiple
pppuajnos you brought me around deadline time.
3ood luck in the "real world", seniors... Ill see you there in a year.
Jt's opener there,,,
Jn the wide open air"
~ Dr. Seuss
ili imaliRJi-MiJiliAAiL iMitft LBAflJni A.EJjUL!
AtKletics Editor
Pictured here to my left LSU Pep Band, Jazz Band, WEXP
radio, Collegian, and Susan Kelly volleyball tourney team, thanks
for such memories, letting me hitchhike wherever I needed you to
drive, and for Rocking in the Free Period radio.
See you this summer.
Thank you for guidance and perseverance,
Mom and Dad, Mr. Grady, Dr. Szabat, Dawn Fraser, Echan, Megan
Cahill, Smith-Stow-Volpe, R.OTSrien, Tom, Kale, Matt and pm.
BT and Mr. C, Sam, Jen, and Liz, our To: lto crew, you
rocked. Yayband.
Miss Linda, your smile is contagious. You are La Salle.
'We fight hard, we play well,
when we fijht, we fight like
t-4-S-ti-t-t
Senior Index
Gratia Patricia
J.
Abadesco Elementary/Spetial Education
Minor-Psychology
Philippines
Neighborhood Tutoring Foster Tutoring, A/ASIA, Goss
Cultural Association
Susamma Abraham Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Vemard Abrams Marketing
Philadelphia, PA
Football Team
Matthew Adams Accounting & Finance
Linwood, NJ
Spa Phi Epsilon, Men's Lacrosse
Thomas Adams ID Accounting & Finance
Warrington, PA
Tennis Team, Student Athlete Tutoring, Beta Alpha
(Accounting Honor Society), National Society of
Collegiate Scholars
Karen N. Agnew Social Work & Sociology
Conneaut Lake, PA
Jazz and Pep Band, Sexual Assault and Violence Ends,
Los Ninos Service Trip, Phi Alpha (Social Work Honor
Society), Social Work Association
Sabrina Agnoli
Langhome, PA
Sedi Akhavan English & Criminal Justice Minor-
Women's Studies
Philadelphia, PA
Natalie Albanese
Philadelphia, PA
Lauren Aleksinas Communication Minor-Marketing
Philadelphia, PA
Women's Swim Team, La Salle Explorer Ambassadors,
Student Athletic Committee, Cyber Ambassador
Jessly Alex Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Cordelia Allen Nursing Minor-Community Education
Philadelphia, PA
[ohn C Alfarano History Minor-Political Science
Philadelphia, PA
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Historical Society, Italian Club
Siobhan Marie AUgood Psychology
Rockledge, PA
Jeffrey Anderson
Lawrenceville, GA
Rashida Andrews General Studies
Philadelphia, PA
Martia Anthony Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Miniority Student Nursing Association
Neka D. Anyaogu Biology Minor-Spanish
Queens, NY
African American Student League, La Salle University
Gospel Choir, La Salle Step Team,Biology Club, Alpha
Epsilon Delta (Pre-Med Honor Society)
jackeline Arias Business Management
Philadelphia, PA
Meghan E Arnold Nursing
Jenkintovm, PA
Julia R. Arlington German Minor-Psychology
Philadelphia, PA
Delta Phi Epsilon, The Masque, Commuter and Off
Campus Student Association
Elizabeth S. Ash Elementary/Special Education &
American Studies
Richboro, PA
Women's Soccer, Project Teamwork, Education Scholars,
National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Kelly Ann Ashenbrenner Business Management Minor-
Psychology
Philadelphia, PA
Gamma Iota Sigma, Society for the Advancement of
Management, La Salle Rugby Football Union-Women's
Kimberry Candra Auletta Speech Pathology Minor-
Psychology
Massapequa, NY
Delta Phi Epsilon, National Student Speech-Language
Hearing Association, National Society of Collegiate
Scholars, La Salle Dance Team
Stephanie Avila Communication Minor-Marketing
Cherry Hill, NJ
BackPac, WEXP, Film Society, Cancer Awareness Reaching
Everyone
Sean Badolato
(enkintown, PA
Alveria E Bailey Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Gregory Edward Baker Communication & Psychology
Bristol, RI
Peer Educators, Resident Student Association, Fellowship
of Community & University Services, Lambda Pi Eta
(Communication Honor Society), La Salle 56
Amanda Banes Psychology Minor-Business
Bethpage, NT
Gamma Phi Beta, Up Til Dawn
Ryan Barksdale Finance
Glenolden, PA
Football Team, Gamma Iota Sipa (Risk Management
Society), BigBrothers/Big Sisters
Paul Michael Bama, Jr. Mathematics
Seaside Park, NJ
Football Team
Kristina Elizabeth Barone Marketing
Parsippany, NJ
Gamma Phi Beta
Mariassunta Banned Spanish Minor-Marketing &
Communication
Philadelphia, PA
Cancer Awareness Reaching Everyone, Foster Care
Tutoring, Collegian, Italian Club, Public Relations Club
Michelle Battisto Accounting & Finance
Bridgeport, PA
Beta Alpha (Accounting Honors Society)
Joseph A Beck Marketing
Philadelphia, Pa
WEXP
Stephen Belanger Marketing Minor-RM
Nashua, NH
Students in Free Enterprise
Jennifer Bellezzi Organizational Management
Philadelphia, PA
Delta Phi Epsilon, The Masque, Commuter and Off-
Campus Student Association
Jennifer Benincasa Biology & Psychology
Philadelphia, PA
Alpha Epsilon Delta (Pre-Med Honor Society), Cancer
Awareness Reaching Everyone, Health Occupation
Students of American, Karate Club, National Society of
Collegiate Scholars
Theresa E Berger Religion and Philosophy
Eikins Pork, PA
Alpha Sigma Lambda
Sean Berk
North Wales, PA
Daniel
J.
Bernardo Art History & English
Huntington, NY
Aids Outreach, The Alliance, Backpac
Candice Biel
Scranton, PA
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ana Lynn Bilella Elementory/Spedol Education
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Elta Phi Epsilon
Ichelle Bilicki
iarlton, NJ
lura BMen Elementary/Spedal Education
liladelphia, PA
lpha Sigma Tau
eather Bintliff Math Minor-Risk Management and
isurance
Hey, PA
hristian Bitto Environmental Science
liladelphia, PA
wironmental Geology Qub
lWanda Blair Marketing Minor-Management
liladelphia, PA
frican American Student League
yanBlain
/ilkes-Barre, PA
Iton, NJ
beila Bohan Marketing Minor-Public Relations
luincy, MA
wim Team, Public Relations Qub
nthony Bolger
easterville, PA
Jolleen Bolger Communication Minor-Elementary/Special
ducation
Sin, NJ
ield Hockey, Association for Women in Communication
tephen Bolger
Varrington, PA
met Marie Bollinger Political Science & Accounting
pringfield, PA
Vomen's Lacrosse, Athletic Relations Council, St. Thomas
tfoore Pre-Law Society, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, The Point
irin Bonk English
.anghorne, PA
Melissa Bonkoski Education
inside, PA
\nthony F. Boscaajia Marketing
/inelond, NJ
teeball
Lisa Bottalico Biology & English
Voorhees, NJ
Biology Club, Foster Care Tutoring, Collegian, Los Ninos
Service Trips, Grimoire
Rebecca Geralyn Boudwin English & Art History
Springfield, PA
Women's Laaosse Team, University Honors Program,
Writing Fellows Program, Student and Student-Athlete
Tutoring Services, Athletics Relations Council
John Boylan Communication
Springfield, PA
Ice Hockey Team
Brendan Bradley Secondary Education/History
Fairfield, Q
Neighborhood Tutoring, PAL Mentoring, Peer Educators,
Los Ninos
Elizabeth M Bradley Communication & Political Science
Philadelphia, PA
Diplomat in Residence Program
Joseph W. Bridgeman Secondary Education
Stone Harbor, NJ
WEXP, BackPac
Catherine Brinzer
Philadelphia, PA
Heather L Britton Digital Arts & Multimedia Design
Minor-Marketing
Philadelphia, PA
Guyrene Broadus Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Daniel Brooks Computer Science & Information
Technology
Philadelphia, PA
Lindsey Brower Communication & English
New Gretna, NJ
Gamma Sigma Sigma, The Collegian, The Explorer,
University Honors Program
Brandon S. Bruce Political Science
Philadelphia, PA
African American Student League, College Democrats,
Pre-Law Society
John-Paul
J.
Bruno Organizational Management
Philadelphia, PA
Daniel Buck
Hanover, PA
Charles Buehrle Mathematics Minor-Computer Science
Hanover, PA
Kappa Mu Epsilon (Math Honors Society)
Michael B. Bunnion Marketing Minor-Digital Arts &
Multimedia Design
Laurel Springs, NJ
Academic Enrichment Program
Eileen Burrowes Sociology & English
Blue Point, NY
National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Sociology Qub,
GAELS (Irish Cultural Society)
Jason Burwell
Clayton, NJ
Jacqueline Butch Elementary/Special Education
Richboro, PA
Resident Student Association, La Salle American Studies
Association, Circle K, Education Association
Denise Butler
Warminster, PA
Michael Byrne
Dallas, TX
Monica Byrnes Psychology
Folsom, PA
Brittany Lee Byron Digital Arts & Multimedia Design
Minor-Marketing
Point Pleasant, NJ
Senior Index
Matthew Cabrey Psychology Jon Caplan Communication Minor-Music Elizabeth Chandy Nutrition
Springfield, PA Jenkintown, PA Philadelphia, PA
Men's Crew Team La Salle 56
Jeanne Chestnut Nursing
Justin Cadwell Natalie Cappiali ISBT Philadelphia, PA
Hatboro, PA Glenolden, PA
Delta Phi Epsilon, ISBT Student Organization, National
Society of Collegiate Scholars,Health Occupations
Jennifer V. Chillemi Biology/Pre-Med Minor-History
Stefanie Cahill Nursing Wrentham, MA
Turnersville, NJ Students of America, Chymian Society Health Occupations Students of America,Pep Band,
Women's Swim Team Alpha Epsilon Delta (Pre-Med Honors Society), La Salle';
Nicholas A. Caiamanico ISBT Organization Caring for ChildrenCancer Awareness
Brandon Cajuste Havertown, PA Reaching Everyone
01dWestbury,NY Students in Free Enterprise
Fmih/ rhmiplocVi Arrnnntinn
Mary Elizabeth Callanan Nursing Ryan P. Carey Communication Minor-Philosopy Feasterville, PA
Redley, PA Marlton, NJ
WEXP, La Salle 56, The Collegian, Resident Student
Beta Alpha (Accounting Honors Society)
Ryan M Caltabiano Accounting Association, The Masque Shaun Christopher Chonski Criminal Justice
Mullica Hill, PA Philadelphia, PA
Beta Alpha (Accounting Honors Society), Accounting Ashely Carey
Association Eton, MD Phansy Chun Psychology Minor-Business
Leadership Council, Peer Advising
Megan Campbell Elementary/Special Education & ShariCarig
American Studies Newark, DE Elizabeth Luz Churchville Psychology
Broomall, PA King of Prussia, PA
Alpha Theta Alpha, Branch Out Day Mathew Carleton Management Information Systems/
Marketing Jessica Garamella Communication & English
Brian
J.
Campo Marketing & Economics Langhorne, PA Langhorne, PA
North Wales, PA La Salle Ambassadors The Masque, Collegian, National Society of Collegiate
Resident Student Association, Honors Program Student Scholars, Lambda Pi Eta(Communication Honors Sociel
Board, Judicial Board Timothy T. Carroll Criminal Justice
Erdenheim, PA
Improv 101
Joel Candalerio Samantha Qccimaro Mathematics Minor-Business
Northfield, NJ Erica Carver Administration
Glenside, PA Ambler, PA
Colleen M Canestrari Communication Jazz and Pep Bands, National Society of Collegiate
Killingworth, CT Erin E Casey Accounting Scholars
Gamma Phi Beta Warminster, PA
Women's Soccer Team, Beta Alpha (Accounting Honors
Society), Athletics Relations Council, Students' Govern-
ment Association
David John Cash Jr. Accounting & Finance
Philadelphia, PA
WEXP, Men's Ice Hockey Team, National Society of
Collegiate Scholars, Accounting Association
DawnCassidy
Philadelphia, PA
Maureen Cech English Minor-Digital Arts
Kingston, PA
Writing Fellow
Danielle Maria Cernese Communication Minor-
Marketing
New Hyde Park, NY
Delta Phi Epsilon, La Salle 56, Public Relations Club,
Inter-Fraternity Sorority Counci
Nicole Marie Cieri Elementary/Special Eduacation k
American Studies
Norristown, PA
Education Association, Education Scholars
Alexis Ofuni Criminal Justice, Minor-Sociology
Laurel Springs, NJ
Alpha Sigma Tau, Cheerleading
Lauren day History, Minor-Leadership and Global
Understanaing
Lafayette, LA
Delta Phi Epsilon, Sexual Assault & Violence Ends
Ruchama Clermont Marketing
Philadelphia, PA
Cross-Cultural Association, Society for the Advancemer
of Management
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iq Marie dine English Liberal Arts & Communication A. Roxana Qaciunescu Constantine DeAngelis Communication
nor-Buisness River Edge, NJ Long Branch, NJ
Uadelphia, PA La Salle 56
e Masque, WEXP Natasha Crafton
Rosedale, NY Emily DeAngelo
sica L Cockrell Environmental Science Phoenixville, PA
lumbus, OH Dennis Crowthers
spel Choir, Step Team, African American Student Berlin, N] Christopher R. Del Voile Communication
Philadelphia, PAigue, Geology Club
Kathleen M. Currie Psychology Minor-Elementary/Special Football, La Salle 56
ive Cocozza Computer Science Education & History
nghorne, PA Philadelphia, PA Richard Delligatn'
lime Club Psi Chi (Psychology Honors Society), Pastorius Mentoring
Program, Gamma Phi Beta
Philadelphia, PA
vin Coleman Digital Arts Minor-Marketing Kelly Lynn Demyan Accounting
xiia, PA John Czerniawski Bethlehem, PA
m Soccer Franklin Lakes, NJ Beta Alpha (Accounting Honors Society), Cheerleading
isa Vienna Coleman Biology Patricia Dain Elementary/Special Education & American Nicole DeSantis Communication, Minor-Marketing
iladelphia, PA Studies Philadelphia, PA
pha Epsilon Delta (Pre-Med Honors Society), African Mt. Laurel, NJ La Salle 56, Women in Communication
herican Student League
Joshua W. DAmore Marketing, Minor-International Lorraine Christine DeSouza MIS & ISBT Minor-Interna-
lanna Comber Studies tional Studies
arrington, PA Hazlet, NJ West Trenton, NJ
Student Government Association, Delta Sigma Phi, Men's Students In Free Enterprise, Association of Information
trick A Conway Communication Minor-Criminal
itfe
anheim, PA
Lacrosse, Interfraternity-Sorority Council Technology Professionals, National Student Partnership
Patrick M. Dalton Management Information Systems & Alissa Desperak Psychology & Criminal Justice Minor-
gby Football Club, Collegian Marketing Spanish
Holland, PA Princeton, NJ
ven Conway Elementary/Special Education & Sigma Phi Lambda, Society for the Advancement of Psychology Club
nerican Studies Management, Film Society, Interfraternity-Sorority
intingdon Valley, PA Council, American Marketing Association Thomas Andrew DiCamillo Economics
Abington, PA
uglas Coppola Accounting Meaghan Leathern Damato Speech Language Hearing Honors Program, Peer Educators, Resident Student
Its Neck, NJ Science, Minor-Psychology Association, Student Economic Association,
tor & Outdoor Track & Field, ROTC Wallingford, CT
National Student Speech Language Hearing Association,
Explorers for Life
son Corcoran Elementary/Special Education & Resident Student Association, Nicholas DiGeorge Biology Minor-History
nerican Studies National Society of Collegiate Scholars Southhampton, PA
ivertown, PA Biology Club, Health Ooccupations Student Association,
treat Planning Committee, American Studies Associa- Henry Daum Italian Club
n Wilmington, DE
Matthew Dilenno
illiam N. Cossentino Accounting
lold, NJ
Aymee Davis Psychology & Communication Minor-
Education
Philadelphia, PA
en's Soccer Tunkhannock, PA Christopher DiRico
King of Prussia, PAResident Student Association, Honors Program Student
uren Virginia Costello Management Board, Jazz Band,National Society of Collegiate scholars,
igerstown, PA Cancer Awareness Reaching Everyone Jessica Lynn Dischley Secondary Education & Spanish
missions Tour Guide, The Collegian Minor-American Studies
thany Cottingham Chemistry & English
.'Iran, NJ
DS Outreach, Diplomat-in-Residence, Sexual Assault &
olence Ends
Tinika Davis Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Minority Student Nurses Association, Baccallaureate
Associates Nursing Student Organization
Bethlehem, PA
Delta Phi Epsilon, Los Ninos Service Trip, National Society
for Collegiate Scholars,Pi Lambda Theta(Education
Honors Society), Foster Care Tutoring
Jennifer S. Di Tizio Biology Minor-Education & Chemistry
Philadelphia, PA
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Nicholas T. DiTrolio Jr. Finance
Havertown, PA
Patricia Dolinick Finance, Minor-Risk Management &
Insurance
Matawan, NJ
Sexual Assault & Violence Ends, Writing Fellows, Gamma
lota Sigma (Risk Management Society)
Maureen Doyle General Studies
Philadelphia, PA
Sharon Duczkowski Elementary/Special Education
Minor-American Studies
Philadelphia, PA
Allison Dudley Political Science
Warminster, PA
Alexandra Zoe Esposito Social Work
Washingtonville, NY
Andy Estroff Digital Arts & Multimedia Design
Kerhonkson, NY
Students In Free Enterprise, Entrepreneurship Institute,
National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Kimberry Evanilla Elementary/Special Education, Mino
Dara Donhauser Elementary/Special Education & Circle K, Fellowship of Community & University Services American Studies
American Studies San Gabriel, CA
Lafayette Hill, PA Heather Dugan Accounting & Marketing Women's Swim Team, Gamma Sigma Sigma, Branch (
Philadelphia, PA Day
Michael Domzalski Information Technology Accounting Association
Sewell, NJ Kellie Ann Fagan Communication Minor-Marketing
Information Technology Helpdesk Kery Malik Dugan Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Lonsdale, PA
Women's Crew
ShanaDon
Fort Lee, N] Mary Ellen Dukart Chemistry, Minor-English
Horsham, PA
Joseph Faia
Bensalem, Pa
Jeannine Donahue Chymian Society, Biology Club
Hatboro, PA Dylan Falcone
Frank Eaton Philadelphia, PA
Patrice Donahue Galloway, NJ
DrexelHilLPA Maria Anne Falcone Elementary/Special Education &
Michael C Echan Communication American Studies
Colleen M Donnelly Biology New Providence, NJ Collegeville, PA
Philadelphia, PA The Collegian, Baseball Women's Lacrosse
Indoor & Outdoor Track & Field, Alpha Epsilon Delta
(Pre-Med Society) Carrie Lynn E Eckenrode Biology/Pre-Med Minor-Health Ryan Justin Fales Communication Minor-Marketing
Administration White Plains, NY
Maureen B. Donnelly Marketing Tunkhannock, PA Delta Sigma Phi
Ardmore, PA Cancer Awareness Reaching Everyone, Dance Team, Phi
Alpha Beta (Biology Honors Society), Alpha Epsilon Delta Ashley Falgares Criminal Justice
Timothy Donnelly
Philadelphia, PA
(Pre-Med Honors Society), Operation Smile, Health Vemon, NJ
Occupations Students of America Delta Phi Epsilon, Cheerleading, Women's Crew,
Academic Enrichment Program
Camilla Heng Douch Finance Minor-Health Care Abigail Eddy Social Work
Administration Lakewood, OH Christine Famelli
Philadelphia, PA Alpha Theta Alpha, Student Social Work Association, National Park, NJ
Academic Discovery Program Pan-Hellenic Council, Phi Alpha (Social Work Honors
Society) Collins S. Farhat Marketing
Kristina Dougherty Social Work Scituate, MA
Philadelphia, PA Kelly Eidenshink GAELS (Irish Culture Society), The Collegian, Resident
Phi Alpha (National Social Work Honors Society) Langhorne, PA Assistant
Michael Dougherty Accounting & Finance Jessica Eisele Psychology Minor-Art History Colleen Farrell Accounting
Philadelphia, PA Franklin Lakes, NJ Blue Bell, PA
Beta Gamma Sigma (Business Honors Society), Sigma Phi Women's Soccer, Psi Chi (Psychology Honors Society), Women's Soccer, Beta Alpha (Accounting Honors Sotie
Epsilon, Accounting Association, National Society of Psychology Club Athletic Relations Council, Honors Program
Collegiate Scholars
Jaclyn Ellis Marketing Tara Marie Feeney Organizational Dynamics
Lauren Downey Havertown, PA Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia, PA Gamma Sigma Sigma, The Masque, Cheerleading,
Resident Assistant Ryan C Fennelry Management Information Systems
Kimberry M. Doyle Speech Language Pathology Pottstown, PA
Philadelphia, PA
National Student Speech Language Hearing Association
Kimberry Emrich Nursing Cross Country, Indoor & Outdoor Track & Field
Ellicot Qty, MD
Women's Lacrosse
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eresa M. Ferrara Biology Minor-Heolth Administration
jj
Leadership and Global Understanding
ebanon, PA
a Salle Singers, Cancer Awareness Reaching Everyone,
iology Club, Alpha Epsiion Delta (Pre-Med Honors
xiety), The Collegian
ia M. Filetto Communication
inghamton, NY
omnia Phi Beta
fichael Rnnegan Digital Arts, Minor-Marketing
Duderton, PA
he Collegian, Ecological Club
iarmen Finore
ort Washington, PA
rin Finucane
incoln University, PA
he Masque
leather Kay Fischer Nutrition
hiladelphia, PA
lose Fischer Marketing, Minor-Digital Arts
latboro, PA
Vomen's Crew, American Marketing Association
loseann Fisher
latboro, PA
indsay Fitzpatrick
Vilmington, DE
tote Flagler
Varrington, PA
Jeffrey A Fletcher Accounting
Wilmington, DE
Football Team, Accounting Association, Athletic Relations
Council
Naima Flowers Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Karlie Fluck Math & Secondary Education
Sicklerville, N]
Alpha Sigma Tau
SeanFrynn
Philadelphia, PA
Kimberry Fogjia
Huntingdon Valley, PA
Brian Foley Accounting
Philadelphia, PA
Linda Foley Chemistry & Secondary Education
Richboro, PA
Women's Swimming, Women's Diving, Chymian Society,
National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Lisa Marie Forcina Speech Language Hearing Science
Minor-Psychology
Philadelphia, PA
National Society of Collegiate Scholars, National Student
Speech Language Hearing Association
Bridget M. Fox Accounting & Finance
Philadelphia, PA
Alpha Theta Alpha, Beta Gamma Sigma (Business
Honors Society)
Casey-Ann Francis Communication Minor-Marketing
Bensalem, PA
Alpha Sigma Tau, National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Miranda Holly Franklin Nursing
Salem, NJ
Gamma Phi Beta, Branch Out Day
GandiceFredd
Coatesville, PA
Jennifer Frister Elementary/Special Education
Langhome, PA
Kevin Gaffney ISBT Minor-Japanese
Westbury, NY
Men's Lacrosse, Integrated Science Business Technology
Club
Daniel
J.
Galante Biology & German
Telford, PA
Alpha Epsiion Delta (Pre-Med Honors Society), Central
and Eastern European Society, Health Occupations
Students of America, Operation Smile, WEXP
Kelly Gallagher Management Minor-Economics
Quakertown, PA
Alpha Theta Alpha
Michael Gallagher
Hatboro, PA
ChristalM Gallelli Sociology & Criminal Justice &
Philosophy
Philadelphia, PA
Alpha Theta Alpha, Branch Out Day, Neighborhood
Tutoring, College Democrats
Michael P. Gallen History Minor-English
Philadelphia, PA
Historical Society, Grimoire, The Collegian, Politicus
Anthony C Gallo HI Accounting & Finance
Philadelphia, PA
Sigma Phi Epsiion, Beta Alpha (Accounting Honor
Society), Accounting Association, National Society of
Collegiate Scholars
Ron Gargullo Finance
Philadelphia, PA
Men's Tennis
Rebecca Ann Garry Elementary/Special Education, Minor-
American Studies
Glenside, PA
Field Hockey, Education Mentor, Big Sisters, National
Society of Collegiate Scholars
Carlyn Michelle Gavaghan Communication, Minor-
Accounting
Philadelphia, PA
La Salle 56, Commuter & Off-Campus Student Associa-
tion, Lambda Pi Eta (Communication Honors Society)
Scott R. Gehringer Marketing
Red Hill, PA
Baseball Team
Sarah Beth Geisler Nutrition
Pasadena, MD
Resident Student Assoaation, LaSalle Explorers Advocat-
ing Nutrition
Elaine Gildein
Phildelphia, PA
John F. Gill English Minor-Education
Philadelphia, PA
Ice Hockey
Senior Index
Kate Johanna Gorman History, Minor-Education
Dumont, NJ
Delta Phi Epsilon, College Demoaats
John Guamere Jr. English
Williamstown, NJ
WEXP, Commuter & Off Campus Student Association
Katie Colleen Goss Speech Language Hearing Pathology Aileen P Guerin Communication Minor-Religion
'<-»&!£* Minor-Psychology Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia, PA
National Student Speech Language Hearing Association,
Peer Educators, Phoenix Society, WEXP, Resident Studen
Association
Alpha Theta Alpha, La Salle's Organization Caring for
Kids
•
Jessica Guerrero Marketing Minor-Intemational Studies
Bensalem, PA
.Vv tu ' William Gosser Latin American Traditions In New Sounds, National
Philadelphia, PA Society of Collegiate Scholars
John Graham Education Colleen Alice Guest ISBT
Upper Darby, PA Yardley, PA
Alpha Epsilon Delta (Pre-Medical Honor Society),
National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Students in FreeStash Graham
WtP ^^p. Tampa, Fl Enterprise, Branch Out Day
Men's Soccer Team
Cynthia Eileen Guzman Psychology
Joseph A Granato ISBT Minor-History Pennsauken, NJ
Megan Gillette Political Science Minor-Philosophy Philadelphia, Pa Organization of Latino American Students, Latin
Mt. Cobb, PA Students In Free Enterprise American Traditions in New Sounds, Chi Upsilon Sigmc
St. Thomas Moore Pre-Law Society, Student In Free Los Ninos Service Trips, Peer Educators
Enterprise Anna Grasela Nursing
Philadelphia, PA Jennifer Hagan Sociology Minor-Communications
Teresa Gingrich Nutrition Academic Discovery Program, Baccalaureate Associates Hatboro, Pa
Richfield, PA Nursing Student Organization Jazz & Pep Band, National Society of Collegiate Scholar;
Lasallian Art Lovers Alliance, LaSalle Explorers Sociological Association
Advocating Nutrition, La Salle Singers Jessica Greathouse Philosophy & English Minor-History
Cuyahoga Falls, OH
Philosophy Club, Cancer Awareness Reaching Everyone,
Ryan Hall Mathematics Minor-Risk Management and
Elaine M Gildein Elementary/Special Education & Insurance
American Studies Resident Student Association, History Gub, Team Leader Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia, PA Mathematics Department Board, Gamma Iota Sigma
Mark Greenberg (Risk Management Honors Society), Kappa Mu Epsilon
Talia C Glaras Finance Minor-Accounting Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia, PA Shannon L Hallamyer English & Communication Mint
Elizabeth Greenfield Psychology Minor-Women's Studies Religion
Matthew Joseph Gleason Communication New York, NY Collingsdale, PA
Plymouth Meeting, PA Women's Softball Team, Athletic Relations Council Collegian, Resident Student Association, Honors Progran
Grimoire, Photography Club
Nicholas Gogno Edie Griffin Nursing Minor-Psychology
Hatfield, PA Philadelphia, PA Lisa C Ham Computer Science Minor-Business
Philadelphia, PA
Patricia Goloff English & American Studies, Minor- Lindsay Griffin
Women's Studies White Haven, PA Jamie M Haitians Biology
Willow Grove, PA Westmont, NJ
The Collegian, Alliance, Retreat Planning Committee, Laura Beth Griffith Nursing Minor-Health Sciences Biology Club, Project Appalachia
Project Appalachia Ambler, PA
Bryan W. M. Harvey Finance & Marketing
Amy Gooding Psychology Genise Grobelny Doylestown, PA
New Fairfield, CT Philadelphia, PA Baseball
Softball, Psi Chi (Psychology Honors Society), National
Society of Collegiate Scholars Steven Michael Grosso MIS Minor-Mathematics Stephanie Hank
Baltimore, MDPhiladelphia, PA
Megan Marie Gordon Elementary Special Education & Men's Rugby Football Club, Project Appalachia, Commu-
American Studies nity Development Kathleen Hennessey Accounting
Southhampton, PA Sparta, PA
Student Government Association, Branch Out Day Women's Softball
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omasHeniy
?nolden, PA
te Henwood Secondary Education & History
?n Mills, PA
Dmen's Laaosse, Big Brothers/Big Sisters
fe Stephanie Herrera Communication Minor-
rketing
attsville, MD
my ROTC, Chi Upsilon Sigma, Organization of Latin
nerican Students, Latin American Traditions in New
mds
)tt T. Hicken Philosophy & English Minor-
mmunication & History
maminson, NJ
mmuter & Off Campus Student Association, The
isque, Maverick One Acts, Improv 101
lathan Hicks
i Washington, PA
ferine Hill
exel Hill, PA
idley Himmelstein Psychology Minor-German
ttstown,PA
imeless Outreach, Psi Chi (Psychology Honors Society),
/chology Qub, Peer Educators, Central and Eastern
ropean Society
an Hirschmann
arwick, PA
inifer Hitchcock Biology
ifi,NY
mma Phi Beta, Interfraternity-Sorority Council,
)ject Appalachia, Alpha Epsilon Delta (Pre-Med Honors
iety), La Salle Women's Rugby Qub
nes W. Hoagland Communication
i Bell, PA
nisha Marie Hodge Nursing
iladelphia, PA
nority Student Nursing Association,
ccalaureate Associates Nursing Student Organization
ltthew Holt Communication Minor-Business
ministration & Marketing
ddonfield, NJ
ma Phi Epsilon, Lambda Pi Eta (Communication
nors Society), National Society of Collegiate Scholars
nryHor
iladelphia, PA
Kathryn T. Horsman Communication Minor-Political
Science
Orwigsburg, PA
Gamma Phi Beta, Big Brother/Big Sister, Neighborhood
Tutoring, National Society of Collegiate Scholars,
La Salle Singers
Kathryn Hospital Digital Art & Multimedia Design &
English
Gaithersburg, MD
Gamma Phi Beta, La Salle Ambassadors, Resident
Students' Association, Interfraternity-Sorority Council,
Peer Educators
Chyron 0. Hosten Business Administration
Republic of Trinidad & Tobago
Kyle T. Hovis Finance & Management Minor-Risk
Management & Insurance
Coopersburg, PA
Courtney
J
Howard ISBT Minor-Healthcare
Administration
Estell Manor, NJ
Saundra E Hyman Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Kevin Hyslop MIS & Finance
Glenside, PA
Honors Program, Jazz & Pep Bands, WEXP, Explorers for
Life, Collegian
JenniferC Irish Speech Language Hearing Science Minor-
Spanish & Psychology
Teaneck, NJ
African American Student League, Peer Educators, La
Salle Step Team
Lauren Jablonski Communication
Philadelphia, PA
Writing Fellow
Anthony Joseph Jackson Finance Minor-History
Seaville, NJ
Football
Mahatma Jackson
Baltimore, MD
Michelle Jackson
Pottstown, PA
Tamika Jackson Mathematics
Philadelphia, PA
Chi Upsilon Sigma, Resident Student Association, La Salle
Peer Educators, African American Student League,
ADS Outreach
Carry Jacobs English
Philadelphia, PA
Melissa A Jacquemot Public Acuninistration Minor-
Business Administration
Lacey Township, NJ
Delta Phi Epsilon, Neighborhood Tutoring, Branch Out
Day
Dorcas Luwatoyin Jeje Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Baccalaureate Associates Nursing Student Organization
Eliza K Jelliff Psychology
Sea Girt, NJ
Pep and Jazz Band, Circle K, La Sallian Youth Network of
Collegians, Psychology Club, Project Appalachia
Maritza Jimenez Communication
Philadelphia, PA
Amy Johnson
Andover, NH
Gregory Johnstone DART & Communication
Philadelphia, PA
Commuter and Off-Campus Student Association, New
Media Qub
Stacey Jones Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Matthew C Joram Biology & Religion
Eldersburg, MD
Fellowship of Community & University Services, Los
Ninos Service Trips, Peer Educators, Homeless Outreach,
PAL Youth Center,
Lauren Jordan
Essex, MD
Thomas Jordan Criminal Justice
Winslow Twp, NJ
Delta Sigma Phi, Men's Rugby Qub
Berlin Joseph
Philadelphia, PA
Amy Marie Juhasz Nursing
Limerick, PA
La Salle Laaosse, Baccalaureate Associates Nursing
Student Organization, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Foster Care
Tutoring, Branch Out Day
Michael Kaczmarczyk ISBT Minor-MIS "•"" f I *^^
Gaithersburg, MD
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Inter-fraternity Sorority Council
•c
-
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Patty Kalemis Communication Minor-Marketing
Philadelphia, PA
Public Relations Club, Explorer Yearbook, Circle K,
Resident Student Association, Branch Out Day
Travis Kamps
Richboro, PA
Brett Kaplan
Absecon, NJ
Becky Karbett Criminal Justice & Sociology
Mantua, NJ
Gamma Sigma Sigma, Criminal Justice Honor Society
Norman Kaznica
Phildelphia, PA
Sarah Kearney Management & Marketing
Wenonah, NJ
Women's Field Hockey
Kassandra Keating Marketing
Fair Oaks, CA
Women's Softball
Brenda T. Kelly Communication
Glenside, PA
La Salle 56
Sonjene Kelly Psychology & Philosophy Minor-Life
Science
Elmont, NY
La Salle Step Team, African American Student League,
Gospel Choir, Late Night La Salle, Philosophy Club
Linda M. Keohane Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Kevin Kersten
Roslyn, PA
Katie L Kidd Management & Finance
Glendora, NJ
Alpha Theta Alpha, National Student Partnerships,
Society for the Advancement of Management
IrinaKing
Silver Spring, MD
Jennifer King
Philadelphia, PA
Matthew
J.
Kitsch Communication
West Chester, PA
Baseball
Victoria A Kline Social Work Minor-Religion
Baltimore, MD
Sexual Assault & Violence Ends, ADS Outreach, Campus
Ministry, Los Ninos Serivce Trips, Social Work Association
William S. Kline Communication Minor-Marketing
Fallsington, PA
Ashley M Knecht Political Science Minor-Philosophy
Philadelphia, PA
Mark Knob Finance
Philadelphia, PA
William Knowles Mathematics Minor-Education
Bensalem, PA
Chanthy Koam Accounting
Philadelphia, PA
Academic Discovery Program
Jennifer Kolea Accounting & Finance
Philadelphia, PA
La Salle Ambassadors, Gamma Iota Sigma (Risk
Management Society), Alpha Beta (Accounting Honors
Society), Beta Gamma Sigma (Business Honors Society)
Michael Lawrence Korejko Criminal Justice
Stratford, NJ
Colleen E Kots Accounting
Philadelphia, PA
DianaA Kovac Elementary Special Education Minor-
American Studies
Mineola, NY
Alpha Sigma Tau
Sarah Elizabeth Kovacs Communication
Washington, NJ
Foster Care Tutoring, La Salle 56, Alpha Epsilon Honor
Society, Lambda Pi Eta (Communication Honor Society)
Matthew E Kowalski History Minor-Education
Bayonne, NJ
Student Historical Society, The Histories, Central &
Eastern European Society
Rachel Kramer Nutrition Minor-Education
Lock Haven, PA
La Salle's Organization Caring for Kids, Project Appala-
chia, Los Ninos Service Trips, Habitat for Humanity,
Neighborhood to Neighborhood
Jill Lauren Krupa Communication and English
Massapequa, NY
Soup Kitchen, Students' Government Association, Reside
Assistant, Collegian, Make Peace with Animals
Shana Krupcazk
Philadelphia, PA
Diane E Kull Nursing
Lancaster, PA
Alpha Theta Alpha, National Society of Collegiate
Scholars
Melissa K. Kurtz Psychology & Griminal Justice
Bowmansville, PA
Explorers for Life, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Sexual Assaul
k Violence Ends, Peer Educators, Psychology Club
Cathy Lata Psychology
New York, NY
Gamma Sigma Sigma
Francesco Latrano Communication Minor-Spanish
Philadelphia, PA
Collegian
Kate Latycheva Biochemistry
Philadelphia, Pa
Chymian Society, Health Occupations Students of
America, Italian Club
Jessica Lawrenson
MullicaHilLNJ
Daniel Lawson
Chester Spings, PA
Malisha C Leach Psychology
Philadelphia, PA
Jeff A Leauby Marketing Minor-Mass Communications
Fort Washington, PA
Nicole Lee Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Alpha Sigma Tau
Jillian Marie Leftwich
Bensalem, PA
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ihoniqua R. Leggett Nursing
Burlington, NJ
itudent Nurse Organization
rracey Ann Lehnhoff Elementary Special Education &
American Studies
(enilworth, NJ
Maureen Vanessa Lehr Digital Arts & Multimedia Design
Vlinor - Business Administration
Glenside, PA
La Salle Singers, Project Appalachia, Organization of
Latin American Students, Latin American Tradition in
New Sounds, Gospel Choir
Christine Leiva
[ersey City, NJ
Gamma Phi Beta
Theresa Lelinski English Minor-Art History
Fallsington, PA
Circle K, Make Peace With Animals
Alfred Leone Digital Arts and Multimedia Design
Washington Township, NJ
Nfimma Josie Leone Elementary Special Education Minor-
American Studies
Upper Dublin, PA
Alpha Sigma Tau, National Society of Collegiate Scholars,
Young Republicans
RosemarieC Leone Elementary Special Education
Philadelphia, PA
Education Scholars, Pi Lambda Theta
Paul
J.
LePera Management & MB
Philadelphia, PA
Society tor the Advancement of Management, National
Society of Collegiate Scholars
Meredith Lieberman Marketing
Lafayette Hill, PA
Delta Phi Epsilon, Neighborhood Tutoring, GAELS (Irish
Culture Society)
Meghan Link American Studies
Mt. Laurel, NJ
Jonathan W. Lisa Accounting Minor-Finance
Nutley, NJ
Football, Rugby, Alpha Phi Delta
Courtney Walsh Lofgren Management
Lafayette Hill, PA
Women's Swim Team, Branch Out Day, National Society
of Collegiate Scholars
Lauren M Long Psychology Mmor-Giminal Justice
Philadelphia, PA
KayleenM Longstreet Criminal Justice & Sociology
Horsham, PA
Criminal Justice Association, Criminal Justice Honors
Society
Kristin Loutzenhiser
Collegeville, PA
David Patrick Luckenbill Computer Science Minor-History
Lemoyne, PA
Alpha Chi Rho
Jeremy PJL Lukianovich Biology
Medford, NJ
Alpha Epsilon Delta (Pre-Med Society)
Vanessa Luyando Communication Minor-Marketing
Langhome, PA
Organization of Latin American Students
Kelly Anne MacDonald Elementary Special Education
Dumont, NJ
Delta Phi Epsilon, La Salle Education Association,
Neighborhood Tutoring
James P. Maerina Secondary Education & French Minor-
Spanish
Plymouth Meeting, PA
French Qub, Cancer Awareness Reaching Everyone
GinaMadaline
Wilmington, DE
Tom Maguire Chemistry
Vincentown, NJ
Chymian Society, Alpha Phi Delta
Denise M Maher Communication Minor-Women Studies
Philadelphia, PA
La Salle Collegian, Lambda Pi Eta (Communication
Honors Society), National Society of Collegiate Scholars,
Women in Communication
Nicole Maher
Ivoryton, CT
Edward Mahon English Minor-Education
Springfield, PA
Collegian, Lacrosse Qub, Project Appalachia
FeliciaE Maisey English Minor-Psychology & History
Philadelphia, PA
Lasallian Arts Lover Association, GAELS
Jennifer Simone Makarczyk Marketing & Management
Shenandoah, PA
American Marketing Association, Cancer Awareness
Reaching Everyone, Resident Student Association
Jayme Maletteri ISBT Minor-Business Aanv .
Eriol, NJ
Football Team
Erica Mallon Psychology
Philadelphia, PA
Meredith Marakovits Communication Minor-Marketing
Walnutport, PA
Women's Volleyball, La Salle 56, Collegian
Phil Marino Criminal Justice
Blackwood, NJ
Men's Baseball
Margaret Anne Markmann English & Spanish
Huntingdon Valley, PA
Alpha Sigma Tau, Branch Out Day, Elder Care, Young
Republicans
Amy Anne Marriott Secondary Education k Spanish
Richboro, PA
Up Til Dawn, National Society of Collegiate Scholars,
Education Assoaation, Academic Discovery Program
Tutoring
Michael N. Marin MB Minor-BBT
Philadelphia, PA
MelissaM Mastrangelo English
Philadelphia, PA
Indoor/Outdoor Track Team, Athletic Relations Council
Melissa A. Matonis Communication Minor-Marketing
Philadelphia, PA
Delta Phi Epsilon, Interfraternity-Sorority Council
,
Writing Fellows Program, Lambda Pi Eta (Communica-
tion Honor Society)
David Matthews Sociology Minor-Social Work
Philadelphia, PA
WEXP
Salvatore Maugeri Finance & Marketing
Laurel Springs, NJ
National Collegiate Society of Honors
Kimberly Maw Management Information Systems
Philadelphia, PA
Branch Out Day, Assoaation of Information Technology
Professionals
Senior Index
Alaina Marie McAuliffe Accounting & Finance
Willow Grove, PA
Beta Alpha (Accounting Honors Society), Accounting
Association
Daniel McBride
Aldan, PA
Richard McCaffrey Psychology Minor-Giminal justice
Philadelphia, PA
WEXP, Psychology Club/Psi Chi
Erin McCarthy
Exton, PA
Kevin McCarthy Accounting
Ambler, PA
Baseball Team
Bridgette McCaughey
Philadelphia, PA
Matthew McCormick English & Communication
Philadelphia, PA
WEXP
Robert McCubbin
Warminster, PA
Andrew McDonald
Alexandria, VA
Shannon McDonald Psychology
Philadelphia, PA
Project Appalachia
Maureen D. McHaney Communication Minor-Digital
Arts & Multimedia
Sharon Hill, PA
BackPac, Film Society, Sexual Assault & Violence Ends,
Project Appalachia, Los Ninos Service Trips
Joseph McEntee Political Science
Philadelphia, PA
Michael Kevin McGarry Jr. Biology
Drexel HiU, PA
Alpha Epsilon Delta (Pre-Med Honors Society), National
Society of Collegiate Scholars, Neighborhood Tutoring,
Project Teamwork, Football Team
Joanna M McGauley Communication Minor-Business
Administration
Shenandoah, PA
Association of Women in Communication, La Salle 56,
Branch Out Day, Delta Phi Epsilon, Interfraternity-
Sorority Council
Erin McGettigan Communication
Roslyn, PA
Gamma Sigma Sigma, The Masque
Kathleen E McGowan Mathematics
Southbury, CT
Women's Swim Team
Thomas F. McGuigan Marketing MinorCommunication
North Wildwood, NJ
Men's Swim Team, American Marketing Association
Kellie Mclntyre Marketing
Warminster, PA
Cheerleading, Alpha Sigma Tau
Libby McLaren Communication
Etters, PA
Collegian, La Salle 56, National Society of Collegiate
Scholars, Lambda Pi Eta (Communication Honors Society)
Mary Catherine McLaughlin Accounting
Philadelphia, PA
Accounting Association, Beta Alpha (Accounting Honors
Society)
Shawn McLinden
Philadelphia, PA
Karl McMillan
Brooklyn, NY
Leanne McMillan Communication
Philadelphia, PA
Collegian
Bridget M McVan Political Science Minor-Criminal Justice
Warminster, PA
National Society of Collegiate Scholars, College
Republicans
Michele McVeigh MBA-Management
Limerick, PA
E-commerce Institute
Stacy Mead
Mount Ephraim, NJ
GinaMederos
Burlington, NJ
Elizabeth M Meehan Criminal Justice Minor-Sociology
Pleasantville, NY
Project Appalachia
Andrew Mehrer
Hatboro, PA
Jillian B Mele Communication
Glenside, PA
AidaMeskellSBT
Bayonne, NJ
Track k Field Team, Cross Country Team, Athletes
Relations Council, 1SBT Student Orqanization, French
Club
Nicole Michalitsianos History Minor-Education
Bloomfield, NJ
Resident Student Association, Circle K, Peer Educators
Michelle Miller Secondary Education & English
Philadelphia, PA
BackPac, Collegian, Cancer Awareness Reaching
Everyone, La Salle 56
Montien LaVem Miller Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
University Council, Sigma Theta Tau (Nursing Honors
Society)
Keiko Minami Marketing
Tokyo, Japan
Nadia Misbahuddin Elementary Special Education &
American Studies
Iselin, NJ
Resident Student Association, Circle K, American Studies
Association
Michele Mobley Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Gina Marie Moffa Biology & Italian
Meadowbrook, PA
Alpha Epsilon Delta (Pre-Med Society), Italian Club,
Operation Smile, National Society of Collegiate Scholars,
Jazz Band
Carolyn Moffo Marketing
Philadelphia, PA
National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Eric Mohollen
Philadelphia, PA
Candice Mondesir Communication Minor-Leadership
and Global Understanding
Haiti
African American Student League, Branch Out Day
Kelly Ann Montgomery Communication Minor-Spanish
Bethlehem, PA
Women's Rugby, Circle K, Collegian, Association for
Women in Communications
Justin Morace Digital Art & Multimedia
Philadelphia, PA
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Geoffrey Moron English Writing & Digital Art
Demarest, NJ
\lphaChiRho
Stephanie Moron
Wadelphia, PA
jinMozitis
Philadelphia, PA
xiuren M Muchorski Biology
3ensalem, PA
Somen's Swim Team, Operation Smile, National Society
i Collegiate Scholars, Honors Program
Gladys Mugwanga Nursing
inja, Uganda
ain Marie Mulville Elementary Special Education Minor-
American Studies
Madelphia, PA
Jennifer Murie
Galloway, NJ
Gaitrin Lynn Murphy Accounting
Doylestown, PA
Erin Musser Elementary Special Education Minor-
American Studies
Selingrove, PA
Gamma Phi Beta
Christina Myer
Philadelphia, PA
Matthew Alexander Myrick Social Work Minor-Sociology
Washington, DC
Resident Assistant, Campus Ministry, Phi Alpha (Social
Work Honors Society)
Jeffrey Nagle Information Technology
Philadelphia, PA
Kathryn Joanna Nardella Nursing
Media PA
Baccalaureate Associates Nursing Student Organization,
Health Occupations Students of America
Kristy L Newell Communication Minor-Marketing &
Business Administration
Mount Joy, PA
Field Hockey, Association for Women in Communication,
Project Teamwork, BigBrother/Big Sister,Lambda Pi Eta
(Communication Honors Society)
Nguyen Ngp
Philadelphia, PA
Lome Thanh-Hong Nguyen Biology
Lonsdale, PA
Gamma Phi Beta, A/ASIA, Alpha Epsilon Delta (Pre-Med
Society)
Stefania Nolano Biology/Pre-med
Springfield, PA
Student Government Association, Alpha Theta Alpha,
Students in Free Enterprise
Nicholas Norlen
Langhorne, PA
Brian Oakes Marketing
Doylestown, PA
Baseball Team
Andrew OConnell Economics Minor-Business
Administration
Runnemede, NJ
Kelly L OConnor Communication Minor-Marketing
Absecon, NJ
Student Government Assodation, La Salle Ambassadors
KaydODonnell
Dover, DE
Kristie ODonnell Elementary Special Education
Gibbsboro, NJ
Women's Lacrosse, Circle K, Athletic Relations Council,
Resident Student Assodation
Esther Ofori-Denutsui Nursing
Ghana
Caitlin OGrady Elementary/Spedal Education
EriaLNJ
Cheerleading Team, Students in Free Enterprise
Toyin Oladele Nursing
Nigeria
Serena Oldhouser Geology & Environmental Sdence
WellsviUe,PA
Geology & Environmental Sdence Club
Meghan OMalley Psychology & Criminal Justice
Binghamton, NY
Gamma Sigma Sigma
Marivette Ortiz Psychology Minor-Sociology
Allentown, PA
Organization of Latin American Students,
Latin American Tradition in New Sound
Thomas C Orzechowski Mathematics k Computer
Sdence
Richboro, PA
Resident Student Assodation, Math and Computer
Sdence Student Board, Kappa Mu Epsilon (Math Honors
Society)
Ryan Matthew Qsborn Communication Minor-
Marketing
Philadelphia, PA
WEXP, Public Relations Club
KristenLOttMarketing/MIS
Philadelphia, PA
Angel L Owens&ysay Social Work
Philadelphia, PA
Alpha Phi, Student Social Work Committee
Joseph Palazzo Marketing
Atco, NJ
Football
Merrick M. Parchment Accounting
Philadelphia, PA
Ryan K Parfitt Marketing
Blue M, PA
Baseball Team
John Parkinson
Philadelphia, PA
Amanda Parks Elementary Special Education k
American Studies
Chester, PA
Resident Assistant, Community Assistant, La Salle's
American Studies Association, Resident Student Associa-
tion
Valerie L Parks Psychology Minor-Education
Philadelphia, PA
Tara Parsons Accounting Minor-Healthcare
Administration
Stratford, NJ
Gamma Sigma Sigma, Accounting Association
Raven Parade Communication
Jersey City, NJ
Daniela Passalaqua Elementary Special Education Minor-
American Studies
Newtown, PA
Suzanne Patackis Communication Minor-Marketing
Horrisburg, PA
Women's Gew Team
Senior Index
Karuna D. Patel Management Information Systems
Blackwood, PA
Society for the Advancement of Management, Associa-
tion of Information Technology Professionals
Naymish N. Patel Management Information Systems
BelfmawrNJ
Society for the Advancement of Management,
Association of Information Technology Professionals
Pinki Patel
Levittown, PA
Colin Patrick Qiminal Justice k Sociology
Swarthmore, PA
Ice Hockey Team, Young Republicans
Mary Elizabeth Patterson Criminal Justice
Manasquan, NJ
Alpha Sigma Tau, Giminal Justice Association, National
Society of Collegiate Scholars
Andrew Pawlak Digital Art & Multimedia Design Minor-
Music
Oakhurst, N|
Men's Lacrosse Team
Robert Kammer Peach Religion k English-Writing
Towson, MD
The Collegian, Students' Government Association,
Lasallian Youth College Network, Men's Crew, Circle K
Jeffrey Peloso
Washington, NJ
Renetta Penglase Business Management
Northhampton, PA
Ukranian Club
Matthew Pernice Digital Arts and Multimedia Desgin
Minor-Fine Arts
Mays Landing, NJ
Stefonie Perrone Political Science k History
Clifton, NJ
La Salle Ambassadors, Los Ninos Service Trip, Soup
Kitchen Volunteer,Gamma Phi Beta, Fellowship of
Community k University Services
Amanda L Peterson Management Information Systems
Audubon, PA
Amanda M. Peterson
Sicklervflle, NJ
Maria C Pettolina Criminal Justice
West Deptford, NJ
Alena Petty Biochemistry
Emporium, PA
Track and Cross Country Team, Chymian Society Alp!
Epsilon Delta (Pre-Medical Honors Society)
Marlena P. Pierce Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Kevin Phillips
Mddletown, DE
Steven Phillips
Philadelphia, PA
Jaia E Pierson Finance Minor-Art History
Pennsauken, NJ
Gamma Iota Sigma, National Society of Collegiate
Scholars
Natalie Pino
Stratford, NJ
GeorgiyPirog
Philadelphia, PA
Anthony D. Pizzo Accounting Minor-Italian
Philadelphia, PA
Italian Club, Accounting Association, Beta Alpha
(Accounting Honors Society), Cancer Awareness Reachu
Everyone
Jillian D. Ploskina Elementary Special Education Minor-
American Studies
Southhampton, PA
Alpha Sigma Tau
Shannon Delores Plunkett Elementary Special Educatioi
k American Studies
Brick, NJ
Women's Soccer Team, Project Teamwork, National
Society of Collegiate Scholars
Timothy James Polaski Marketing
Philadelphia, PA
Sean Pollard
Clementon, NJ
Deanna Pomarico
Audubon, NJ
JulieA Pompizzi Communication k English Minor-
Leadership and Global Understanding
Upper Darby, PA
Resident Student Association, Collegian, National Studer
Partnerships, Peer Educators, Student Judicial Board
Shi Hung Poon
Philadelphia, PA
w~:,_::^.:--
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Melissa Port
Madelphia, PA
iibriel M. Presley Psychology Minor-Biology
Madelphia, PA
[earn Leader, African American Student League, Resident
Assistant, Alpha Epsilon Delta (Pre-Med Honors Society)
/emon Preston History Minor-English & Political Science
Arlington, DC
itudent Government Association, African American
itudent League, Gospel Choir, AIDS Outreach, Phi Alpha
Qieta (History Honors Society)
\nne Proulx Communication Minor-Marketing
Kord, PA
Somen's Rugby Team, Public Relations Club
/iolet Prusinowski Accounting & Marketing
Madelphia, PA
iarah Punderson Communication Minor-Women's
Studies
dand Heights, NJ
\iblic Relations Club, Collegian, Association of Women
ii Communication, Alliance
lames Purdy Marketing Minor-MIS
Viarlton, NJ
Christine M. Purvis Criminal Justice
Philadelphia, PA
Community Development, Criminal Justice Association,
College Republicans, Explorers for Life
Philadelphia, PA
GaitlinQuinn
Huntingdon Valley, PA
Diane Quiroga Psychology & Art History
Mountainside, NJ
National Collegiate Scholar Society, Psi Chi (Psychology
Society), Cancer Awareness Reaching Everyone, Best
Buddies, The Collegian
Ashely Radewonuk
Marcus Hook, PA
Ji Randolph Communication Minor-Marketing
Riverton, NJ
Lambda Pi Eta (Communication Honors Society),
National Society of Collegiate Scholars, La Salle 56, WEXP
Amanda Rauori Accounting
Wildwood Crest, NJ
Accounting Association
Erin E Ray Criminal Justice & Sociology
Reading, PA
Alpha Sipa Tau, Interfraternity & Sorority Council,
Branch Out Day
Adrienne Redfield
Glassboro, NJ
Brandi Reed Speech Language Hearing Science Minor-
Psychology
Milton, DE
National Student Speech Language Hearing Association,
BigBrother/BigSisters, Women's Field Hockey
Mary Reed Psychology Minor-Nutrition
New Britain, PA
Alpha Theta Alpha, La Salle Organization Caring for
Kids, Branch Out Day, Alpha Epsilon Delta (Pre-Med
Honors Society)
Melissa Regan Psychology & Sociology
Philadelphia, PA
Womens Crew Team, Cancer Awareness Reaching
Everyone, Circle K, Psi Chi(Psychology Society)
Tony Reaina Communication Minor-English
SomerdaTe, NJ
Resident Student Association, Collegian, La Salle 56
Erich Reulbach Management Information Systems
Red Bank, NJ
MIS Club, Soccer Team, Track & Field Team, Cross
Country Team
Maria Judith Reyes Social Work
Philadelphia, PA
Neighborhood Tutoring
Cassie Rindock Political Science Minor-Sociology
Allentown, PA
Community Development, Branch Out Day, Circle K
Michelle A Riordan Psychology
Media, PA
Alpha Theta Alpha, Interfraternity-Sorority Council , Psi
Chi (Psychology Honors Society)
Phil Robertson ISBT
Yardville, NJ
Students in Free Enterprise, College Republicans
Anna Rose Robinson Nursing
Meriden, CT
Delta Phi Epsilon, Baccalaureate Associates Nursing
Student Organization, Women's Crew Team
Kahliya Dm Robinson Communication Minor-Religion
Philadelphia, PA
Delta Phi Epsilon, Association for Women in
Communication, Week of Hope
Meghan S. Robinson Accounting
Philadelphia, PA
Honors Program, Beta Alpha (Accounting Society), Beta
Gamma Gamma (Business Society)
Sokhona Roeun Criminal Justice
Philadelphia, PA
ADP Leadership Council, ADP Peer Advising
Marco S. Rolloe Economics & International Studies
Philadelphia, PA
National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Student Econom-
ics Association
Matthew
J.
Romano ISBT Minor-Military Science
Blackwood, NJ
Army ROTC
Shannon Ross
Lancaster, PA
Marc Andre Rostant MIS & Finance Minor-Economics
San Fernando, Trinidad
Men's Soccer Team, Omicron Delta Epsilon (Economics
Honor Society)
Andy
J.
Rowe Business Management Minor-Biology
Brooklyn, NY
Graham Rowe Communication Minor-English
Middletown, CT
The Masque, La Salle 56
Jennifer Marie Rowe Elementary Special Education &
American Studies
Somers Point, NJ
National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Heather Ruby
Willow Grove, PA
Julie Sachson Elementary Special Education
Laurel Springs, NJ
Joel Sackett Digital Art and Multimedia Design Minor-
Marketing
Syracuse, NJ
Amy Sainato Accounting & Marketing
Philadelphia, PA
Commuter and Off-Campus Student Association
Marisa Salmieri
Turnersville, NJ
Kate E Salute Communication Minor-English &
Marketing
Woodbury, NY
The Collegian, Women's Rugby Team, WEXP, BackPac
Senior Index
Jessioa A. Scmdiez Organizational Management Minor-
Spanish
Philadelphia, PA
Academic Discovery Program
Katerine Sarcewicz Marketing & English
Bensalem, PA
American Marketing Association
Gina Sortorio Communication Minor-Elementary and
Special Education
MiMle,NJ
Women's Field Hockey Team, Association of Women in
Communication, Public Relations Club, Neighborhood
Tutoring Program
Lesley Sasso Marketing
Newtown, PA
Diana Sayler
Bethlehem, PA
Candace Scace Biology
Philadelphia, PA
Alpha Theta Alpha
James A Scallan, in Political Science
Rachel Marie Scipio Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Baccalaureate Associates Nursing Student Organization,
Black Nursing Association
Joshua Shrader Mathematics k Computer Science
Hanover Township, PA
Judicial Board, Jazz & Pep Band,Kappa Mu Epsilon
(Mathematics Honors Society)
Jennifer Alexa Shulick Nursing Minor-Psychology
Perkasie, PA
John Shultz History Minor-Education
Sewell, NJ
Men's Football Team, Men's Rugby Team, Alpha Phi
Delta
Gregory Simpson
Philadelphia, PA
Dan Sinclair Finance & Accounting
Broomall, PA
Men's Rugby Team, Honors Program, Gamma Iota Sign
Angela R. Siravo Accounting & Marketing
Philadelphia, PA
Alpha Theta Alpha, Accounting Association
Hollee Smalley Biology/Pre-Med Mmor-Criminal Justice
Secane, PA
Cancer Awareness Reaching Everyone, Dance Team, Ph'
Ocean City, NJ Krysten Seabrook Alpha Beta (Biology Honors Sodety),Alpha Epsilon Deltc
La Salle Ambassadors, Cyber Ambassador, Cancer Bridgeton, NJ (Pre-Med Honors Society) Operation Smile, Health
Awareness Reaching Everyone
Devin D. Sellers Philosophy & History Minor-Education
Occupations Students of America
Jill Schloesser Accounting Stratford, NJ Eric Smith Finance
Philadelphia, PA
Erica Semon
Easton, PA
Stephanie Schuller Philadelphia, PA Joanie Smith Marketing & Management Information
Springfield, PA Systems
Melissa Sgrillo Criminal Justice Minor-Psychology Lonsdale, PA
Martin Schuftz Lawnaest, PA Women's Rowing Team, American Marketing
Bensalem, PA
Michael Shannon Communication Minor-Philosophy
Association
Carolyn Schustrich Galloway, NJ Matthew James Smith Management & Finance
Malvern, PA NewRochelle,NY
Joe Sharp Communication Minor-Philosophy La Salle Ambassadors, African American Student Leagui
Andrea Schwartz Philadelphia, PA
Sigma Phi Epsilon, La Salle 56, WEXP, Resident Student
Men's Basketball
Philadelpha, PA
Association Steven Smith Business Management
Leo Schwartz Political Science Minor-Economics Philadelphia, PA
Pottsville, PA Dan Shi Economics & International Studies Minor- Men's Basketball
Honors Board, Student Government Association, Resident Business Aaministration & Spanish
Student Association, National Society of Collegiate Tianjin, China Michael Sobkow Biology
Scholars Cross Cultural Association, Student Economics Association Bethlehem, PA
Nicole Schwartz Political Science Minor-Women's Studies David Christopher Shockey ISBT Brad Sobon
& French Darby, PA Philadelphia, PA
Lancaster, PA Health Occupations Students of America, Alpha Epsilon
Student Government Association, Alpha Sigma Tau, Peer Delta (Pre-Med Honors Society), Men's Golf Team, Kanitha Sok Finance Minor-Economics
Educators, French Club Collegian Philadelphia, PA
Melissa Short Communication Maria Solete
Philadelphia, PA Ufa, NY
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Gaby P. Solis Management Information Systems Minor-
Digital Arts
""da, PA
Mallory Marie Somerville Biology Minor-Philosophy
Philadelphia, PA
Kelly Strobel Math & Secondary Education
Mt. Laurel, NJ
Peer Educators, Resident Student Association, Kappa '.
Epsilon (Math Honors Society),Cancer Awareness
Reaching Everyone, Community Development
Rachael Tobin Nursing
Women's Soccer
Amanda Marie Tolino Communication & Art History
Union City, NJ
Public Relations Club, Week of Hope, Collegian, Judicial
Alpha Epsilon Delta (Pre-Med Honors Society) Svitlana Stulkivska Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Board, La Salle 56
Angela M. Spence Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Robert Tortorelli, Jr. Communication
Erin N Sutton Psychology Broomall, PA
Abington, PA La Salle 56, WEXP, Alpha Phi Delta
Kelly A. Spencer Nutrition
Glenside, PA Tara Sweeney Corie Elizabeth Tracey Political Science Minor-American
La Salle Explorers Advocating Nutrition, Resident Student Bensalem, Pa Studies
Association, Circle K, Branch Out Day West Hartford, CT
Trina Sweet Resident Student Association
Danielle L Spires Integrated Science Business and Philadelphia, PA
Technology Minor-Business Administration Joseph Traficanti
Harrisburg, PA Tara Tabella Nursing Philadelphia, PA
Women's Rugby, Collegian Cinnaminson, NJ
Patrick Trainor Criminal Justice
Vanessa Spring Amanda Tarczynski English & Spanish Minor- North Hills, PA
Orange, NJ Communication
East Longmeadow, MA Jill Troy Communication
Joamel Springer Computer Science
Philadelphia, PA
Gamma Phi Beta Bristol, PA
La Salle 56
Cross Cultural Association Thomas Taylor Marketing
North Attleboro, MA Lindsey Tyler Integrated Science Business Technology
Michael St Lawrence Rugby Football Club, St. Thomas Moore Pre-Law Society Cape May Court House, NJ
Field Hockey Team, Athletic Relations Committee,Goshen, NY
Sara A. Tease Social Work Student Athletic Committee, Big Brother/Big Sister
Julie Ann Stanoch Nursing Minor-History Hatboro, PA
Robbinsville, NJ Phi Alpha (Social Work Honors Society) Kimberry Tyrol Marketing
Baccalaureate Associates Nursing Student Organization, Farmington, CT
Collegian, Resident Student Association, Judicial Board Kelly Thiel
Media, PA Martin TysM
Michael Starr Marketing Hatboro, PA
Maple Shade, NJ Jasmind Thomas
Bowie, MD Norton Ulad Criminal Justice & Political Science
Daniel Stefanides Philadelphia, PA
Forty Fort, PA Krystin Thomas American/Asian Students Intercultural Association, Army
New York, NY ROTC, Students in Free Enterprise, Branch Out Day
Jason Stevenson
Unionville, PA Tim Thurlow Marketing Christopher Umbrell
Iselin, NJ Delran,NJ
Kathryn Strain
Voorhees, NJ Jennifer Tini Starling Eugene Underwood Nursing
Philadelphia, PA Philadelphia, PA
Nicole June Streeper Psychology
Philadelphia, PA Gina Tinneny Kristin L Van Arsdale Criminal Justice & Sociology7
Peer Educators Cherry Hill, NJ Egg Harbor Twp, NJ
Peer Educator, Women's Track & Field Team
Michelle Stickler Biology Minor-Spanish Colleen F. Tischner Speech Language Hearing Science
Willow Grove, PA Minor-Psychology Joseph A. Vandetty Communication
Make Peace with Animals, Alpha Epsilon Delta (Pre-Med Shamong, NJ Collegeville, PA
Honors Society), Community Development National Student Speech Language Hearing Association,
Neighborhood Tutoring Program, Resident Student
The Masque, Sigma Phi Epsilon
Marcella Strittmatter Communication Association, National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Philadelphia, PA
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Angelino Vasquez Digital Art & Multimedia
Union Qty, Nj
Men's Crew Team
Debra Ann Vento Finance Minor-Risk Management and
Insurance
MilMle,NJ
Delta Phi Epsilon, American Marketing Association
Joe Vento Accounting
MMle,N]
Accounting Association
Gregory Ventura Communication Minor-Sociology
North Reading, MA
Students in Free Enterprise
Matthew Verdelli Marketing k Finance
Hummelstown, PA
Delta Sigma Phi, Men's Rugby
Mark ViaJione Communication
Morris Plains, Nj
Film Society
IisaM Voight Criminal Justice & Sociology
Philadelphia, PA
Gamma Phi Beta, Italian Club, College Republicans, La
Salle's Organization Caring for Children
Adam Voisard Biology
Philadelphia, PA
Sigma Phi Lambda, Health Occupations Students of
America
Senior Index
Robin Volusher Social Work
Gloucester Township, NJ
Delta Phi Epsilon, Cneerleading Team
Anna Vonn Accounting
Philadelphia, PA
Accounting Association
Christopher Votta Finance Minor-Risk Management
and Insurance
Blackwood, NJ
Alpha Phi Delta, Gamma Iota Sigma (Risk Management
Society)
Jamie Wagner Communication Minor-Art History
Pennsauken, NJ
La Salle 56
Nicole Wagner Nursing
Somers Point, NJ
Delta Phi Epsilon, Bacc Association Nursing Student
Organization
John Wahl IE Marketing
Shamong, NJ
Alpha Phi Delta
Jennifer Walker Communication
Levittown, PA
Alpha Theta Alpha
Tiffani Janelle Walker English Minor-Communication
Brooklyn, NY
Step Team, African American Student League, Explorer
Yearbook, Organization of Latin American Students
Anna M. Wallace Nutrition
Levittown, PA
La Salle Explorers Advocating Nutrition
Barbara Jean Wallace Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Elizabeth Walsh Art History
Atlantic Highlands, NJ
Gamma Sigma Sigma, Women in Communication
Association, Circle K
Margaret Walsh Nursing Minor-History
Richboro, PA
Women's Swim Team, Resident Student Association,
Baccalaureate Associates Nursing Student Organization,
La Salle's Organization Caring for Kids
Rebecca Walters
Perkasie, PA
Breanne A. Ward Accounting Minor-Spanish
Holland, PA
Alpha Theta Alpha, La Salle Ambassadors, La Salle's
Organization Caring for Kids, Best Buddies, University
Ministry & Service
Kevin Warg Marketing
Plymouth Meeting PA
Men's Track & Field Team
Kristen M Warner Communication Minor-Art History
Wall Township, NJ
Alpha Sigma Tau
Sharisse Essence Washington Sociology
Bronx, NY
La Salle Gospel Choir, Step Team, African American
Student League, Organization of Latin American
Students, Sexual Assault and Violence Ends
Tashma Watson Nursing Minor-Health Care
Administration
Brooklyn, NY
Baccalaureate Associates Nursing Student Organization
Christopher D. Way Criminal Justice
West Deptford, N]
Track & Field Team, Cneerleading Team
Mark West Marketing
Folcroft, PA
Men's Lacrosse
[olene Westroad Psychology
Glen Mills, PA
Peer Educators, Natioanl Society of Collegiate Scholars
Leah Ann Wheeler Poltical Science
Boyertown, PA
Women's Lacrosse Team
Patrick Whipkey Communication
Marlton, NJ
Masque, La Salle 56, WEXP, Alpha Phi Delta, GAELS
Barbie Whitfield-Weston Nursing
Philadelphia, PA
Minority Student Nursing Association
Kathleen Whitfield Social Work
Ashburn, VA
Women's Rugby Team
Przemyslaw Wiczynski Economics & International Studi
Minor-German & Business Administration
Skiemiewice, Poland
German Club, Central Eastern European Society
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jourtney E B. Wienslaw Communication
Son,a
'oung Republicans, Student Government Association,
\ssociation for Women in Communication
fslie Wierenga
vlorrisville, Pa
todrea Lynn Wiese Marketing
Madelpnia, PA
Patrick Wirt Marketing
Philadelphia, PA
Cancer Awareness Reaching Everyone, Soup Kitchen, Best
Buddies, Collegian
Jennifer Elizabeth Wisnieski Speech Language Hearing
Science Minor-Psychology
East Hampton, CT
National Student Speech Language Hearing Association,
GAELS
Lisa A. Young Criminal Justice
Manalapan, NJ
Delta Phi Epsilon, The Masque
Jeffrey Yurcan Communication
Brewster, NY
Delta Sigma Phi
Sasha Zaballero Psychology & English
Durham, NC
Collegian, La Salle Ambassadors, ACEs, Cancer Awareness
Jan Wilcox Catherine Wohlrab Nutrition Minor-Biology Reaching Everyone
Eorona, NY Laurel Springs, NJ
Women's Track Team, La Salle Explorer i Advocating Brian Zaleski Political Science Minor-Philosophy
taymond Wiley Nutrition Philadelphia, PA
Carlton, NJ
Sonya Wood
Lacrosse Club
Matthew Williams Communication & Digital Art and Philadelphia, PA Jennifer Zangrilli
Multimedia Pottstown, PA
Madelpnia, PA Amanda Woods
I Salle 56, Collegian, WEXP, Commuter & Off Campus Cincinnati, OH Janine Zappone
itudent Association, Lambda Pi Eta (Communication Media, PA
Mors Society) Daniel T. Woods Finance & MIS
tosalind R. Williams Business Administration Minor-
iivironmental Science
Madelpnia, PA
\lexis V. Wilson Communication Minor-Psychology &
inglish Literature
'ennsauken, NJ
National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Psi Chi (Psychol-
)gy Honors Society), Explorers for Life
\shley V. Wilson Communication Minor-Mathematics
'ennsauken, NJ
ZircleK
jassandra A. Wilson Education Minor-Psychology
Madelphia,PA
(elly Anne Wilson Nursing
AtetMilford,NJ
Explorer Ambassadors, Resident Student Association,
iaccolaureate Associates Nursing Student Organization
Mate Wilson Communications Minor-History
Delron, NJ
-a Salle 56, Branch Out Day
\lonza Winfield Criminal Justice k Sociology
Madelphia, PA
Lrack & Field, Commuter and Off-Campus Students
3enn
J.
Winters Digital Arts and Multimedia Design
Viinor-Communication
fricktown, NJ
Circle K, Resident Student Association, New Media Club
Broomall, PA
GAELS, Rugby Club
Lauren Woods
Akron, OH
Phillip Worrell Communication
Runnemede, NJ
Public Relations Club
James Wright
Doylestown, PA
Laura Wuerth Marketing & Economics
Jenkintown, PA
Peer Educators, Honors Board, National Society of
Collegiate Scholars
AdamJ.WzorekISBT
Qarks Summit, PA
Interfraternity and Sorority Council, Delta Sigma Phi,
Student Judicial Board, ISBT Club, Men's Lacrosse
Michael
J
Yacobaca Markeing & Finance
Pottsville, PA
Habitat for Humanity, AIDS Outreach, Branch Out Day,
Soup Kitchen, Neighborhood Tutoring
Sara Yannarella Elementary and Special Education
Moorestown, NJ
Stephanie A. Yost Finance & Marketing
Philadelphia, PA
Gamma Iota Sigma (Risk Management Society), Honors
Program, National Society of Collegiate Scholar
Kelly Zavertnik Qiminal Justice & Sociology
Miami Shores, FL
Women's Gew Team, Athletic Relations Council, Peer
Educators, Circle K, Criminal Justice Association
ColeenZisa
Lonsdale, PA
Jason Zurn
Maple Shade, NJ
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/ /
o muck of wkat is great kas sprung from tke close-
ness of familu ties. /
~ James A. Barrie
i
I I
I I
/ JTke easiest wavj to get tkrougk anytking, is to kave tke
support of famikj and friends. On tke following pages,
many of tkese Support systems kave expressed tkeir feel-
ings of pride and love for tke graduating class of 2005. In
everytking-you do in life, remember to return tke favor.
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Congratulations
and
Best (JClisbes
to the
2003 Graduates
of
School of pursing
Ftealtb Sciences Programs:
Nursing
Nutrition
Speecb-Canguage-f)earing Science
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You have always been a shining
star to Grandpop and me
Love always, Grandmom
Scotty,
We wish you a life filled with
many wonderful adventures.
ThanK you for mafong us so proud
and adding so much happiness
to our lives.
Love, Mom, Dad and Laura
~ Stow*
Scott, charting his course to U Salle
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Oh, the place#you'll IffljHBigratulations!
Today is your day.
You're off to Great Places!
You're off and away!
4
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CONGRATULATIONS
DANIEL BROOKS!
On this special day in your life,
we want you to know how
proud we are of you and your
accomplishments. May your
future be filled with nothing
but the best in life.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Matt, Mo, Roxie, & Grandmom
<a
a:
We are so
proud of you
Jaclyn! Love,
Mom, Dad
Jimmy and
Joey
"Jo give less than uour best is
to sacrifice the gift."
- Steve Prefontaine
All our love to you, Dan!
Mom, Dad, Shaun and Dennis
Congratulations and Qood ^uck
to
£?ur favorite graduate
£ytw JQatwcU Qnvey
\\l?e love you very very much
and
"\/ou make us very very proud
<VT)om and ^nd
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To my princess:
I have always known that
you are an achiever and
always knew that you
would out weigh the
challenge and have a
Victorious ending.
(Congratulations in achieving uour
Oacnelor ]J)egree,
J
love uou
J
rincess.
Love, Mommy
Alexandra Jo]
Zaballero
To our dearest Sasha,
You are a beautiful
daughter and sister to
our family. We don't
doubt you will achieve
greater rewards as you
continue on the journey
of life. We are so proud
of you and your accom-
plishments!
Congratulations!
God Bless you always. Qitte thanks unto. the. £wd, fwM&w
good, fax (lis Hindnea etuhvies puteuet.
Love, 3 CAwnide* 16:34
Mom, Dad, and Des
You have always
succeeded in keeping
the photographers down
and the hair up.
Best wishes for continued
success in all you do.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Katie, and Paul
i
OLAS wants to thank its
seniors for all of their
dedication and hard
work.
Thank you Seniors
and
Good Luck
with achieving
your future goals.
tDewc ££lza,
May, the joy, and dpvrit of uowt £aSa££ian Community,
experience inapke you and guide you thmughout uowt dife.
We one ve%y ptoud of. you!
£oue,
Mom and 3)ad
_ han A Link -
Class of2005
You live your life with a
tender and caring It
We are so proud ofyou
and
We believe in you.
Congratulations on your
graduation -
All our love,
Mom and Dad
"You will be running to the far corners of the universe;...
Run!
Be strong."
(Mescalero Apache Song)
Becky - All our love and best wishes - foreverl
We're so proud of youT
Mom and Dad
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<7fo La Salle Singers
congratulates
the < :_/Jj
f
especially-
CoHgrattoCatioHs Mawm
We're so proud of you.
Gtme JHwtie ffwu&t, ffiXL
"Gnne" = "gmce, chwtm, tn&icy,"
Mau uou crfutau* Be hue to ifmix name.
We Cove uou
Mom S)ad, and JVate
love, Mom and AAaria
"I believe that the very purpose of our life is to seek happiness... If you maintain a feeling of
compassion, loving kindness, then something automatically opens your inner door." - Dalai Lama
Matt, we hope that inner door continues to lead vou down
a road of happiness and opportunity. We love you, Jen, Jill & Dale
Continue to follow your dreams.
Love, Dad
Matthew- Gift of God
Matt, Like I have said so
many times... the
meaning of your name
says it all-"Gods Gift"
and you truly are.
Love, Mom
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IllBlif
From Cape Cod, Lake George and NYC
To California, Montana and Aspen, Colorado
From Niagara Falls and Montreal, Canada
To Barbados, Jamaica and Mexico
and even, "Down Under"
You already know your boundaries are limitless
So is our love and pride of you
and all you have accomplished.
Love,
Mom & Dad
G'ma Marie Moffa
Congratulations!
We are very proud of you!
Love, Mom & Dad
Zo^Cynth
Only. ssion can bring great things, C
To Cynthia
Che pur^
To Cynthia
^ongrat&Smfc*
unthia* -*
u are a k>
ihave S purpose andachi
Je.ndy, Jake
rity, CongVS/tulations, May the light
Myea, Carlos and kids.
To Cynthia
Success comes to those thai make theirgoal ^ittMare
not have, left and con
\e that you
ied'everything you gat
Snge^Gjlwa and TZritta*
e start , they are already within you,
Mp inside and achieve ihe rest ofyourgoak.
Love Towpny
Kie allare very proud ofyou
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Dear Cynthia,
Kk' re very proud ofyou
Uou have seen the good in
evetything.
Oiven frow your he&rt,
And inspired evetyone with
your spirit.
Mumble in your'accomplishments,
tyem have alfawedCtods light to shine through you
Kk wish you aU the love and fitlfftiiwut you have given to everyone
Kh* know, youlifhffiM great success in Oraduate School
OurL^ve
Temando, Anita & Temandito
x^-—
Y/a 1 nfttVA ut Millit tilt 1 1 iii ii (tin iH 1
Ljou were created by ttiw.„
And them is no one
Quite Ufa you
No wonder evetybody loves yout
tyou wem blessed fau Him».
Andgiven a heart and spirit
That you have used
to serve others
h)e are so proudofyou!
Congratulatbnslli
frJith great love,
Ktami. Papi your brothers Israel
and Javier, Marilyn and tttana.
ERIN
iiys remember the fun and the frfiendish in
firoirn your college years.
We know that you'll also remieinmber
the hard work and studlying:.
Now fit's time to inmove forwardl in your life,
We aire so proudl of you.
We wish you the best in life,
Mary you findl happiness andl
success in all that you dlo,
Witlhi love frown Dadl,- Moinm aimdl Marilyn,
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Congratulations Andrew McDonald!
Love/ Mom/ Dad/ Mike & Katie
Che
Hrrington family
Jeffrey, Cillian, Jenifer, Selena
sends
Congratulations
to
3ulia Hrrington
You are the first of the three shining stars. May your tojbt continue to guide the
others. (Oe believed in vou and youvc done it.
Cove Mom & Dad
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A;iI;is/i;i Meole Crmium
(four fattiilif expresses its
Priie and Pleasure on ijoiir special daij.
Dear Tash,
You are truly a special person, and we feel fortunate to have
been given the gift of a daughter like you. Please know that no
matter where you may be or where you might go, you'll always
be right here with us, in a special place in our hearts.
Love, Mommy £ Daddy
To My Big Sister,
I might be taller than you, but I'll always look up to you.
Cove Jaw
Congratulations Tasha,
We are so proud ofyou and all your accomplishments.
When you let God direct your path, you will succeed.
We Love You,
Hour grandparents, Charlie £ Bertha
You Go Girl,
Congratulations on your graduation. We knew you
could do it, and you did. We are so proud of you.
Keep doing what you're doing. We love you Boo!
Cove, Aunt Mania, Big Gene, terry, til Gene,
Hum l. Milieu
Dear Tasha,
Congratulations on your college graduation.
Cove Uncle Signu £ Aunt Jessie
Hi Tasha,
Keep doing your thang, because you
definitely got it going on. We are so
proud of you.
Cove, Aunt Mary & Jranhee
Hey Ms. Prishie Foot,
You make me so proud.
Cove, Aunt Dorothy
To Lil Natalie,
Congratulations, and good luck to you
Cove, Auntie Pearl
We wish you success & happiness.
Cove, Wendy, Steve, Jazmin £ Amir
We are so proud of you.
To Our Pearest Rom
Go Ron! fro Ron!
We are very proud of you!
We love you!!!
Pad, Mow, Kuya, Rhea
La Salle University
* 6f<rc£ u-oAt. of 2-&OJ '
(Parasfcgvi %akmis
Thank you for blessing us with laughter and love
Live life to the fullest and follow you heart
No matter where you go we will always be here!
Congratulations!
Mom & Dad
[The Masque of La Salle University would like to
wish the best of luck to the Class of 2005!
2001/2002
How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying
A Midsummer Night's Dream
2002/2003
Footloose
And Then There Were None
2003/2004
All in the Timing
The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas
The Laramie Project
Godspell
2004/2005
Impromptu
Cabaret
The Hot L Baltimore
You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown
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The fa Salle Step Team would like to congratulate our
senior members,
To the Class of 2005;
Jessica Cockrell, Soi\jm Kelfrj, fbony WMchael,
Tiffani Walker; and Sharisse Washington
We wishjou all the best of luck!!
Patron Ads
Kassandra Keating: Kasey, I am so proud of you! Congratulations.
Love Mom
James A. Scallan ID: Congratulations Jim. Love, your sister Melissa & Dad
Matthew
f.
Verdelli: Congratulations on a job well done. Love you,
Mom k Dad
Sarah Jeanne Punderson: Conptulations! We are so proud of you.
Luv Mom & Dad
Michael P. Gallen: Congratulations! Good luck at Cambridge. Mom & Dad
Maureen McElaney: We are so very proud of you! Love Dad & Mom
Maureen McElaney: You are the best! Love Brian & Danny
Maureen McElaney: I'm proud of you! Love Chrissy
Steve M. Grosso: We are very proud of you and all you have
accomplished. Best of luck in your future. Love, your family
Emily Marie Chmieleski: Emily you've made us very proud. Love,
Mom&DadXO
Jamie C Wagner: We love you and are so proud of you. Mom & Dad
Jeff Yurcan: You always make us proud! Love, Mom, Dad, Byran
Phillip Worrell: Congrats, there R no words 2 say how proud we R of U.
Love, Mom & Dad
Phil Worrell: Congrats, Phil. Can I have your room? Love, Sarah - Love ya!
Phil WoneE: Congrats, Phil. I want your room. Love, Sophie - Love ya 2!
Phil Worrell: I don't need your room, but send cash. I'm still a student.
Theresa
Laura Jean Wuerth: Congratulations! Love Mom, Dad, Bob and
Kathleen '03
Laura Jean Wuerth: Hurry home. I've missed you! Love, Bailey
Laura Jean Wuerth: You're the best! Congrats! Love Me-Mom, Linda, Judy
Matthew Williams: Job Well Done! Congrats!! Love, Mom and Dad
Matthew Williams: Conptulations! Great job. Love George Trad Owen
Jill E. Randolph: You have made me the proudest mom in the world.
May all your dreams come true. I love you sweety.
David Michael Matthews: We are proud of you. Best of luck in all you do!
Natalie M. Cappiali: May happiness and success be yours. Love, Mom XO
Natalie M. Cappiali: Warm wishes for the best in life. Love, Grctndmom
Natalie M. Cappiali: Realize your goals & dreams. Love, Aunts & Cousins
Scott R. Gehringer: You not only proved you were good, but one of the
best! Love, Mom & Dad
Jeffrey Scott Masiak: You are our number one guy. Love, Mom and Dad
Gregory Johnstone: Pursue your dreams. The future is yours! Mom & Dad
Nicole June Streepen May you be as proud as we are of you. Love you,
Dad & Mom
Nicole June Streepen Our first college grad Love & best wishes. G&G S
Nicole June Streepen I am so proud of you. Be happy in all you do.
Love, Gram
Carolyn Moffo: We are so proud of you and love you so much
Jaclyn Ellis: Aaannythinc, you want!! Love, Nan and Pop
Jaclyn Ellis: Conptulations! You did it! Love, Mom, Dad, Jim-n-Joe
Katie McGowan: To every end there's a new beginning. Mom Sean & Ka
Katie McGowan: Follow your heart. Follow your dreams.
AuntMoUKB&T
Katie McGowan: May the wind always be at your back. Love the Puco's
Kathleen McGowan: Always be yourself, the girl we love.
Nana & Grandpa
Stephanie S. Avila: Dear Steph, Conptulations. We are so proud of you!
Love Mom & Dad
Stephanie S. Avila: Dear Steph, I love you sis. Congrats. Love, Raisa
Stephanie S. Avila: Dear Steph, I am happy for you. Congrats. Love, Gail
Jessica Dischley: Conptulations!!! I'm so proud of you. Love Mom
Geoffrey Moran: Well done! We are very proud of what you have
accomplished. The Moran Family
Adam C Voisard: Conptulations, we love you & you make us proud.
Your family
Elizabeth M. Meehan: Conptulations Lizzie. Love Mom Dad Bernie Qui
Daniela Theresa Passalacqua: Daniela, we are so proud of you!
Love, your family
Renetta Sarah Penglase: Our only girl. We are so proud of you. You did it
Mom & Dad
Sarah Beth Geisler: You reached the star. We love you, A&E
Mom and Dad
Janine M. Zappone: We're proud of you! All the best! Zappone Family
Janine M. Zappone: You are a shining star - Conptulations! Uncle Mark
Janine M. Zappone: Conptulations! You did an anwesome job!
Love, Mike
Janine M. Zappone: Great job! I'm so proud - today and always!
Love, Mom
Kimberly A. Maw: Heart of my life. I'm proud of you, my dear daughter.
Kimberly A. Maw: You did it girl! I am so proud of you big sister.
Patrick Callahan Whipkey: La Salle in 4 on Uber. Ifs an Irish thing.
Luv,CMMS
Kathryn Horsman: Conptulations Katy! We're so proud of you.
Mom/Bob
Nathan Joseph Wilson: Conptulations! You did it. We're proud of you!
Matthew Pernice: Conptulations You will go far. Love your family
Violet Prusinowski: We are proud of you and all your accomplishments,
Love Mom, Cathy, Peter
Lauren Aleksinas: I'm so proud of you! Conptulations! Love you, Mom
Lauren Aleksinas: You are the light of my life. Gongrats! Love, Dad
Jessica Lynne Eisele: Gah, Gmapa, Gpam looking down with pride.
Love, Mom&Dad
Jessica Lynne Eisele: Conptulations, you're my role model. Thanx.
Love, Jon
Jessica Lynne Eisele: Hatred confuses life; love harmonizes it. Mil - fas
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Patron Ads
Jessica Lynne Eisele: Jess, learn, let go, and love with pride. Jasz&B
Alaina McAuliffe: I am so proud of you! Love Mom-Mom & Pop-Pop too!
Alaina McAuliffe: Forever by your side, Loving you always - Jake McGurk
Alaina McAuliffe: Great job! We love you. Uncle Jack and the Bundle
Alaina McAuliffe: Congratulations! Love, Amy and Scott
Alaina McAuliffe: Chicken cutlets whenever you want! Rosetta
Alaina McAuliffe: You have grown into a perfect niece! Uncle Frank XO
Alaina McAuliffe: A kitchen stool awaits you. Cheers! Love Mom & Guy
Alaina McAuliffe: Beauty-Wisdom-Sensitivity-Greatness! Thafs you! Mom
Alaina McAuliffe: Way to go kiddo! Love, Guy
Alaina McAuliffe: Congratulations. I am so proud of you!
Love, Mom XOXO
Alaina McAuliffe: From Basils thru La Salle - You did dance!
Love you, Mom
Alaina McAuliffe: Alia Salute! Love you, Aunt Marylou & Uncle Michael
Alaina McAuliffe: Great job I'm very proud of you! Love, Aunt Cassy
Alaina McAuliffe: Shared Wisdom=Endless Rewards! Love you, Aunt Ann
Sarah E. Kovacs: We are very proud of you. God Bless. Love Always
Anthony Daniel Pizzo: May all your dreams come true. We love you,
Mom & Dad
Anthony Daniel Pizzo: We are proud of you, Congratulations!
Love, Jim & John
Kelly A Montgomery: We wish you success and happiness.
Love, Mom and Dad
Kelly A. Montgomery: Best of luck to you. Love, Erin
Meghan Elizabeth Arnold: Congrats! Good luck in your nursing career
Kristen Warner: AST Greece Frats Manor RentsWknd Palestra ComArt
Amy M. Juhasz: Way to go Amy! Love ya Ann & Cheyanne XOXOXO
Amy M. Juhasz: Conptulations to 1 great daughter. Luv, Mom & Allan
Amy M. juhasz: You make me proud. Love Mom-Mom Guille
Jessica Lee Cockrell: Yes! You did it! With God, all things are possible
Jessica Lee Cockrell: May God continue to bless you and be your guide.
Jessica L Cockrell: Congrats, Jessica! I am so proud. You are my niece!
Jill Lauren Krupa: We love you and are so very proud. Conptulations!
Mom & Dad
Jill Lauren Krupa: Way to go sis! You did it! Love Kim, Meg, Eric, & Onyx
Leah Wheeler: LA.W. - We're so very proud of you! Dad & Mom
Rosemarie C Leone: Congratulations! I am so proud of you. Love Mom
Rosemarie C Leone: Congratulations! Love Aunt Carol and family
Rosemarie C Leone: Congratulations! Uncle Mike Aunt Liz and Kate
Rosemarie C Leone: Way to go! Love Barbara, Brett and Brittany
Lisa Maria Voight: Congratulations on reaching your important goal!
Mom & Dad
Amy Marriott: Congratulations Amy, we're so proud of you. Love,
Mom & Dad
Amy Marriott: Way to go Amy, we're so proud of you! The Marriotts
Billy Cosentino: God's perfect will awaits you. Follow His light. Mom&Dad
Billy my brother & friend: Follow your heart k live out your dream
Love Gianna
Eileen C Burrowes: Conptulations Eileen! Love Mom, Dad and Anna
Thomas F Jordan: The far off hills are the greenest. Enjoy the climb.
Mom & Dad
Teresa M. Ferrara: We love you Teresa, Conpts! Mom, Dad, John,
and Paula
Francesco Latrano: We are very proud of you Good luck! Love,
Mom & Papa
Francesco Latrano: Tonti auguri per uno splendi do awenire Bad, i Nonni
Francesco Latrano: Conptulations! Much success. Love, Marco
Francesco Latrano: Celebra I Tuoi Sogni! Abbracci Mamma E Papa
Matthew Charles Joram: Good luck in future endeavors. Love Mom Mom
& Pop Pop
Lindsey Tyler: Best of luck! We're proud of you. MeeMom & MomMom
Lindsey Tyler: We wish you the best. Kelli, Jack and Families
Kayci QDonnell: Conptulations Kayci! We are all so proud of you
Mary E. Reed: Conptulations! We are so proud of you! Love, MLC
Albert Einstein Healthcare Network
and La Salle University:
proud to serve our community together.
Barry Freedman Jack F. Adler, Jr.
President and Chief Executive Officer Chairman of the Board of Trustees
Albert Einstein
Healthcare Network
mk Jefferson Health System
Albeit Einstein Medical Center • Belmont Behavioral Health • Einstein at Elkins Park
Germantown Community Health Services • MossRehab • Willowcrest • Willow Terrace
MC-5 124-04 © 2004 AEHN
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What's our Passion?
It's simple ... we love caring for people. That's the best part about being a nurse
at Jeanes Hospital - everyone shares our passion for making people feel better.
Jeanes has been providing compassionate care to our community since 1928.
They believe in treating the whole person— body, mind and spirit.
Combined with the resources of the Temple University Health System,
the heartfelt philosophy at Jeanes makes this a great place
to be a patient. And a wonderful place to be a nurse. r
:
%i
To learn more, call 215-728-2113.
Jeanes Hospital
Temple Uivosiy -'i/l-Sr
www.jeanes.coni
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Phone
ahead
for fast pick
up
5826 Henry Avenue
Philadelphia. Pa 19128
*0>
««
Mon-Thur 11 AM to 1 AM
Fri-Sat 11 Am to 2 AM
Sun 11 AM to 11 PM
&&^®B
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E-mail: jburke®
mid-atlanticpkg.com
Mobile #215-527-4802
John Burke
CFO/SEC
/
BETH SHOLOM CONGREGATION
6231 OLD YORK ROAD
ELKINS PARK, PA 19027
\
Pollack's Herbs & Vitamin Center
5925 N. Broad St.
Philadelphia, PA 19141
215-549-4372
Conmtutotions to the hSalle Class of 2005
V /
Our 'Beautiful 'Exterior
3-fouses JA
y/eCcoming Interior
All Students are invited and welcome
To Attend our Shabbat Services
Every Friday night and Saturday morning
ONE LOGAN SQUARE
SUITE 2650
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103
215-656-4140
FAX 2 15-656-4 1 50
jdotzman@staiboordcapttal.c
TRI-STATE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC.
100 Wood Street, Bristol, PA 19007
Ed Long
Exec. Vice President
Corporate Phone: (215)785-2565 Fax Phone: (215)785-2312
Website: www.tristatetele.com Internet: Elong100@aol.com
Congrats
Glass
of
a<9<95r
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215.855.8000 phone
www.mccalllonstafIing.com
mccalllonmv@mccalllongroup.com
(215)928-9411
FAX 928-NICK
is&-«**'4s?$j I find
vest on your journey
^Wm@nm$m\ come worship at
ml Our Lady of Hope
fffil
"
:m?l
:
:
t r . ff 2/5 529 8/00
flick's J&oast 7$ee.{>
Oi? CuH
16 S. 2nd Street • Pltila., PA 1 M 1 06
Ph: 215-842-0122
Fax:215-368-7216
GEPPERT RECYCLING
Container Service (or Metal and Trash
Specialty Demolition Services
Propane Filling Station
DAVID A. GEPPERT
geppertrecycling ©comcast.net
Salvatore. Tony & Maddalena D'Angclo
(215)843-2643
(215)843-2644
OSKAR POHL
GERMANTOWN WELDING CO.
I EAST PRICE ST. PHILADELPHIA.
2 15-549-4843- Store
215-549-2306 -Fax
'Pamitcf "Deli & &tfvUH?
• WEDDINGS • CORPORATE EVENTS
• BOXED LUNCHES • PRIVATE PARTIES
• HOAGIE FUND RAISERS
2 1 5-53 7-9500
800-822-3984
X202
Whs
EUJSCOr
Quality Since 1 854
1 50™ anniversary
Eugene A. Kestenbaum
President / CEO
2835 Bridge Street, Philadelphia, PA I9I37
'(
: n
RAMOS & ASSOCIATES, INC.
JOSE I. RAMOS
PRESIDENT
(215)482-2800
FAX (21 5) 482-8789
Catering For
All Occasions
142 West Champlost Ave.
Phila., PA 19120
HORIZON HOUSE
120S. 301b Steel
PNIadelphia. PA 19104-3403
215-384-3633
|
Fax: 215-386-4854
www.hhlnc.org
ISMP
Institute for Safe Medical Practices
1 800 Bayberry Road
Huntington Valley, PA 1 9006
215-947-7797
Apple Transportation Co., Inc. ^bJC
Apple Storage Co., Inc. |S
Phillip Johnson
Sales Representative
780 S. 52nd Street
Philadelphia, pa 19143
(215)476-44(10
(215) 472-4200
FAX (215) 476-2858
215-849-9006 • 215-849-9005 faxJ- 1 i u
• I 3246 Conrad Street
Phila. PA 19126
Grace P. Knight
Certified Public Accountant
225 S. 1 5th Street
Phila. PA 19102
United Floral Service, Inc. 800-888-1211
4700 Whsablckon Avenue 215-842-1700
Philadelphia, PA 19144 Fax: 215-842-1702
Duilnctlve Flower* Delleeretl ...for Builneu, Home and Special OecailOKs
6410 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA 19126
310 Second Street Pike, Southampton, PA 1 8966
215.927.5800 1.800.622.6410 Fax: 215.927.3110
E-mail: infoffgoldsteinsfuneral.com
Singer Equipment Co.
MMMMMMMLWm
Two
Sili-Service Supersiarts
Open to
till Public
China, Glassware & Flatware
Janitorial! & Cleaning Supplies
Paper & Disposables
Kitchen Supplies & Cookware
Equipment & Furniture, New & Used
Kitchen Design
Ernlo Vogt
"Trie "StAt^lAHAMtlMiOK
& /4tct* %>odtf Setotu
427-29 W. QUEEN LANE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 10144
STATE INSPECTION
COMPLETE AUTO & TRUCK REPAIRS
PIROEFF, INC.
335 bm.1,1 Avenue. Frcr. PA
wuxr
Southern
PRIDE
BALLANTYNE
Chkben on the Run
v.plroeffinc.
ESH Home Inspection Services
476 MANHEIM STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19144
OFFICE -215-844-2885
www.Eshinspect.com
MELVIN ESH
Member or
American Society of Home Inspectors
PA Pest Management Association
NJ Home Inspect Lic.# 025400
Philadelphia LJc.# 000023
Office depot.
Photography
610-521-5252
Fax 610-521-3218
kellyondmassa@rcn.com
Vincent J. Massa
416-D Governor Printz Blvd. • Lester, PA 19029
m Patrick J. McFadden, AIA, NCARB
McFADDEN ARCHITECTS
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
282 LlowelK/n Road • Box 487 • Choiler Hoighls. PA 1 901 7-0487
1410)459-1550 Fax:(410|459-O222 E-Mail: McFadAIAOeroli.cor
Cheryl Abbey
Account Manager
Five Neshamminy Interplex, Suite 101
Trevose, PA 19053
Phone: (215) 244-2230, x3301 Fax: (215) 244-2233
Customer Service: (800) 578-9675
email: cabbey@officedepot.com
Wholesale Distributors
RONNIE'S AUTO PARTS
6037 Gcrmajitown Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19144
Phone: 215-848-6250
215-848-9613
Fax: 215-848^1632
Energy Products Company
(SPECIAUSTS IN BOILER PLANT EQUIPMENT)
868 SUSSEX BLVD.
BROOMALL, PA 1900B
610-544-3400
FAX610-544-3406
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215-224-5770
215-224-5787
Fax 215-224-5788
jWfflWl
GREAT NAME IN REAL ESTATE
CH 5608-10 N. BROAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19141
DELAWARE VALLEY'S
DEMOLITION EXPERTS
3101 Trewigtown Road
Colmar, PA 18915-0081
WILLIAM A. GEPPERT, JR.
La Salle '45
GEPPERT
bros. inc.
Phone: (215)822-7900
Fax: (215) 822-0635
CONGRATULATIONS
TO LA SALLE UNIVERSITY'S
GRADUATING CLASS OF 2005
THANK YOU
FOR YOUR PATRONAGE
^MANAYUNK^
BREWERY AND RESTAURANT
4120 MAIN STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19127
215.482.8220
WWW.MANAYUNKBREWERY.COM
(JijARC
^^5^ Ogontz A\venue Revitalization Corporation
CoiA-grfltu-Ldtioi^s
§
B-estWishes!
1536 Haines Street
Philadelphia, PA 19126
www.ogontzave.org
Tel: (215) 549-9462
Fax:(215)927-1856
E-mail: info@ogontzave.org
Ransome
|
At Giles & Ransome, we've assembled a
skilled and knowledgeable team of
specialists in equipment sales, rentals,
parts, and service. We understand
your equipment needs and we are
dedicated to helping you.
www.ransome.com
(800) 900-4CAT
im* Take Kaplan. <#TTfr
jET Score higher. **"*• $53* •
Classes starting soon in the Philadelphia Region.
Also, we have FREE practice tests and information seminars every
month. Please call for details. Class space is limited.
Call or visit us online today to enroll!
KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
*Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.
Enjoy Herr's FREE Snack Factory Tout. .
Sample tasty snacks, tresii and warm from our
cookers, With guided, tours, git! snap, Chtpper's
Cafe, video and mote, we ofter families, Softools
and bus tours lots ai fun! It's a day trip est freej:
:
educational fun you'll remember forever.v
Handicap and wheetchaif accessible. A>
TEEN CHALLENGE
INTERNATIONAL
The Proven Cure Far The Drug Epidemic
PHILADELPHIA
Richard Dodridge
Director
PO Box 41 96
Philadelphia, PA 19144
Phone: 215.849.2054
Email: rick.dodridge@verizon.net
www.teenchallenge.com
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IPENN^ <MAID
i since 192?
www.pennmaid.com
Have your wedding in the unique Franklin Room. An
elegant ballroom, with accommodations for 250+, that
features a beautiful view of the Ben Franklin Bridge
and a spacious dance floor.
Fresh in-iouse hors d'oeuvres include
Chicken Teriyaki or Bacon Wrapped Scallops.
Our many menu selections, such as Roast Sirloin or
Honey Baked Ham, are available at a carving station.
Other entrees include our individually made Flounder
Stuffed with Crabmeat.
AFTER DINNER CORDIAL BAR,
as well as on-site ceremonies, we also offer special
rates, and easy access, to area hotels. We are handi-
capped accessible.
OUR WEDDING PACKAGES
START AT $40PP.
For all your Catering
Needs, our packages
start at $15PP.
fin
3rd & Spring Garden Streets
Phila., PA 19123
215-574-9240 fax:215-574-9281
Web: www.finnigans.com EMAIL: philalrish@aol.com
Philadelphia Commercial
Development Corporation
Curtis Jones Jr., President & Chief Executive Officer
Mbmilktaig N<£igWb©irlk©©dl§
JBmillldiiiEtg SmjiH ®msii&<£s§<£§
Being an entrepreneur
can be scary... but you
don't have to do it on
your own...
The Philadelphia Commercial Development Corporation (PCDC), is driven by the philosophy that strong businesses equal strong
communities. That's why we continue to promote entrepreneurial development by building partnerships and supporting neighborhood
development projects and enterprises.
Come visit our state-of-the-art Small Business Support Center (SBSC), explore our innovative small business loan funds and participate
in our monthly business development workshops. For those who wish to start their own business, PCDC presents the Self Employment
Assistance Program (SEAP), an eight (8) week entrepreneurial training and technical assistance initiative. We even bring important
information to you through our weekly cable program, "Handling Your Business™," on Monday evenings on Time Warner & Comcast
Cable Channel 66. The show also airs on LaSalle University's Channel 56.
We bring together business owners and associations, developers, community residents, financial institutions and Philadelphia city
government to create an attractive environment for public and private investment in neighborhood economic development initiatives.
PCDCs bottom-line is empowering neighborhoods through economic opportunity.
Philadelphia Commercial Development Corporation
For more information on the (SEAP) Se , f Employment
1315 Walnut Street Suite 500 Philadelphia, PA 19107
Assjstance Programj p|ease contact
'
Ms .y^ D
y
udiey
.-, j
1^90-2200 (215)790-3920
www.philadelpniacommercial.org
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How far I go in my career is truly up to me and my abilities. Sure, every
company says that, but at Enterprise, it's actually true. When I produce results,
I get promoted, and I've seen incredible earning potential since day one.
Enterprise doesn't expect me to be this great businessperson overnight. They
train me. Support me. Reward me when I perform. I'm fast-tracking in a $7.4
billion company with 57,000 people from all walks of life. Yet it's still a tight-knit
culture where energetic people take ownership of their careers.
And I really enjoy that.
My bfflwvd thtwftLM
IgflEnterprise]
Apply online at:
www.enterprise.com/careers.
Or contact:
Allison James, Regional Recruiting Supervisor
phone: (215) 946-1619, ext. 209
e-mail: allison.m.james@erac.com
EOE/MFDV
©2005 Enterprise Rent-A-Car Company.
CONNELL'S WINDOW TREATMENTS INC.
"A SHADE OF DISTINCTION"
WINDOW SHADES • VENETIAN BLINDS
MINI BLINDS • VERTICAL BLINDS PLEATED SHADES
DRAPERIES • RADIATOR ENCLOSURES • WALLPAPER
National Transmission
Exchange Inc.
1609 Champlost Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 18141
424-8855
WEST OAK LANE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Johnson Associates
6300 Ogontz Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19141
215-424-3044
William F. Green
General Manager
hone (215) 477-0200
Fax (215) 473-5510
1-800-642-B982
4100 Presidential Boulevard, Philadelphia, PA 19131
VA«w.hi-cityllne.com
email: bill.gredn@hicityline.com
EINSTEIN REGIONAL ORTHOPAEDIC SPECIALISTS
ALBERT EINSTEIN MEDICAL CENTER
5501 Old York Rd, Willowcrest Bldg. 4th Fl.
Philadelphia, PA 19141 • 215-456-7900
EINSTEIN PLAZA
201 Old York Rd„ Suite 202
Jenkintown, PA 19046 • 215-885-6979
CENTER ONE
9880 Bustleton Avenue, Suite 220
Philadelphia, PA 19115 • 215-827-1500
Elaine Jones
Vice-President
5812 N. 12th Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19141
Office: (21 S)424-65S9
Fax: (215)424-3305
Cell: (215)778-0710
Email:
majestlcsteel 1 @netscape.r
W.P. COOKE INC. MICHAEL GABOR
TRUCKAND PASSENGER TIRE SPECIALISTS
• Wheel Balancing
• Truck Tire Service
• Road Service
4731 N. BROAD ST. PHILA, PA 19141
• Mlchelin
• Kelly Springfield
• Goodyear
329-5381
Fax: 329-9001
Tel (610) 623-7772
Fax (610) 623-4015
ACCURATE RECYCLING CORP.
PROCESSORS - BROKERS - WHOLESALERS
OF WASTEPAPER, GLASS, METAL & PLASTIC
508 E. Baltimore Ave.
Landsowne, PA 19050-2508
Lynn Buono
Owner/CCO Sovereign Bank
ast your eyes
OURMET CATERING
914-20 North Second Street • Pu: iadelphia PA 19123
I 215.923.9449 • f 215.923.9853 « '.fyecatering.com
[phone] 21S-924-3903
[&x] 215-927-6290
[to* free] 1-877-768-2265
[mdl] Rwillla2@iOvereignl
Rebecca R. Williams
Community Bonking Manager
Mail Code: 20-0206-cb1
Broad and Olney
5601 N Broad Street
Philadelphia PA 19140
Legal ASSOCIATES, LTD. 416 S. Bethlehem Pike
P.O. Box 597
Ft. Washington. PA 19034
215540.8383 Voice
215.540.8393 Fax
kpv©oxfordlegal.com
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The 2005 Explorer Staff would lite to thank
<fflik€ During
and the staff at
Carl Wolf Studio
generous Contributors and Official Photographers for the 2005 Explorer
5or portrait package information contact;
Carl Wolf Studio
401 flmwood ^me
ffl. Box 103J
Sharon ftill, Pfl 19079-0737
(510522-1338
Golophon
Volume 61 of the Explorerwos printed by jostens Publishing Company. Phil Klein served as the local representative to La Salle University. Initial
preparation, cover design and final assembly were done at jostens' plant in State College, Pennsylvania. A total of 800 copies of this book were
printed. The 2005 Explorer consists of 256 pages of 100 enamel paper and printed in four-process color. The book is smith sewn with head and
foot bands and the cover is process color litho.
All senior portraits in this book were taken by Carl Wolf Studio, Sharon Hill, Pennsylvania. Other photographs in this book were taken by Carl
Wolf Studio, Don Murrary, the La Salle University Athletic Department, Mike Echan, Tony Regina, Greg Baker, and Teresa Ferrara and members of
the yearbook staff.
The 2005 Explorer staff consisted of Kevin Hyslop, Athletics Editor; Nik Ko4 Copy Editor; Colleen Mullarkey, Academics Editor; Gwen Tuxbury,
Senior life Editor; Tiffani Walker, Seniors Editor and Karen Gundy, Party Kalemis and Sharisse Washington. The Explorer is Advised by Dawn
Preiser, Programming Coordinator.
All layouts for the 2005 Explorerwk designed in Adobe PageMaker 6.5. The 2005 Explorer is an official publication of La Salle University,
Philadelphia Pennsylvania, and reproduction of any portion of this book, either whole or in part, is prohibited without the written consent of the
University.
Inquiries about this edition of the filter should be directed to La Salle University, Box 685, 1900 West Olney Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19141-1199.
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